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Abstract
Spam has become a serious problem to email users all over the world. Most
of the daily email messages we are receiving consists of unwanted spam
messages. Although there are various methods to reduce the quantity of
spam such as filtering, IP-based blocking, or port blocking. It appears that
it is impossible to overcome spam.
This thesis proposes an alternative approach to the spam problem: by
changing the way email messages are delivered. The change is from a push
based approach to a pull based approach. The proposed approach works
without the involvement of end users. The vulnerabilities of the new approach are discussed and ways to prevent them are proposed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Email is a popular way of communication on the internet. It has been an important
part of electronic communications since the early days of the internet. Although there
are numerous ways to exchange information, email still appears to be one of the most
important. It is used in private as well as business environments. However, email
comes with a drawback in the form of spam.
Spam is unwanted email messages that were sent unsolicited. Over the years it has
become an increasing problem for email-users – mailboxes are flooded with unsolicited
messages. But these messages are not just annoying, they cost private persons as well
as large organizations a lot of money: loss of productivity, wasted bandwidth and
the cost of anti-spam software are just a few of the factors that make spam a serious
problem for all internet users.
Many techniques have been proposed to reduce the amount of spam. However, most
of them seem not to be effective enough against the large number of spam messages.
The better the techniques to prevent spam, the better the spammers become in avoiding
these techniques.
This thesis proposes an alternative way to prevent spam. Instead of just reacting
by filtering the unwanted messages, a new approach is taken by changing the way
email messages are delivered. The current system, SMTP uses a pull based approach
to transfer messages. This means, the receiver has no control over who sends the
messages, they must all be accepted. By changing this to a pull-based approach, the
receiving side gets more control over the email delivery process. Instead of blindly
accepting all incoming messages, the receiver gets notifications instead and is able to
decide which messages to retrieve and which to reject.
The approach proposed in this paper is a pull based approach without end user

1

interaction. The decision about which messages are received is made my the receiving
mail transfer agent.

1.1

Overview

Chapter 2 gives a definition of spam and analyzes the types of spam. It also describes
how spam is distributed on the internet and its impact on the global economy.
Chapter 3 discusses the Simple Message Transfer Protocol, the protocol that handles
the delivery of email messages on the internet. It describes how it works and discusses
its vulnerabilities and how spammers are able to abuse it to distribute spam.
Chapter 4 takes a look at the current methods to prevent email spam. It introduces
the technical, legal, and social methods to reduce spam.
Chapter 5 introduces the idea of receiver driven email delivery and discusses ways
that SMTP could be replaced. Furthermore it takes a look at existing pull based email
delivery systems, their advantages and disadvantages.
Chapter 6 proposes General Delivery, a pull based approach that allows receiver
driven email delivery without the interaction of end users. The protocol and functionality of General Delivery is explained, also the advantages and vulnerabilities of this
new approach are discussed.
Chapter 7 introduces a way to reduce the vulnerabilties of General Delivery to a
minimum by combining it with an existing techniques to authenticate mail sending
hosts
Chapter 8 proposes a weakened pull based approach that can be implemented by
using an existing SMTP-functionality called ETRN.
Chapter 9 describes the tests of the General Delivery reference implementation, and
discusses its effectiveness using the Enron Corpus, a collection of emails.

2

Chapter 2
The Spam Problem
2.1

What is spam?

Spam comes in many forms: for almost every form of technical communication there
exists specialized spam. There is spam that is related to IP-telephony, Instant Messaging, Web-forums, blogs and SMS. However the most known and most annoying
form of spam comes in the form of unsolicited bulk email (UBE), commonly known as
email-spam. All forms of spam have the following characteristics in common: they are
electronic messages, are sent in bulk, and are usually unsolicited. This means that the
recipient of those messages did not ask for them.
The term spam originates from the 1970s TV comedy series Monty Python’s Flying
Circus. In one of the episodes there is a sketch in which a couple wants to order some
food in a restaurant. However most of the meals offered contain S.P.A.M., a canned
precooked meat that became popular in the UK after World War II(Wikipedia, 2010).
So the menu contains dishes such as “Bacon, egg, sausage and spam” or “Spam, egg,
sausage and spam”. Several times during the conversation between the waitress and
the couple, the other guests in the restaurant, who are Vikings, start singing ”Spam,
wonderful Spam!”. Although this seems to be a very odd sketch and typical for Monty
Python’s, it became very popular in geeky culture. The sketch can be viewed at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFrtpT1mKy8. The exaggerated use of the word
spam in the sketch was the reason why the term has become the synonym for unsolicited
messages. The first known usage of the term spam in relation with unsolicited messages
is a USENET posting dating 1st April 1993, written by Joel Fur in which he complains
about a flood of USENET messages sent by a posting robot (Fur, 1993). Since then
the term spam became the synonym for all forms of unsolicited messages.
3

2.1.1

Types of Email-spam

There are various types of email-spam. A categorization can be made according to
the intention of the spammer and which kind of recipients he wants to target. The
most known type of spam comes in the form of commercial advertisements for rather
doubtful products. However spam can also be used to distribute malicious software
such as viruses and trojan horses or for fraudulent reasons like scamming and phishing.

Figure 2.1: Analysis of Spam

To find out more about the types of spam, an experiment was conducted. One
of the supervisors, Dr. Andrew Trotman granted the author access to his university
email-mailbox. Over a one month period (01.08.2009 - 31.08.2009) the messages for
this mailbox that were filtered by the universities spam-filter (PureMessage by Sophos)
were collected and analysed. This led to the results presented in Figure 2.1. During the
analyzed period 1471 messages were filtered. Most of the spam messages were product
advertisements but there were also messages containing malware, links to webpages
4

with adult content and phising attempts. More than 44% of the received spam was
non-english spam, mostly in Russian or Chinese which leads to the assumption that
spammers don’t really know who is receiving their messages. It seems to be more
important to them to send as much spam as possible in the hope that somebody
receives and reads it.
The largest amount of the received English spam messages consisted of advertisements. Among these commercial messages were ads for pharmacy products (mostly
medication for erectile dysfunction like Viagra), products for penis enlargement, cheap
replica watches, as well as links to dating services and porn sites. The rest of the
received spam messages consisted of phishing, scam and malicious software.
Based on these results, spam can be categorized in one of the following three categories:
• advertising
• fraudulent
• malicious
The first category, advertising consists of ads for products and services that usually
could not be sold using classical economy. This includes ads for product replicas like
watches or handbags, pharmacy, fake university diplomas as well as porn material or
pirated software. Figure 2.2 shows a typical spam-message for pharmacy products.
However spam in this category does not always need to be of commercial nature, spam
could also used to propagate political or religious ideas.
Spam messages of fraudulent content form the second category. This category
consists of messages that are sent to recipients with a criminal intention in mind, mostly
to defraud people. In almost all cases the goal is to get money from the recipients, either
by persuading them to send money directly or by pretending to be an authority the
recipient trusts. Fraudulent spam messages consist of scam, phishing and stock-spam.
Scam messages, also known as 419-scam (Levy and Arce, 2004), are usually sent
out by impostors pretending to be businessmen or officials who have access to a larger
amount of money but need somebody else to help them to get this money out of their
country. The number 419 is the international dialing code for Nigeria from where nearly
all of these messages originate. The scammers rely on naive recipients to read a scam
message and respond to it in the hope of making money. Whereupon the scammers
try to con the recipient into sending them money.
5

Figure 2.2: Typical spam message for pharmacy products

Phishing messages try to trick the recipient by pretending to be of a legitimate
source he trusts. Usually the messages pretend to be from banks or credit card companies. Often they look very professional, so unsuspecting users might easily get fooled
(see Figure 2.3). The phishing messages contain links to websites that look exactly
like the websites of the organisations the phishers are impersonating. Users are tricked
into submitting their bank or credit card information to these websites. According to
a report made by the Gartner Institute, the damage created by phishing in the United
States was about US$ 3.2 billion in 2007 (Gartner Inc., 2007).
Stock-spam consists of messages that try to influence the stock-price of a company.
Usually the advertised companies are letterbox companies with no real value. Recipients are tricked into investing in these companies. The spammers are earning money
from the difference of stock rates due to the generated demand (Spamnation, 2007).
The last category is that of malicious spam. The main purpose of this form of spam
is to propagate malicious software. It can come in the form of viruses or troyan horses
and tries to install malicious software on the recipients computer. The malware can
then be used to gather information about the user like the contents of their addressbook, stored passwords and credit card information. It can be also used to turn the
PC into a zombie, a hijacked computer that can be used for distributing spam or other
forms of cybercrime.
Hoax mails or chain letters don’t belong to any of the above mentioned categories.
Although this kind of email is usually harmless it can nevertheless be considered spam
6

Figure 2.3: Phishing message

as it is also unsolicited and sent in bulk.

2.1.2

The cost of spam

Spam is not just an annoying side-effect of modern communication, it is also an economic problem that should not be underestimated. But this economic factor is not just
about the money that can be made by sending spam, it is about the amount of money
that is spent to prevent spam. Companies, public institutions and even home-users are
spending considerable money as well as effort every year preventing spam. According
to Ferris research, who release a report on the cost of spam every other year, the cost
of spam for 2009 was about US$ 130 billion (Jennings, 2009): in their 2005 report the
estimation was about US-$ 50 billion (Jennings, 2005).
A reliable way to prevent spam from flooding mailboxes is to receive and filter it.
There are numerous filtering applications like Spam Assassin, Sophos’ PureMessage and
others. These filter applications use rule-based, Bayesian, or hash-based algorithms to
decide if a message is spam. Although filtering currently might be the most effective
way of stemming spam-messages it is also a very lavish method. It requires considerable
resources to provide an effective protection against unwanted emails, including:
• bandwidth
7

• storage
• CPU time
• administration
• lost time
In order to filter emails they have to be received first. A huge amount of bandwidth
is wasted by spam messages that will never reach their destination. Before the incoming
mails can be filtered they have to be stored somewhere which means that storage is
wasted for spam until it is deleted. Security Researcher Messagelabs estimates the
daily number of spam messages being more than 130 billion – that is nearly 90% of
all emails sent worldwide (Labs/Symanctec, 2010). The estimated size of an email
containing spam is about 3 KB. This means a daily volume of more than 360 Terabyte
of spam is transferred and stored. Filtering itself costs CPU time as every message has
to be processed and checked to see if it is a legitimate email or just junk-mail.
In 2009, computer security company McAfee released a study on the impact of spam
on climate change(McAfee, Inc, 2009). They estimated that the global annual use of
energy wasted due to spam (both sending and preventing it) was about 33 terawatt
hours (TW/h). For comparison, the yearly electricity consumption of New Zealand is
about 39 TW/h (Central Intelligence Agency, 2009).
There are also administrative costs due to the existence of spam. Mail-servers
have to be administered, filter software has to be installed, parametrized and updated
regularly, black- and whitelists have to be maintained and kept up to date.
There is a loss of productivity created by spam. Although todays spam filters and
other spam prevention measures are very powerful and are able to prevent most of the
incoming spam, there is no guarantee that all the unsolicited messages will be filtered
before they reach the end uses inbox. The few messages that get through cause a loss of
productivity as the end users have to process them manually. Security firm Baracuda
Networks provides an online spam cost calculator - according to their estimation, a
company with 1000 employees of which each gets an average of 20 spam messages per
day, will have a productivity loss of 30,500 hours per year or over US$ 877,400 if it
takes about 15 seconds to process an email message(Baracuda Networks, 2010).
Additional costs are created due to false positives, i.e. legitimate emails that have
been falsely identified as spam and filtered. According to Microsoft Research, approximately 1% of all legitimate mail is lost, either because of infrastructure failures or
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aggressive spam filtering (Agarwal et al., 2007). It is hard to quantify the actual loss of
money these never delivered emails generate, as the contents of the email determines
the amount of damage.

2.2

Distribution of spam

There are several ways to distribute spam. However the way he unsolicited messages are
propagated on the internet changed in the last ten years. In the beginning, spammers
used their own mail servers to spread their messages. They used special bulk-mailing
software that allowed the massive distribution of emails. The use of freemail services
like Hotmail or Yahoo! was also very popular because it was an easy and very cheap
way to get access to email-accounts. However the efforts of the anti-spam industry and
legislative anti-spam measures like the CAN-SPAM ACT 2003 made the distribution
of spam more difficult for the spammers. As a result they either moved their mail
servers to countries which had no anti-spam legislation or tried to find weaknesses in
the mail servers of third-parties so that they could abuse their systems to propagate
their messages. Recently the distribution of spam using the botnets has increased
dramatically. Most spam sent nowadays originates from these botnets, so the focus of
spam prevention needs to be botnet prevention.

2.2.1

The botnets

A botnet is a network of hijacked PCs (zombies), which are remotely controlled without
the knowledge of their users. These hijacked computers are usually abused to send
spam, host malicious or phishing websites, steal financial information and application
serial-keys or launch distributed denial of service attacks.
One of the many ways a botnet can be used is the massive distribution of spam. According to estimations of MessageLabs Intelligence the daily amount of spam-messages
sent by botnets is 107 billion (Wood et al., 2009). This is nearly 90% of all email
messages sent worldwide, which means that most spam originats from botnets. MessageLabs Intelligence estimates that of all the spam messages sent almost 83% originate
from these infected personal computers. These hijacked PCs all over the world send
spam messages without their users aware that their computers have been turned into
spam-sending zombies.
Botnets consist of several thousands (or even hundreds of thousands) of infected
PCs. Todays leading botnets like Cutwail or Rustock have estimated sizes between
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500,000 and 1,600,000 bots (Zorz, 2009).
A zombie PC can be remotely controlled by the botmaster (the person who runs
the botnet) to perform these tasks. There are several ways this control can be achieved
– some botnets use command & control servers, machines under the control of the
botmaster that are used to distribute the commands and to provide software updates
for the malicious software that runs on the infected machines(AsSadhan et al., 2009).
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is often used for communication, but it is known that some
botnets use other forms of communication like Twitter (Nazario, 2009) or even peer to
peer communication (Shirley, 2009).

2.3

Why do spammers send spam?

Of all the billions of spam messages sent every day only a small percentage is able
to evade all the spam prevention techniques and make it into the inbox of the recipients. These remaining spam messages are usually quickly deleted by end users as they
find these unsolicited messages annoying. Despite the effectiveness of the anti-spam
machinery spammers continue to distribute their messages.
The reason why spam is still around is obvious: some of the recipients of spam are
buying the advertised products. According to the book “Inside the Spam Cartel” by
Spammer-X (2004), a spammer could make profit of between US$ 1,000 and US$ 2,000
for 100 boxes of Viagra sold . But not everybody sees the opportunity to make money
by spamming so positive – (Kanich et al., 2008) claims that a 350 million spam mail
campaign resulted in a revenue of about US$ 2,700. The research group consisting of
members from the University of California, Berkely and San Diego managed to take
control over parts of the Storm-botnet. Over a period of 26 days they were able to
monitor several spam campaigns for pharmacy related products and found that 350
million mails resulted in only 28 sales. This means that roughly 0.00001% of all the
spam sent led to a sale. The researchers estimated that the daily revenue rate for a
botnet of the size of the storm-botnet (which is believed to consist of up to 5 million bots
(Porras et al., 2007)) is about US$ 7,000. Considering the the revenue and the costs
to maintain an infrastructure like the storm-botnet they came to the conclusion that
spamming is only profitable if the spammers and the vendor that sells the advertised
pharmacy products are one and the same.
It is also believed that the spam-community consists of many wannabes who hope
to become rich by spamming. However not all spammers have the technical abilities,
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knowledge and infrastructure. So they rent these from underground markets, but
those who are really making the profit are the people that provide this services and
infrastructure (Herley and Florencio, 2008).

2.4

Summary

Email-spam comes in many forms: it is used for advertising, phishing, scamming,
distributing malware and overflows the mail boxes of end users. But it is not just
annoying, its existence cost a lot of money. As nearly 90% of the global email traffic
consists of spam, these unwanted email messages create costs for wasted bandwidth,
storage, CPU-time as well as payroll costs.
Most of the spam originates from the botnets – large networks of hijacked PCs.
Botnets enable spammers to send billions of messages every day. As the anti-spam
industry finds better ways to filter these unwanted messages, the spammers send more
messages.
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Chapter 3
The Simple Message Transfer
Protocol
The use of the botnets to distribute spam makes it difficult to prevent these unwanted
messages from being sent. To understand why sending spam via the botnet is so
successful one has to take a look at the protocol that is responsible for transmitting
emails, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), which was specified in RFC 5321
by Klensin (2008).

3.1

How SMTP works

One of the greatest weaknesses of the internet mail system is its infrastructure. STMP
is an old protocol and was never meant to become a messaging system for the general
public. It was first introduced in 1982, in a time when the internet consisted of just
several thousand computers worldwide, most of them at universities or governmental
agencies.
Back in the 80s email users trusted each other and there was no reason not to. This
might explain why the original Request for Comments for SMTP, RFC 821 lacks any
security features and supports no form of authentication (Postel, 1982). Those features
that do exist have been implemented as extensions to the original standard.
Nobody thought that the protocol would be used to distribute unwanted messages.
It was more important to provide a reliable service that would reduce the chance that a
message got lost. However it is exactly this reliability that makes SMTP so vulnerable.
The current version of SMTP as described in RFC 5321 (Klensin, 2008) is the
second update since the original specification of 1982. Apart from minor changes and
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some security considerations (some of the functions have been replaced by newer ones
or became deprecated), SMTP is essentially the same as the original protocol.
Internet email works very much the same as its real world counterpart, often called
snail mail. Each participant has a unique address that identifies him. This address
consists of a name prefix, the @-sign and the domain name the address belongs to. In
order to be able to send and receive email messages a user needs an email account that
is associated with an email address and a mailbox to hold messages. However this is
not true in all cases as an email address could also be an alias or routing address that
forwards incoming mail to another addresses, or it could be a mailing list address and
incoming messages are forwarded to all addresses that are subscribed to this list.

Figure 3.1: SMTP-envelope and email message

Like a snail mail letter, internet mail consists of the actual message which is enclosed
in an envelope with the address of the sender and the receiver (see Figure 3.1). The
message part of an email, as described in RFC 5322 (Resnick, 2008) consists of the mail
header and the body. The mail header holds addresses of the sender and receiver(s),
the subject of the message, trace information and additional information that could be
relevant for a mail transfer. The body of the message holds the contents of the email
message in plain text and additional information such as attachments or the message
in HTML. As the whole internet message is transferred in text-format, all non-text
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information is encoded into the MIME Base64 content-transfer-encoding, defined in
RFC 2045 (Freed and Borenstein, 1996). Base64 represents sequences of octets in a
form that need not be readable to humans. The Base64 alphabet is a subset of USASCII and is used to encode 24-bit groups of input bits into four 6-bit character output
strings. This allows the transfer of data in email messages regardless of the format.
Although the message also contains the email-addresses of the sender and receiver,
this information is irrelevant for transportation. SMTP uses the information stored on
the envelope to deliver the email to the recipient. In order to send a message from A
to B the following information is needed:
• email-address of the sender
• email-address of the receiver
• the address of the receiving mail-exchange gateway
• the actual email contents
Unlike many other internet based protocols which pull information from servers,
SMTP is a push based protocol. The reason for this is clear: the receiver does neither know when somebody sends a message nor does he know who wants to send the
message. It is therefore the sender’s responsibility to deliver the message. Figure 3.2
illustrates the transfer of a message using SMTP.
A mail user agent (MUA) is used to initialize the email transfer process. A MUA
could be an email client application like Outlook or Mail, a webmail service like Gmail
or it could be an email sending agent of a web service or a mailing list. MUAs usually
have their own sending mail transfer agent (SMTA) through which they send their
emails. This MUA is provided by the internet service provider (ISP) or the users
mail provider. However it would be possible for a MUA to act as its own SMTA and
directly connect to the receiving mail transfer agent (RMTA). Once the SMTA has the
necessary information to forward a message, it connects to the RMTA and forwards
the email message. To make email communication in the internet easy, most domains
use mail exchange (MX) gateways. These are SMTP servers for incoming traffic. As
it must be possible for any connecting mail transfer agent (MTA) to forward emails to
those MX servers, they lack security features. The IP addresses of the MX servers can
be found in the domain name service (DNS).
Once the connection between the SMTA and the RMTA is established, the SMTA
is able to forward its data. It forwards the senders address, which is also the mail
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Figure 3.2: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

return path that is used by the SMTA in the case an email could not be delivered.
Then the address of the recipient(s)and the message are transferred. It is possible to
transfer more than one message during a mailing session. The RMTA usually stores
the incoming message in a mailbox associated with the receivers address. Especially
in environments with thousands of email users such as large corporations, universities,
or freemail providers it is not unusual for the RMTA to forward the message to a
dedicated MTA that is doing this task instead. Once stored in the receivers mailbox,
a message can be retrieved by the end user with an email client application or a web
interface. Internet mail uses two protocols, POP and IMAP to manage and retrieve
messages. However these protocols are only used on the receivers side and are not used
to distribute messages on the internet, a detailed discussion of these protocols goes
beyond the scope of this thesis.
The transfer of an email involves a sending MUA, a SMTA, a RMTA and a receiving
MUA. However SMTP allows the propagation of an email through numerous MTA
relays. Actually, there is no upper limit to the number of servers involved in the
routing of a message. When receiving a message an SMTP adds information about the
sending host and the time to the header of the message. This works like the postmarks
on a snail mail letter and makes it possible to analyze the path of an email message.
Adding additional received-headers to spam messages is used by spammers to obfuscate
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their origin.

3.2

Sending messages with SMTP

SMTP is a text-based protocol, all data is transferred in text-format. It uses a
small set of commands which easily can be implemented. Table 3.1 gives an overview
of the available SMTP commands. Each time an SMTP is issued the server replies
with a reply code. These reply codes consist of three digits and an optional string of
information. Each of the three digits has a special significance. The first digit denotes
if the command was successful or if an error happened:
• 2xx positive completion reply
• 3xx positive intermediate reply
• 4xx transient negative completion reply
• 5xx permanent negative completion reply
The second digit specifies the categories:
• x0x syntax
• x1x information
• x2x connection
• x3x unspecified
• x4x unspecified
• x5x mail system related
The third category allows a finer graduation of the reply codes. Table 3.2 lists the
most important SMTP reply codes and descriptions. For a detailed description of the
SMTP reply codes see RFC 5321 chapter 4.2 SMTP Replies.
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Command

Description

EHLO

Identifies the SMTP client to the SMTP server. If the
server supports SMTP extensions it responds by sending
a list of the available extensions.

MAIL FROM:

Initialized the mail transaction. The sender’s email address is passed as an argument. It is used as the reply
path in the case that the delivery of the message was
not successful

RCPT TO:

used to identify the recipient of an email. The email
address of the recipient is passed as an argument. It is
possible to send this command multiple times (one for
each recipient)

DATA

starts the transfer of the actual message. Following this
command is the message including all attachments. The
transfer is terminated by sending <CRLF>.<CRLF>

EXPN

Used to identify a mailing list. The name of the list is
provided as an argument and the server responds with a
list of the email addresses that are contained in the list.
Can be used to harvest email addresses.

VRFY

Used to verify the existence of an email address. Can
be used to harvest email addresses

NOOP

This command does nothing and is usually used to keep
a connection alive

RSET

Sets back the current mail transaction. Already sent
data will be deleted by the server

HELP

Sends back helpful information about the server and
commands

QUIT

Terminates the communication between client and
server
Table 3.1: SMTP-commands
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Code

Description

220

SMTP service ready. Sent when a SMTP-session has
been successfully established

250

Requested action completed

354

Start mail input, sent as the response to the DATA command

421

Service not available, temporary error

450

Requested action not taken, temporary error

500

Syntax error, used when an unknown command was sent

501

Syntax error in parameters and arguments, used when
the command cannot be processed because of wrong or
missing parameters

502

Command not implemented, used when the server recognizes the command but cannot process it

503

Bad sequence of Commands, used when the client sent
commands in the wrong sequence, like sending MAIL
FROM: before EHLO.

550

Requested action not taken, permanent error. sent when
the command issued by the client was not taken for
whatever reason
Table 3.2: SMTP-reply codes
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To send an email message, only five SMTP commands are required: EHLO, MAIL
FROM, RCPT TO: DATA and QUIT. So it is relatively easy to program a minimal
SMTP client that is able to communicate with an SMTP server and transfer messages.
It is even possible to use an application like Telnet to connect to a mailserver and send
a message. Figure 3.3 shows how the author sent an email message to her universities
email account using Telnet. As long as a message sent this way looks legitimate it has
a good chance of getting through.

Figure 3.3: Sending an email message using Telnet

It is not difficult to write a program to send email messages. In the programming
language Python it takes just four lines:
1
2
3
4

import smtplib
server = smtplib.SMTP(’mail.otago.ac.nz’)
server.sendmail(’spam@foo.com’, ’nat@cs.otago.ac.nz’, ’Spam, spam, wonderful spam’)
server.quit()

Many modern programming languages provide similar functions or libraries, including the javax.mail package for Java and the system.dll for Microsoft’s Visual Basic,
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C# and C++. It is straightforward to develop programs that send email messages.
Of course spammers can also use these techniques to distribute their messages, which
makes it cheap for them to send messages, especially from zombie PCs.
The distribution of spam using botnets is so easy for spammers because each zombie
can act as an SMTA. There is no need for a dedicated SMTP server – each bot with
an internet connection is able to directly connect to the RMTA and start sending
messages.
There are few ways a receiving MTA can determine if the sender is trustworthy.
One method is the use of blacklists. SMTP is a TCP-based protocol which means that
the IP addresses of both sender and receiver are known. By querying the IP address
of the connecting MTA at one of the many blacklist services (such as Spamhaus) the
receiver can find out if the sender’s address is known for sending spam, and reject
the connections. However, this method relies on the IP address being known by the
blacklist-providing service. There is also the risk of false positives, i.e. legitimate
senders being rejected because they have been added to a blacklist.
Because botnets are a large pool of different IP addresses, the effectiveness of blacklisting drops as it is unlikely all sending bots will be identified as spammers. It is also
known that spammers monitor the blacklists and throttle back the quantity of spam
being sent during a spam-campaign so that the bots will not be blacklisted.

3.3

Conclusion

SMTP might be an old protocol, but it is still an important part of communication on
the internet: without it, email would not be possible. It was introduced in a time when
the number of email users was small and an abuse of the email system was unthinkable.
So SMTP lacks any security features that prevent its abuse. Spammers are targeting
this weakness and use the reliability of SMTP to distribute their messages. The solution
to spam can either be accepting the messages and filter them or to change the way the
protocol works.
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Chapter 4
Methods to prevent email spam
Since the massive rise of the number of emails containing spam messages in the late 90s,
vendors, government agencies and research institutes have looked for ways to prevent
a future increase in spam. Numerous methods have been proposed and more than
once it was announced that a final solution to prevent the flood of unwanted emails
has been found. In 2004, then Microsoft’s chairman and chief software architect Bill
Gates announced that the spam-problem would be under control within 24 months
(Microsoft, 2004). In early 2010 spam is still around and the number of spam messages
is still increasing. However it seems that spam does not affect end-users as much as it
did five or six years ago.
This is mostly because over the last few years a number of effective technologies
have been found. Spam became more of a chronic disease: it can be annoying but as
long as the right medication is taken, it allows a normal life.
Anti-spam measures can be divided into three groups. These groups are technical, legal, and social measures. A similar trisection of anti-spam methods has been
proposed by Schryen (2007), in which a division into the categories permission, motivation and capability is made. Although the measures that are looked at are the same,
categorization is different.
Technical measures (see section 4.1) involve all those methods that stem the number
of unsolicited emails on a technical level. These methods can be applied to different
stages of the mailing process and may involve end-user interaction.
The second group are legal measures against spam (see section 4.2). They include
laws and anti-spam regulations and how these national legislations affect the international spread of spam.
Finally there is the group of social measures (see section 4.3): it involves those
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methods that affect individuals and how they behave in relation to spam. This includes
personal measures to prevent spam such as not giving away ones email-address as well
as internal regulations in companies on how to react to unwanted emails.

4.1

Technical measures

The technical methods to prevent spam are diverse and include techniques like blocking,
blacklisting, filtering, etc. (Hayati and Potdar, 2008). But regardless of the type they
all can be divided into two categories: sender-side and receiver-side techniques. As the
names suggest they describe the location where they are applied when an email-transfer
occurs. Table 4.1 gives an overview at the currently used techniques to prevent spam.
It is salient that the majority of the described techniques are on the receivers side.

4.1.1

TCP-Blocking

TCP-Blocking is a very simple but also very effective method to prevent spam. Like
every other internet-protocol, SMTP uses a predefined port (25). A program that
wants to connect to a SMTP-server must open a network connection on port 25.
Being a sender-side spam-prevention technique tcp-blocking is implemented by the
authority that has control over the senders network (ISP or the IT-department in a
company). Blocking port 25 prevents computers in the network from connecting to mail
servers an sending emails. This is extremely effective against infected zombie-PC’s that
try to distribute spam by directly connecting to remote mail servers.
However, using TCP-blocking also means that all legitimate traffic that is sent via
port 25 is blocked. This makes it impossible for clients in this network to run their
own valid mail servers, it is also not possible for mail clients like Microsoft Outlook
to use alternative SMTP-servers (such as freemail-services like Yahoo! or Gmail) for
their outgoing mails. Automated services that use email for notifications also don’t
work correctly if port 25 is blocked (e.g. some consumer routers provide the option
to send access logs to a predefined email-address with email). However, some mail
providers allow the use of the alternative port 587 specified in RFC 2476 for email
message submission (Gellens and Klensin, 1998), which leaves end users unaffected.
Of course it is possible to define rulesets on a firewall stating which hosts are allowed
to use port 25 and which not; but it is time consuming for network administrators to
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Method

Side

Effect

TCP-

Sender

By blocking the ports used by SMTP to distribute mes-

Blocking
Limitation

sages, a forwarding of messages is made impossible
Sender

of Emails
Micro-

A limit of email messages that are allowed to be sent
during a predefined period of time is imposed

Sender

For every outgoing email-message a virtual account of

payment

the sender is charged with a very small amount of money

Blacklisting Receiver

Using a list of IP-addresses, domains or email-addresses
which should be blocked

Whitelisting Receiver

Using a list of IP-addresses, domains or email-addresses
that are allways accepted

Greylisting

Receiver

Delaying the mail-transfer by rejecting the first connection. Legitimate MTA will try to reconnect and send
the message again

Authen-

Receiver

tication
Challenge/

any mail-traffic happens
Receiver

Response
Tarpits

Incoming connections must be authenticated first before
Sender must correctly respond to a challenge sent by the
receiver

Receiver

slowing down the response to client commands and thus
binding its resources

Filtering

Receiver

Analyzing the messages to determine if they contain
spam or not

Alternative Sender/Receiver

Methods that try to prevent spam by either changing or

solutions

replacing the protocol used to send emails
Table 4.1: Technical methods to overcome spam
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keep these rulesets up-to-date. There are several approaches to address this disadvantage of TCP-blocking (Clayton, 2004). One such approach is to automatically analyze
logs of outgoing connections - if a computer shows any signs that it could be spamming,
its port 25 is blocked.

4.1.2

Limitation of Emails

The limitation of outgoing emails is a method to prevent spammers from using mailaccounts to distribute spam. This is achieved by limiting the number of mails that
can be sent during a certain period of time. The imposed limit of outgoing mails is
usually a value that would not affect normal email-users, but would hinder a spammer.
If a user exceeds this number he is notified that the allowed contingent of emails has
already been consumed and that normal email-delivery is possible only after the current
time period is over. This kind of limitation is often used by freemail-providers who use
it to prevent spammers abusing their service. However it has absolutely no effect on
spammers that use other means (their own mail-servers or botnets) to distribute spam.

4.1.3

Micropayment

Micropayment is a proposal that resurfaces every couple of years but has not been
adapted by the community. It was first proposed in the late nineties by Bambury et al.
(1998). In this system, every time an email-message is sent, the sender has to pay a
tiny amount, for example 0.0001 cent. This amount is so small that it would never
affect ordinary mail-users but it would affect spammers who are send billions of email
messages. The ISPs would keep track of the mails sent by users and charge the fees if
appropriate.
Although micropayment directly targets the spammers goal to make money (by
reducing their margin of profit) it only targets those that are using legitimate ways to
distribute spam. Micropayment proposals do not consider spam sending zombies and
the cost to their unaware owners. People who don’t even know that their computers
are sending spam would be charged.

4.1.4

Black- and Whitelisting

List-based blocking is a effective way to mitigate the spread of spam. There are
two main types of list-based blocking: blacklisting (also known as blackholeing) and
whitelisting.

These two approaches are complementary: while blacklisting denies
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all connections or messages in the list, whitelisting explicitly allows it. Black- and
whitelisting are usually used in conjunction with each other.
There are several ways list-based blocking is implemented. They can be divided
into three groups:
• IP-based blocking
• domain based blocking
• email-address based blocking
IP-based Blocking
IP-based blocking is one of the most popular ways to prevent spam (Hird, 2002). Based
on the IP-address of a sending host, the receiving host decides whether to accept the
connections or not. This is achieved by checking whether the IP-address is in a list
of known fraudulent or legitimate IP-addresses. SMTP is an TCP-based protocol, so
in order to work, both the sender and the receiver know the IP-address of each other.
Therefore the IP-address can be used by the receiver to assess the legitimacy of sender.
IP-based blacklisting involves querying a database to see if a connecting IP-address
has been known to send spam in the past. These databases or lists are usually provided by ISPs or anti-spam organizations that provide their service to third parties.
Popular blackhole services like Spamhaus or Spamcop provide their blacklists by using
DNS-blackhole lists (DNSBL). By using a DNS-based query it is possible to query the
blackhole database for a given incoming IP-address. The advantage of IP-based blocking is that it can be used as soon as an IP-based connection between SMTP-servers
is attempted: the receiving host can verify the IP-address of the connecting host by
using a DNSBL and based on the result simply deny the connection. This also reduces
bandwidth as in the case of a denied connection no emails are transferred.
However IP-based blacklisting cannot be seen as a solution to the spam problem as
there is no guarantee that a IP-address that is listed in a DNSBL is actually a spammer. There is a chance of false positives: sometimes whole ranges of IP-addresses are
blacklisted because one of the IP-addresses in this range sent spam. In 2009 the whole
range of IP-addresses of Telekom Austria was accidently blacklisted by the German
freemail-provider GMX who blocked all mail-traffic between these two mail-providers
(futurezone, 2009).
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Domain- and Email-address-based Blocking
Domain-based and email-address based lists are different from IP-based blocking insofar
as they rely on the information the SMTP-protocol provides: for sending an email,
the sending mail-host has to provide a return-path which is the email-address of the
sender. By using this address or extracting the domain-name from this address it is
possible to reject messages by using blacklists containing fraudulent domain-names or
email-addresses. Unlike DNSBL this kind of blacklist is usually provided by the ISP
or mail-provider. It is not uncommon that end-users are allowed to define their own
blacklists. While DNSBL allows the rejection of an incoming connection from an IPaddress, domain and address-based blacklisting needs more information to work. This
needed information can be gathered during an SMTP-transaction, which provides the
sender’s email-address. The RMTA compares this address to the addresses or domains
stored in the blacklist. If the sender’s address turns out to be positive the RMTA
cancels the current transaction by sending an error message. As SMTP accepts any
literal that looks like an email-address (local-part followed by the @ sign and a domain
name) it is easy for spammers to avoid domain- and email-address based blacklists.
Whitelists
Whitelists work in the opposite way to blacklists. They only allow messages or connections from sources that are in the whitelist. Whitelisting functionality may be provided
by mail-providers and many spam-filters allow whitelists of addresses that bypass the
filter. DNS-based whitelists like DNSWL.org provide a service similar to blackhole-lists
and hold lists of a valid email-addresses. Those lists are can be used by spamfilters to
change the spamscore of a message.
Although the use of lists (both black- and whitelists) can help to reduce the amount
of spam it is unwise to solely rely on them. The risk of false positives is high, but in
combination with other anti-spam techniques they provide a solid base of protection
against unwanted email.

4.1.5

Greylisting

Greylisting relies on the reliability of the SMTP protocol. It assumes that spamming
software is not designed to retry sending messages if the initial attempt fails (Heron,
2009).
According to RFC 5321 valid MTAs are required to retry in the case that the
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delivery of a message was not successful. The first time a SMTA connects, an RMTA
using greylisting responds with an error message, usually one in the 4xx-range of reply
codes which suggests a temporary error. Legitimate MTAs will try to make at least a
second attempt to deliver the message. This second attempt will be successful as the
receiving host has a list of previously rejected connections (Harris, 2003).
In order to work, an MTA using greylisting has to keep three lists: a blacklist, a
whitelist and a greylist. González-Talaván (2006) describes greylisting in detail: while
all messages from senders in the blacklist will be automatically rejected; all messages
in the whitelist will be accepted; those senders that are neither in the black- nor in the
whitelist are greylisted. Connections from an SMTA in the greylist are automatically
rejected when the host tries to send an email for the first time. An SMTA that resends a
message is automatically added to the whitelist as they appear to be legitimate MTAs.
Like black- and whitelisting, greylisting is IP-based, domain-based or address based.
So all the problems of black- and whitelisting are also present for greylisting. Unfortunately the assumption that spammers don’t use error recovery while legitimate senders
always will does not hold (Levine, 2005). Some MTA don’t treat 4xx-error messages
correctly and don’t retry. Instead they bounce those messages back to the sender as if
the error was a permanent error (ie. 5xx-errors). Also an unpredictable delay occurs
due to the rejection as it relies on the configuration of the SMTA as to how long it
will wait until it retries to send a message. This results in a bad end-user experience
because users expect their emails to be delivered instantly.
Relying on the assumption that spammers don’t care about the standards may be
invalid. It is known that some botnets are RFC compliant and try to resend messages
(Koster, 2009).

4.1.6

Authenticaton

One of the best ways to prevent unsolicited emails is only accepting messages from
trusted sources. There are numerous ways to validate the credibility of a person or a
computer. These techniques can be categorized into ”Something you are, something
you know, or something you have” (Elisabeth D. Zwicky, 1995). While the first category
can usually be applied only to humans (e.g. biometry) the other two categories can be
used for the identification of electronic sources.
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AUTH
SMTP provides an extension for authentication specified by Myers (1999) in RFC
2554. It is mostly used for SMTP gateways who are used as outgoing MTAs for ISPs
and freemail providers. There are numerous authentication techniques (also known as
Simple Authentication and Security Layers (SASL)) that can be used in conjunction
with this extension. AUTH LOGIN is the simplest method described in RFC 2554 and
is used by many mail-providers including Gmail and Yahoo!. It uses BASE64-encoding
for the transfer of the username and the password. While this might not be a very
secure way in itself it is enough to prevent unauthorized access to the SMTP-server.
CRAM-MD5 is another method used with the authentication extension. Here the
server sends a challenge which the client hashes using MD5 and a shared secret (usually
the users password) and sends back to the server.
SASL-techniques are usually used on outgoing mail servers, so using the authentication extension can only help to prevent unauthorized access to these outbound
MTAs. This keeps spammers from using these mail servers as proxies for sending spam
messages. Mail exchange (MX) servers need to be accessible for any sender and thus
cannot use this form of authentication. However, this allows botnet zombies to forward
their spam messages to these MX servers.
Transport Layer Security
Authentication can also be achieved if a third party guarantees the identity of two
negotiating parties. This third party acts as certificate authority (CA) who issues
certificates that are used by other parties.
There are various ways to authenticate another MTA using a third party. One
possibility is to use Transport Layer Security (Dierks and Rescorla, 2008) which allows
secure communication and authentication between two MTAs (Hoffman, 2002). Before
any valid SMTP-communication can happen both sides have to authenticate each other
and negotiate the encryption algorithm and keys.
Tripoli
Tripoli is an conceptual approach to third party authentication (Weinstein, 2004).
MTAs are not only authenticated by CAs, but it is also possible to define levels of
authentication. So an RMTA could be configured to accept only mails from MTAs
that hold a certain level of authentication. This level of authentication, known as
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Payload Information Token (PIT) is like an MTAs reputation in relation to other
mailing hosts. It could be upgraded for very trustworthy services or (in the case of
spamming) downgraded. Tripoli relies that on the expectation that the CAs operate in
a responsible manner. However, this means that inappropriate power and responsibility
lies in the hands of the CAs operators as they define the level of authentication and
thus the reputation of a sender.
AMTP
Another approach using authentication through a third party is the Authenticated Mail
Transfer Protocol (Weinmann, 2003). AMTP uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) to
authenticate connections between the SMTA and the RMTA. It requires both client
and server to present valid X.509 certificates signed by a trusted CA. According to the
RFC-Draft for AMTP (Weinmann, 2004), the protocol is based on SMTP but makes use
of additional information in the form of the Mail Policy Code (MPC) parameter. This
allows to implement specific policies for recipients and senders (e.g. a recipient could
specify that he does not want to receive messages from a specific domain). The MPCparameter is added as additional information to the SMTP-MAIL-command. Each
MTA is responsible for either inserting the MPC-parameter in the messages header (if
it is the last MTA and delivers directly to a user) or to propagate it via the MAILcommand if the message is relayed. MPC classifies of messages into roles and classes.
This allows receivers to draw conclusions on the type of the message before it has been
sent (as this information is provided in the messages envelope). Thus an envelope which
does not comply to the RMTA policy might be rejected before the DATA-command is
issued. Furthermore AMTP makes use of the DNS SRV-record to determine the server
that is responsible for mail-exchange (thus replacing the MX-record).
Sender Policy Framework
Authentication does not necessarily require knowledge of something or a third party
authentication. Under some circumstances it is sufficient to prove to be somebody.
The Domain Name Service (DNS) allows the definition of the MX-record which is used
to identify the IP address and the full qualified domain-names of the mail-exchange
servers of a domain, which is a vital part of email-delivery.
The sender policy framework (SPF1) is a way to define the mail-servers that are
allowed to send emails on behalf of a domain (Wong and Schlitt, 2006). The DNS allows
the definition of a SPF1-record that can be queried to find out all the IP addresses
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from which a message might come. As not all DNS-servers support SPF1 it is possible
to define the SPF1-data in the TXT-record instead. As spammers often pretend to
be somebody else when sending emails, using the SPF1 is an effective way to identify
suspect messages. If domain example.com has SPF1-records for host X and Y, an email
from this domain sent by host Z is probably suspect.
SPF has some disadvantages. Every domain needs to have an SPF-record in order
to work. Also it determines how a sender is allowed to send emails: SMTP allows
the use of any outgoing mail-server(e.g. using Gmail’s server to send emails for a
hotmail-account). If there is no valid SPF record exists for the sending host it might
be considered an illegitimate sender. This makes it difficult for users to send their
emails via an outbound mail-server that is not authorized (e.g. a user wants to send
an email with the work-address from a computer at home). Although it is possible to
authorize additional mail-servers in the SPF1 record, it quickly becomes unmanageable
as the number of entries grows.

4.1.7

Challenge/Response-Systems

Challenge/Response-Systems are verification mechanisms that come in the form of
puzzles that have to be solved by connecting clients. The result of these puzzles is
used to determine whether the client is legitimate or not. The most popular type
of challenge/response-systems are CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing
test to tell Computer and Human Apart), usually pictures that show distorted words
that can be read by humans but not by computer applications. Other challenges could
be simple mathematical problems, such as simple additions. A successful response, i.e.
a solved puzzle results in the client being accepted. Challenge/Response-Systems are
often used during the registration process on websites.
Email-applications that use the challenge/response approach send a notificationmessage with a challenge back to the sender (Goodman, 2004). This challenge then
has to be correctly answered by the sender. In a positive case the email will be delivered
to the receiver, otherwise it will be deleted. To keep track of which senders have already
been approved, these applications use some sort of black/whiteisting mechanism.
Unfortunately using challenge/response in email is not very effective. First of all
it makes it impossible for automated services like notification-messages or mailing-lists
to be accepted as legitimate senders. Some human senders might choose to ignore
the challenge. Another weakness of challenge/response systems in email delivery is
that it uses the sender’s address to identify the source of a message. As both mail30

headers and the return-path can be faked, it is possible for spammers to use already
approved sender-addresses to get their messages through. The most obvious senderaddress to use is the receivers email-address itself as it is unlikely to be blacklisted by
the challenge/response system. This is one of the reasons why so many spam messages
come with the receivers address as the sender.
Challenge/response systems create a large overhead of traffic as for each message
from an unapproved sender a challenge-message is created which has to be answered
with another message. If both the sender and the receiver use challenge/response
mechanisms there is the risk of endless loops of challenges. This could happen if the
receiver sends a challenge to the sender who responds with a challenge and so on.
Modern challenge response systems should be aware of these endless loops, however,
there is no guarantee that such a situation could happen.

4.1.8

Tarpits

Tarpits are pieces of software that intentionally slow down the communication on a network. They follow the same principle as greylisting by assuming that only legitimate
services work according to standards. Tarpits make the communication in a network
more difficult for rogue services that might not implement the various protocols correctly while legitimate services remain unaffected. Thus they can be used to slow down
the spread of spam in a network.
Depending on the implementation, tarpits can be applied to several layers of the
Open System Interconnection Reference Model (OSI-model). The OSI-model is an
layered abstraction of network communication and consists of seven layers (application,
presentation, session, transport, network, data link and physical layer).
The most common used tarpits are those working on the transport layer (layer 4,
TCP and UDP) and those working on the application-layer (layer 7, SMTP).
Network-layer based tarpits delay communications in a network for untrusted sources
by dropping IP-packages, not completing the TCP-handshake, or pretending the lose
packets (Li et al., 2004).
SMTP-tarpits work on the application-layer. They extend the response time of
SMTP commands. Instead of immediately replying with the correct commands, the
SMTP-tarpits wait for a certain time before they respond. While legitimate MTAs
that implement the SMTP-timouts according to RFC 5321 will still be able to send
messages, spammers might timeout. A popular implementation of a SMTP-tarpit is
OpenBSD spamd, which combines the functionality of tarpits with those of greylisting.
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It also allows a technique called spam-trapping in which hosts that are sending messages
to a predefined mock mailbox are automatically tarpitted.
The idea of tarpits is that a spammer whose resources are bound by a tarpit must
send less spam. But this is only true if a spamming host distributes its messages in
a sequential way - one message after the other. However, spam-software is often able
to create multiple connections at the same time. So it is a incorrect assumption that
tarpits dramatically reduce the amount a spammer can send. But as spam-software
might have a lower timeout threshold than legitimate mail-software it is possible to
reduce the number of spam-messages received.

4.1.9

Filtering

Filtering spam is perhaps the most used technique nowadays. It is in fact so popular
that it almost became a synonym for spam prevention. The reason for its popularity
is its effectiveness at keeping the inboxes of email-users clear of spam. Filtering email
messages is an attempt to separate the wheat from the chaff: in order to work, every
message has to be analyzed to find out if it is an legitimate mail or an unsolicited
message. But this requires all messages to be received before they can be filtered.
As a result all the negative consequences of spam (wasted bandwidth, storage and
CPU-time) are accepted.
There are numerous methods to filter spam (Cormack, 2006). The most popular
techniques are rule-based filtering, bayesian filtering and signature-based filtering.
Rule-based filter systems use large sets of configureable rules to determine if a
message is spam. By applying these to incoming messages it is possible to filter out
messages that fulfill some or all of the conditions defined by the rules. The rulesets
can be easily created and applied, which turns out to be an advantage of this form of
filtering. However, it is very easy to overcome these filter-systems by slightly adjusting
messages.
Bayesian filter systems compute the probability that a given message is spam by
using other (prior) probabilities which are already known.
Signature based filter systems classify messages by using hash-functions – if a messages signature fits the signature of a know spam-message it is most probably spam.
Modern spam-filtering software such as ”Sophos Email and Data Protection” usually
consists of a combination of these three filter-systems.
The problem with spam filtering is that it is a technique that is also available to
the spammers themselves. It is not unknown for spammers to test their messages
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against the popular spam-filters to find out how effective they are in evading the filtermechanisms. They use obfuscation techniques to make it harder for spam-filters to
recognize a message as spam. This is one of the reasons why some spam messages are
using words like V1@gra instead of Viagra. Other spammers use HTML or Images to
obfuscate the true meaning of a text from filtering software. However it must still be
readable for the end-users.
Of course these attempts to overcome filters result in the anti-spam industry creating better filters. The more successful spammers become in finding ways to get their
messages through, the more resources must be provided to filter those attempts. As a
consequence there is a never ending race between spammers and the anti-spam industry which no side can win: as soon as the one finds a better way to block spam, the
other overcomes it. The more successful spammers become in finding ways to get their
messages through, the more resources are required to provide better filters.

4.1.10

Other solutions

Besides of the previously described ways to prevent spam there are also other solutions
that cannot be categorized as they fit into none or into multiple categories. Some are
very exotic solutions such as ranking the senders of messages (Chirita et al., 2005) or
using access code based systems (Khalil and Parish, 2007). Others propose replacing
the existing protocol for email delivery, SMTP with other, more modern systems. Some
propose to use instant messaging services like ICQ or Jabber to replace email, others
suggest that internet services like Facebook or Google Wave could eventually become
the new standards for sending messages on the internet (Kharif, 2009). Unfortunately
these other systems are not spam-free and replacing email would just change the problem, not solve it. There is the additional problem that many of these alternatives are
not open standards. They are controlled by companies or organizations. Replacing
email with these alternative communication systems would give these companies great
power over modern communication.

4.2

Legal spam-prevention

Over the last fifteen years the number of spam-messages rose so dramatically that
its sheer existence became an economic concern. The lost time and money spent to
prevent spam or to curb its effects rapidly grew, and in many western countries there
was a call for legal regulation.
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Several countries have anti-spam legislation. For instance there is the CAN-SPAM
Act of 2003 in the United States (Federal Trade Commission, 2009), the Directive
2002/58/EC of the European Union (Parliament of the European Union, 2002), the
Australian Spam Act 2003 (Australian Government, 2005) or the New Zealand Unsolicited Messages Act 2007 (NZ Ministry of Economic Development, 2007). Many other
western countries have adopted similar standards in anti-spam legislation. However
according to a study made in 2005 by the International Telecommunication Union, out
of 191 member states of the United Nations only 31 countries have a confirmed antispam legislation (Bueti, 2005). This means that many countries have no or insufficient
anti-spam laws. World-wide spam prevention is very difficult.

4.2.1

Legal definition of spam

Although the laws in various countries differ, there are similarities which can be compared. The definition of spam can usually be broken down to the following categories:
• Subscription
• Content
• Deceptiveness of the emails subject
• Accuracy of sender information
Subscription
The subscription defines the ways that a bulk-emailer (and it is important not to
declare everybody who sends emails for commercial reasons a spammer) is allowed to
get the recipients email address, his permit to send those emails, and how recipients
can unsubscribe from getting those mails.
Many countries prohibit the use of email-addresses that have been harvested. Emailharvesting is a technique used to obtain email-addresses by using software to search
websites, forums and mailing list archives for email-addresses. Using email-addresses
that were gathered this way for commercial bulk emailing is considered fraudulent because the recipients have not willingly agreed to receive mails. Some legislations (e.g.
the European Union) stipulate an explicit opt-in of the recipient. This means that the
receiver has to confirm her willingness to get commercial emails. This could happen
by checking a checkbox in a web form or replying to a confirmation email.
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Other anti-spam laws such the CAN SPAM Act don’t require the recipient’s prior
explicit permission. Instead they require bulk email senders to include opt-out options
for the receivers to be included in the emails. This is usually an unsubscribe link that
has to be added to an email. In the case the recipient does not want to receive any
further email from this bulk emailer, she can unsubscribe using this opt-out link.
Content
Many anti-spam laws draw a distinction between legal and illegal email messages.
Depending on the local laws this can include the distribution of malicious software
like viruses or trojans, fraudulent content like scam or the distribution of pornographic
content.
Deceptiveness of the emails subject
Commercial emails are required by some anti-spam legislations to be identified as ads.
This should be achieved by clearly stating in the subject that the content of an email
is an advertisement. Misleading subjects that deceive the recipient are usually clearly
defined as spam.
Accuracy of sender information
Email headers can be easily forged and it is known practice for spammers to fake
the sender information. Many anti-spam legislations require senders of bulk emails to
clearly identify who they are. This means that the sender’s email-address, information
about the MTA from which a message originates and any routing information must be
valid in order to be considered as valid email.

4.2.2

Effectiveness of anti-spam legislation

Anti-spam legislation does not prohibit spam or unsolicited email. Instead it defines
rules for legitimate bulk-email senders to send emails without being considered spammers. It tries to define what kind of messages are spam. This is not always easy as email
is (and should be) a legal way to make advertisements for products. Many companies
send regular newsletters about their products to their customers. If Amazon sends
their customers emails with suggestions of books or records they might be interested
in, this cannot be called spam. Although these mails might be annoying for some, for
others they are legitimate. Making a legal decision as to which emails are legitimate
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and which are not is very difficult. Anti spam legislation must provide precise rules
defining what spam is to target spammers, without forcing legitimate email senders
into illegality.
However it is a problem that there are no attempts to find a worldwide solution for
the problem of unsolicited bulk emails. Many countries created their own anti-spam
legislation without consideration for others. As a result the world-wide anti-spam
legislation is heterogeneous as the laws of various countries often contradict and there
is no cross-border jurisdiction. How can a country impose legislation on spam messages
whose origin is outside of the recipient’s country?
Despite the effort of governments to legally stem the spread of email spam the number of unwanted emails continues to rise. One reason is the lack of globally coordinated
measures against spam. Furthermore anti-spam legislation can contradict prior laws.
It is known that in the US the First Amendment (which guarantees the freedom of
speech) is used to avoid the CAN SPAM ACT (Soma et al., 2008).
So far anti-spam legislation has proven to be ineffective. When spammers are
prosecuted it is more usual that this happened because of other cybercrime laws. As
spammers often illegally abuse other peoples computer systems without their knowledge
(e.g. using zombies for sending spam), they can be prosecuted for these violations.

4.3

Social spam prevention

The last group of spam prevention is that of social spam prevention. It consists of
those measures that end-users can use to prevent spam from being sent to their emailaddresses. Most of these measures are behavioral guidelines. However they can be
applied by end-users as well as organizations and prove quite effective.
Social spam prevention includes organizational policies on how to use email as a
medium to communicate. It also might include guidelines on how employees should
use their email-account. This involves which email-addresses are publicly known and
shown on an organization’s website, ways to reply to emails, and how employees should
react when spam is sent to them. For instance, it might be prohibited for employees
to use their corporate email-account to send and receive private messages.
The guidelines for end users are similar to those of organizations. However end users
might be more flexible in finding ways to protect themselves against spam. They could
use so-called trash-mail accounts, which are mail-addresses that are given to untrusted
parties. These addresses could be used to register on forums and other web services that
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require a valid email address. As the trash-mail address is used only for this purpose,
the end users don’t have to use their primary email address. If these trash-mail address
were harvested and receives spam it would not affect the end users primary address.
As the user knows when to expect and email on the trash-mail account (shortly after
the registration on a forum or a webshop), all other messages sent to this address can
be ignored.
Social spam prevention includes all the necessary information end users might need
to understand the threats of the world wide web and email. It gives them a deeper
understanding what spam, scam, and phishing is, and that it is not wise to read or reply
to these messages. There are several organizations that provide information about this
on their websites as well as instructions how users can protect themselves against cyber
criminals.

4.4

Conclusions

There are several ways the negative effects of spam can be prevented. While legal
spam prevention seeks to find ways to control the spam problem by passing laws,
social spam prevention endows organizations and end users with rules how to avoid
being affected by spam. However, the largest group of anti-spam measures is that
of technical spam prevention. It provides many effective methods and techniques to
keep mailboxes clear of unwanted email messages. Some of these methods (such as
TCP-blocking or the limitation of outgoing emails) can be applied on the senders side,
but the majority of the techniques are used on the receivers side. This leaves the
responsibility for preventing spam mostly with the receiver. Even when most of the
spam can be prevented from reaching end users inboxes, the negative consequences of
spam (the waste of bandwidth and storage) have to be accepted.
Despite the fact that there are effective solutions against spam, email-users should
not lull themselves into false sense of security. There is a constant race between the
anti-spam industry and spammers. As soon as the one finds a new way to prevent spam
the other comes up with a solution to overcome this method. Metaphorically spam is
indeed a chronic disease and the medication has to be constantly changed to remain
effective. But perhaps the wrong treatment is used to solve the spam problem...
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Chapter 5
Alternatives to SMTP
Spam is a threat to modern communication on the internet. Billions of unsolicited
messages flood mail servers all over the world, only to be filtered and deleted unread.
The cost of spam is tremendous, both to private users and organizations. However it
seems that the quantity of spam will not decrease in the years to come. It is more
likely that the volume will increase.
Technical and legal anti spam measures are attempts to stem the spread of spam.
But despite these attempts, no method has been found that eradicates it. This is
mostly because spam prevention techniques are a reaction to spam. They fight the
effects of spam but not the cause. Just because spam messages are filtered does not
mean that there is less spam. Although the number of spam messages in the inboxes
of end users might have decreased by the use of powerful filter software, spam is still a
problem. The more spam is filtered, the more spam is sent. Even if it does not bother
end users (because of the powerful filter software), spam is still expensive.
Almost all spam sent nowadays originates from the botnets. The importance of the
botnets to the worldwide distribution of spam is so great that today’s spam problem
would be solved if the botnet problem were solved (John et al., 2009). This means that
in order to reduce spam we need a way to make it harder for zombies to send email
messages. Instead of filtering and other spam prevention techniques that happen on
the receiver side, the focus of spam prevention must be the sender.
The difficulty, however is that there is no way to control the sender. Internet mail,
like many network systems, works as long as all participants play by the rules. If one or
more participants abuse a system, this system cannot be trusted anymore. Spammers
are abusing the system and they do it in a way that makes it almost impossible to
exclude them from sending messages. By using hijacked computers of unaware users
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they created an environment in which almost everybody’s computer could be a suspect.
The question is: which measures can be taken to prevent spam at its source? The
most obvious way to reduce spam would be to reduce the number of zombies. Botnets
provide spammers with the ability to sent a large number of messages at low costs. If
it were harder or more expensive to distribute spam through the botnets the number
of unsolicited messages would decrease.
There are several ways this could be achieved. Keeping computer systems up to
date and secure is the most obvious. If desktop computers were not so vulnerable to
malicious software they could not be attacked so often. But end users do not appear
to be aware of the security risks of their computers.

5.1

Sender-information provided by SMTP

One of the problems with internet mail is that it allows anybody to send email messages.
As long as a message contains a valid recipient address, it will be delivered. If the
receiver does not want to receive this message, he can delete it. But in order to decide
if a message is legitimate or not, all the message data has to be transferred.
Exactly this behavior is abused by spamming mechanisms. Spammers know that
not all messages will get through, but in order to be successful it is sufficient that only
some get through.
It is important to know if a sender can be trusted, preferably before the mail transfer
happens. However, the information about the sender that is available at this time is
limited. Most of this information is provided by the SMTP envelope (see Section 3.1).
The SMTP envelope holds the following information: the sender’s address (also known
as return-path), the receiver’s address, and the message.
During a mail transfer, the RMTA knows the following information about the sender
• the IP address of the SMTA (which must be valid because TCP/IP guarantees
it)

• the computer name of the SMTA (sent with the EHLO/HELO command), which
may be incorrect

• the sender’s email address, which also may be incorrect
Apart from the senders IP address, which is the only trustworthy information,
all other information is unreliable. Although it might be possible to spoof the IP
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address (Savage et al., 2000), SMTP is a TCP-based protocol and needs a point-topoint connection for data transfer. Spoofing a TCP connection is theoretically possible,
but it would mean that a TCP-connection between two hosts is hijacked using a TCP
sequence prediction attack and the real sender is blocked with a denial of service attack
(Topbits.com, 2010). As this form of TCP spoofing is essentially impractical, it can be
assumed that the sender’s IP address is correct.
The specification for SMTP, as described in RFC 5321 requires all hosts to initialize
a mail transfer with the command EHLO. This is used to identify the sending host.
Under normal circumstances this identification consists of the computer name and the
fully qualified domain name of the sending domain. So the identification string sent
with the EHLO command might look like
EHLO mail.foo.com
But the SMTP-specification is not strict in its definition of how the information
should be provided. It is legitimate to use other information if the full qualified domain
name can not be used for some reason; it is possible to send the IP address of the host
instead. There are so many ways to send a legitimate identification using the EHLO
command that it is difficult to determine if a given computer name is legitimate or not.
This has led to the common practice that SMTP servers accept the EHLO command
with any argument. So most mail servers will accept a identification string like
EHLO SpamSpamWonderfulSpam
and process requests from a host that identified itself using this sequence. As any
possible sequence can be used by the sending host, the information provided by EHLO
cannot be used as reliable information about the sender.
The sender’s email address (return path) provided by the MAIL FROM: command
is also not reliable information about the source of an email message. As long as a
valid email address (i.e. one consisting of a prefix, followed by the @-sign and the
fully qualified domain name) is provided, this address will be accepted by an SMTP
server. However, many SMTP servers verify that the domain-name provided in the
return return-path exists, so it not possible to use an invalid domain name. But the
given address does not necessarily need to be an address controlled by the sender –
any valid address will work. So the sender’s address also cannot be used to determine
its legitimacy.
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Of all the information provided during the mail process only the IP address is
reliable enough to make a decision as to whether a connection from an SMTA should
be accepted or not. IP-based blacklists offer some protection but also come with the
risk of false positives. Also the large number of zombies provides botnets with a large
pool of IP addresses that are not blacklisted.
This leads to the assumption that it is very difficult to determine whether or not
a message is spam without analyzing the message. To be certain the whole message
must be analyzed. But in order to make this possible the message must be transferred.
So we accept the consequences including transfer and storage costs.

5.2

Replacing SMTP

The weaknesses of SMTP are the reason for the existence of spam. The simpleness and
reliability of the mail transfer protocol makes it easy to be abused. Spam messages
have to be received, stored and filtered to limit the effects on end users. The methods
that fight spam on the senders side have not yet proven effective. They are usually
attempts to compensate for the weaknesses of SMTP, but they are not able to prevent
botnets from sending spam. SMTP fosters its own abuse. But why is a nearly thirty
year old protocol still in use when it appears to be the source of the trouble?
The reason is that SMTP is the cheapest (and currently best) way to deliver email
messages on the internet. Alternatives to SMTP have been proposed but did not
manage to replace it. SMTP is still the only way to transfer email messages. SMTP is
a vital part of modern day communication for private users as well as large organizations
all over the world. There are also many services that rely on it. Not just mailing lists
and newsletters need SMTP, many web services such as forums, instant messaging,
online shops or micro-blogging services require their users to identify themselves using
their email address. Password retrival systems would not be possible without the email
service.
The popularity of SMTP and its wide use make it almost impossible to replace.
Although it is theoretically possible, it is practically impossible: such a step would
require a world wide agreement. But who should force such an attempt?
One of the possible ways is an international treaty. Countries like the United States
or the European Union could take the lead in such an attempt. However there is the
risk that some countries would not accept this treaty for political reasons.
The second way to enforce a new email protocol is that a large company like Mi41

crosoft or Google enforces a new standard that becomes so important that it will
becomes adopted by other vendors. The problem with this is that a lot of power lies
in the hands of just one company.
The third, and possibly most successful way is to create an open standard for
an SMTP-replacement and convince large vendors and organizations to use it. An
agreement by large freemail providers such as MSN, Google, Yahoo!, etc. to use this
new standard could be a first successful step. Furthermore a transitional period would
have to be planned during which both the old and the new protocol could be used. It
is assumed that eventually other organizations will join, they would not be excluded
from using the new email communication system.

5.2.1

Features of a new protocol

A new email protocol that is able to replace SMTP would have to target all the weaknesses of its predecessor. Most importantly it would have to make the distribution of
spam more difficult. Furthermore it should provide similar features as SMTP to make
replacing it seamless. The perfect candidate would have the following features:
• seamless integration with existing standards
• reliability and robustness
• ability to identify the sender
• reduce the distribution of botnet-spam
• user friendliness
The first feature is the ability of the new protocol to work without problems with
existing standards. It should not introduce new approaches that make it incompatible with existing standards. Just because the delivery protocol is changed does not
automatically mean that other mail-related protocols like POP or IMAP, should be replaced. A new protocol should make email delivery possible without requiring changes
to other systems. This means that the structure of an email message should not be
changed. Nor should the concept of email addresses be changed.
It is important for a new mailing standard to be both reliable and robust. This
means it should reliably deliver messages and should to be fault-tolerant (a server
running the new mailing standard should not crash when getting invalid data). Like
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SMTP it should be possible that a legitimate email message is delivered to the recipient
and if this is not possible for any reason, the sender has to be notified that the delivery
was not possible.
It should comprise of a small set of commands that make the transfer of messages
possible, neglecting unnecessary or complicated functionality.
One of the most important things for the new standard is the ability to identify the
source of an email. A mail server using the new protocol should be able to determine
whether if the sending host is a reliable source and therefore decide if it wants to
accept messages from it. This could involve the use of existing techniques to identify
the sender.
Another essential feature of a new email standard is the ability to stop the distribution of botnet spam. SMTP made it very easy for zombies to send emails, the new
standard should change this. It is clear that there is no guarantee that spammers won’t
find a way to use any new system for distribution, but it should be made as difficult
and awkward as possible. Spammers will restrain from using this new system if it is
too expensive to use it for spam distribution.
The last feature might seem obvious, nevertheless it is essential. End users should
not be affected by a protocol change. Therefore any changes that are necessary should
be done in a way that end users cannot notice. The change should not make it necessary
for them to change their email client.
Only a standard that meets at least these requirements could become a successor to
SMTP. But must a new standard to be a complete replacement to SMTP? This does
not matter so long as it targets the flaws of the current email delivery protocol.

5.3

Receiver driven email delivery

The system of internet email delivery using SMTP, as already discussed in section
3.1 works differently from most modern protocols. Unlike HTTP, FTP or even POP3,
which are pull-based, SMTP uses a push-based approach. Instead of a client requesting
information from a server, SMTP pushes the information to the recipient. To make
this system work the receiver accepts all incoming messages. This makes it very easy
and cheap for the sender to distribute messages, it also means the sender has control
over the mailing process. The receiver takes the responsibility for receiving and storing
the message, regardless of the legitimacy of the message.
Spam sending zombies are taking advantage of the push-based approach. A com43

puter with an internet connection and a list of recipients is all that is needed to distribute spam. The messages do not have to be physically stored on the sending machine,
they can be generated on the fly during the sending process.
Pull-based protocols give the receiver more control. They allow the user to make
a decision on which information is received. Using a pull-based approach for internet
email delivery is a big advantage because it empowers the receiver: it is possible to
decide which messages are received. It also means the sender has to store the messages
until they are collected. Massive distribution of email messages to as many recipients
as possible (as botnets usually do) would not be possible anymore.

5.3.1

Internet Mail 2000

The first person to propose a pull-based email system was Bernstein (2000). He describes a system called Internet Mail 2000 that empowers the receiver of an email
message to decide which messages are received. Instead of using the push based system of SMTP he suggests that the message remain with the sender, on a server provided
by the sender’s ISP. The receiver gets a notification that there is a message waiting
and can chose whether or not to get it. In the case he wants to read the message, it is
downloaded, if he doesn’t want to get it, he simply ignores the notification.
Internet Mail 2000 was only conceptual and there is no reference implementation.
It appears to have been a proposal to replace SMTP. However it is unclear how exactly
this could be achieved: Bernstein does not propose how both sender and receiver should
be identified, neither does he provide information how the sender’s ISP should find the
receiver’s ISP. It remains unclear exactly how messages should be retrieved, both an
HTTP-based and an NFS-like approach are suggested.
Although the system of Internet Mail 2000 remains conceptual it is regularly discussed as an alternative to the existing mail system. Of the many approaches that are
pull-based Stubmail and DMTP are discussed below.
Stubmail
Stubmail, also known as Hypertext Mail Transport Protocol or HMTP (Wong, 2006)
is an email delivery protocol that was created by Meng Weng Wong, who is also responsible for the development of the Sender Policy Framework. It can be considered
one of the functioning implementations of Internet Mail 2000.
Stubmail is an entirely new protocol and thus a complete replacement to SMTP.
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However it allows the two protocols to run side by side and therefore it is possible
to send emails to users of both systems. Stubmail does not automatically forward a
message to the receiver. Instead it stores it on a server on the sender’s side (on a
host provided by the sender’s ISP). A key that identifies the messages and the server
on which it is stored is created and then is forwarded to the receiver’s server. This
notification, called a stub, is transferred using UDP. The incoming notifications are
stored on the receiver’s stubmail host like classical email messages stored on an SMTP
server. When the receiver connects to this server he does not get the email message
but a notification, that a messages can be retrieved. It is then up to the receiver to
decide if he wants to retrieve a message or not.
One interesting aspect of Stubmail is that it is possible to send messages from
SMTP clients. A subsystem called smtp2stub is able to accept SMTP messages and
checks to see if the receiver is able to use stubmail. It then either forwards the message
using SMTP or generates a notification stub and stores the message for retrieval.
Messages can be retrieved using the key that was provided in the notification stub.
The actual message is retrieved using an HTTP-request. In order to make it impossible
for attackers to retrieve another user’s messages, Stubmail uses the Gnu Privacy Guard
(GPG) to generate the key. To get the receiver’s public key it has to be retrieved from
the receiver’s keyserver. It is then stored in a keychain on the sender’s stubmail server.
However Stubmail not only changes the protocol that transports an email message,
it also alters the DNS. When the public key of the receiver of an email is not known
it must be retrieved from the sender’s server. To find the address of this server, the
DNS has to provide a specialized entry for key servers. Likewise another entry has
to be provided for the Stubmail server. In addition to the IP address of the servers,
the DNS-reply also provides the number of the port of both the key and the stubmail
servers.
DMTP
Another implementation of the pull-based approach is the Differentiated Mail Transfer
Protocol proposed by Duan et al. (2005). It uses a combination of SMTP, the concept
of black-/white-/greylisting and a pull-based system.
DMTP (Duan et al., 2007) classifies the senders of email messages into three categories: well known spammers, legitimate email senders and unclassified senders (those
that belong to neither of the former two groups). Messages from the category of spammers are automatically rejected, whereas messages from legitimate senders are accepted
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using SMTP for its delivery. All other messages are transferred using a pull-based approach.
If the sender’s MTA supports DMTP, the message is not pushed to the receiver’s
MTA. It is stored on the SMTA and a message-key, the address of the sender and
the subject of the message are transferred instead. Using this information the SMTA
generates a notification for the receiver in the form of an email message. When the end
user downloads its messages using an email client of his choice he gets this automatically
generated notification. It is then the decision of the end user if he wants to retrieve the
message. By replying to the intend message, the end user tells the RMTA to retrieve
the message from the sender’s host. The RMTA then connects to the SMTA and
sends the previously generated message key. The SMTA then puts the corresponding
message into the RMTAs incoming message queue. However, the RFC-draft that was
written to specify the functionality of DMTP is not specific how the message is stored
on the message queue (Duan et al., 2006). Once the message is in the RMTAs incoming
messages queue, it can be retrieved by the end user using his mail client software. As
soon a message from a unspecified sender has been accepted by the end user, the sender
is added to the whitelist. This allows subsequent messages from the same sender to be
delivered using SMTP.
In the case the sender’s MTA does not support DMTP, the RMTA uses a fallback
strategy: using the greylisting approach, the SMTAs first connection attempt is rejected. A legitimate mail server will try to reconnect to resend the message according
the RFC 5321.
DMTP is a pull-based email delivery protocol that does not exclude legacy clients
that do not use the new protocol.

5.4

Conclusion

Despite its prevalence, SMTP lacks any security measures against spam. Although
there are various techniques to reduce spam, most of them are applied after the transfer
of email messages. However, these techniques usually do not prevent spammers from
sending their messages. This problem can be addressed by changing the way email
messages are transfered: instead of using a push-based approach, a pull-based system
can be used. Such an approach gives the receiver of the message the control over which
messages to receive.
Internet Mail 2000 is such a pull-based approach but it is just conceptual. In this
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chapter two existing approaches, DMTP and Stubmail, were discussed. Although they
allow a receiver-driven email delivery, they also introduce the a new problem for the
end user: instead of getting spam the user gets notification messages. So it appears
that the problem is just replaced by another one. A better approach would be if the
MTA is able to decide which messages should be accepted and which not without any
human interaction.
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Chapter 6
General Delivery
In this chapter, General Delivery, a new approach to pull based email transfer is presented. It combines the functionality of a receiver driven approach with the advantage
that no end user interaction is needed to retrieve messages from a sending host.
General Delivery was created as part of the research for this thesis and was introduced at the Australasian Information Security Conference 2010 in Brisbane, Australia.
Like other approaches that are loosely based on Internet Mail 2000, it uses a pull based
approach to retrieve messages from a receiver (Chrobok et al., 2010).

6.1

How General Delivery works

General Delivery is based on the real world mail service of poste restante. Instead of
sending mail directly to the recipient, the post office holds all incoming mail and stores
it until it is called by the recipient. It is up to the recipient as to when the mail is called.
In order to inform the recipient about waiting mail on the post office, a notification can
be sent instead. This notification usually includes a form of identification that can be
used by the recipient to call the mail from the post office. In the case that the receiver
does not gather the mail that is stored it will eventually be returned to the sender. The
advantage of this form of mail delivery is that the recipients mailbox remains empty.
This principle can also be applied for an internet mail based service. The role of the
post office is taken over by the sender’s MTA, that stores the outgoing messages and
sends the notification. The receiving MTA (not the end users email client) takes over
the role of the recipient, the sending agent is the post office. When the RMTA gets a
notification, it decides if the message should be retrieved or not. It then retrieves the
message from the SMTA. The communication happens between SMTA and RMTA –
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both the physical sender and receiver of the message are not involved. General Delivery
is a server to server protocol that works without involving end users. The receiving
server makes the decision to retrieve a message, not the end user.
SMTP already provides a good set of commands to transfer messages on a network
and so it should be extended to allow a push based functionality. Therefore General
Delivery was created as an extension to SMTP. This makes it possible to upgrade
existing SMTP transfer agents to make use of the pull based functionality. It also
allows MTAs to run both a push and a pull based email delivery service side by side.
In the following, General Delivery will be referred to as an SMTP service extension
and not a standalone protocol.
Under optimal conditions, email communication involves two participants: a sender
and a receiver. However it is quite unlikely that email communications happens only
between two parties. Usually there are two participants on the senders side and two
on the receivers side:
• a sending mail user agent (MUA) e.g. webmail, email client software (Outlook,
Eudora, Thunderbird,...), mail service agent,

• a sending MTA,
• a receiving MTA (usually the mail exchange server),
• a receiving MUA (webmail, email client software).
Only the communication between the first three participants uses SMTP as the
transport layer, the receiving MUA uses other protocols (usually POP3 or IMAP)
to download messages. Under certain circumstances it is possible that only three
participants are involved, e.g. a web service using Sendmail to directly distribute
messages or a bot sending spam. General Delivery is a server to server protocol and
is used only by MTAs, which allows the use of other protocols on the senders and the
receivers side. This also means that MUAs don’t have to use General Delivery. End
users are not affected by the use of this new SMTP service extension. There is no
need for the end user to make any decisions about notifications (as required by other
Internet Mail 2000 approaches) and they can use their favorite email clients to send
and receive their email messages.
General Delivery provides the same reliability as classical SMTP because it is
SMTP. However in order to deliver messages it requires all MTAs involved in a Gen-
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eral Delivery mailing process to support the protocol. However being just a service
extension to SMTP it is still possible to use classical SMTP instead (if this is wanted).

Figure 6.1: General Delivery Service Extension

Sending an email message using General Delivery requires no changes on the senders
side. An MUA like Outlook or Eudora can be used to send a message to the SMTA using
classical authenticated SMTP. But the way SMTP transfers the message is different.
The communication between two MTAs using the General Delivery service extension is
split into two steps. First the SMTA stores the outgoing message, generates a unique
identifier for it and then connects to the RMTA and sends a notification using the
generated id. The RMTA stores this id and the session between the two is terminated.
The RMTA might use the information it has about the RMTA (IP address, EHLO
name, notification) to decide if it retrieves the message. The second step is initialized
by the RMTA connecting to the SMTA and asking for the stored messages using the
stored unique identifier. The SMTA then forwards the requested messages using the
commands for message transfer provided by SMTP. After the successful transfer the
session between RMTA and SMTA is closed.
The retrieval process of the General Delivery service extension makes it necessary
for SMTA and RMTA to change the roles of client and server multiple times. When
the SMTA connects it acts as client and the RMTA acts as server. Once the message
transfer starts the SMTA becomes an SMTP client that pushes the messages to the
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server, which is now the RMTA. At the end of the transfer, both switch roles again.

6.2

Technical description

General Delivery adds two new commands to the SMTP command set: GDEL and
RETR. The first, GDEL is used by the SMTA to notify the RMTA that there are
messages that can be retrieved. The second command, RETR is used by the RMTA
to retrieve this messages from the SMTA. Furthermore two new EHLO keywords associated with the General Delivery service extension are introduced. They have the
same names as the corresponding commands, GDEL and RETR and are used by MTAs
in the response to the EHLO command to identify a MTAs support for the General
Delivery functionality.
MTAs that are capable of using General Delivery might be configured to reject
connections from mail servers that are not supporting the new protocol extension.

6.2.1

The Unique Identifier

As General Delivery does not automatically forward messages but sends notifications
instead, all outgoing messages have to be stored on the sending host. To find these
messages when they are called for, each has to be given a unique identifier. This ID
is used for storing the messages. It is also used in the notification and the retrieval
process. A unique identifier has to be generated for every message. In the case that a
message has multiple recipients, an identifier has to be generated for every recipient.
This is necessary as some copies of the same message might be retrieved while others
are not (the message may be spam for some but not others).
The unique identifier consists of a randomly generated sequence and a full qualified
domain name, separated by the @-sign. The domain name is the name of the mail
server that provides the message to be retrieved. It is a mandatory part of the unique
identifier as it is used to identify the address of the SMTA. The specified domain name
is required to be a fully qualified domain name and may refer either to an IPv4 address
(stored in the DNS A-record) or an IPv6 address (stored in the DNS AAAAA-record).
The domain name does not need to be the same as the one included in the sender’s
email address, this allows a single SMTA to send emails for multiple identities. This is
necessary as an SMTP server could act as a relay. A unique identifier might look like
this:
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51b2b0b16b3ee6a080583d149b938c87@foo.com
The structure of the random sequence is not specified, there is no minimum or
maximum number of characters. However, it is suggested that it is an alphanumerical
combination that is long enough to avoid name collisions. There is no restriction on
how this random sequence is generated. A hash function like SHA or MD5 might
be sufficient. Many mail servers generate a message-ID for every email message they
process, which could also be used as the unique identifier. The second part of the
notification should contain the domain name of the domain to which the MTA belongs
to (so a mail sent from a Gmail server should be gmail.com).

6.2.2

The command GDEL

The SMTA uses the GDEL command to send a notification to the RMTA to inform
it that there is a message available and ready to be retrieved. It has one argument,
which is the unique identifier for the message. The unique identifier is generated by the
SMTA and identifies exactly one message. It is possible for an SMTA to send multiple
notifications, however for each message an identifier must be generated.
GDEL Syntax
The syntax of the command is
GDEL <unique identifier><CRLF>
GDEL may be issued any time a session is established and the EHLO command has
been sent, as long as no other transaction is occurring. It must not be issued between
the MAIL FROM: command and the end of the DATA command and responses.
When the RMTA receives the GDEL command, it makes a local decision as to
whether it shouldn’t retrieve the notification. In a negative case it returns an error
code. Should it accept the notification it must store the unique identifier which was
passed as an argument. In addition to the unique identifier the RMTA also must store
the IP address of the SMTA and the computer name with which the SMTA identified
itself using the EHLO command. This information is needed for the retrieval process:
the IP address can be used by the RMTA to reconnect to the SMTA; together with the
computer name the IP address can be used to determine the legitimacy of the SMTA.
It is necessary that the RMTA verifies that the unique identifier matches the required
syntax (i.e. consists of a alphanumeric sequence and a full qualified domain name).
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There are several reply codes that are valid responses to the GDEL command:
250 OK, queueing <unique identifier> for retrieval
500 Syntax error
501 Syntax error in parameters and arguments
502 Command not implemented
503 Bad sequence of commands

Figure 6.2: GDEL-command

The Notification Process
Figure 6.2 describes the sequence of commands in a successful notification using GDEL:
1. The SMTA opens a connection to the RMTA
2. The RMTA replies with 220 OK
3. The SMTA sends the EHLO command giving its computer name
4. The RMTA replies with 250 OK and sends a list with the extensions it supports
5. The SMTA generates a unique identifier for the message
6. The SMTA sends the unique identifier using the GDEL command
7. The RMTA checks the validity of the unique identifier, stores it and sends reply
code 250 OK
8. The SMTA closes the connection using the QUIT command
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6.2.3

The command RETR

The command RETR is used for retrieving messages. It is issued by the RMTA, which
connects to the SMTA and passes the stored unique identifier as an argument. The
SMTA checks if the passed identifier is valid and switches into a forwarding mode that
allows it to pass the message to the RMTA. It is possible to retrieve several messages
during a session, however each message must be retrieved with RETR which means
that SMTA and RMTA switch their modes several times.
RETR Syntax
The syntax of the command is
RETR <unique identifier><CRLF>
Should the RMTA try to pass an invalid unique identifier, the SMTA can simply
reject the retrieval attempt by sending the corresponding reply code. It should be noted
that the SMTA has to reject any retrieval attempt if the message was not destined for
a RMTA, even if the unique identifier is valid. This is the case if a potential attacker
tries to retrieve messages simply by guessing the unique identifier. Mailing hosts that
support the General Delivery service extension therefore must be able to recognize
such attempts and should deny such requests. In such cases the SMTP reply code 550
(requested action not taken) should be used.
The retrieval process is started by the RMTA. The RMTA connects to the SMTA
using the information that was provided during the notification. So it is possible
to connect to the computer’s full qualified domain name that was provided in the
sender’s EHLO or by using the stored IP-address. The protocol does not define how
the connection is being established, it is the responsibility of the sender to ensure that
the receiver’s attempt to establish a connection with the correct host is successful. The
sender might make use of IP tables on a Unix/Linux system or configure his routers
that they lead to the SMTA.
The RETR command can only be issued once an SMTP session is established and
the EHLO-command has been issued by the RMTA (and no other transaction is in
progress). It must not be issued after an MAIL FROM: command and the DATA
command and its replies, regardless which side (SMTA or RMTA) started such a mail
transfer.
When the SMTA receives the RETR command it must decide if it wants to accept
retrieval requests from the RMTA. For this it can use the information such as the
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IP address or the EHLO-identification of the connecting system. Should the SMTA
honor the request it changes to forwarding mode (i.e. becomes the sender) and sends
the message using the commands MAIL FROM, RCPT TO and DATA. When the
message transfer has been finished, the SMTA changes back into receiving mode and
the RMTA changes into sending mode. This makes it possible for the RMTA to issue
other commands (such as another RETR request).
Reply Codes
The following reply codes are valid responses to the RETR command:
250 OK, processing messages in outgoing queue
500 Syntax error, command unrecognized
501 Syntax error in parameters and arguments
502 Command not implemented
503 Bad sequence of Commands
550 Requested action not taken, given message id invalid or not available
On sending the 250 OK reply code, the SMTA verifies that a message for the given
unique identifier exists and is available for the RMTA. By sending this reply code the
SMTA also informs the RMTA that it will now switch into forwarding mode. The
RMTA has to make sure that it switches into receiving mode as soon as it receives the
250 OK from the SMTA as a reply to the RETR-command. There is no additional
command issued by the SMTA to make sure that the RMTA is ready to accept a
message. The SMTA assumes that the receiving host is able to receive the message and
immediately starts the sending procedure starting with the MAIL FROM: command.
The transfer of the message is complete when the RMTA sends the reply code 250 OK
in response to the SMTAs DATA command (terminated by <CRLF>.<CRLF>). By
sending this reply code the RMTA acknowledges that it received the message and takes
responsibility for it. Furthermore this reply code signals the both transfer agents to
switch their modes again.
The Retrieval Process
The retrieval process is shown in Figure 6.3. It assumes that the RMTA uses a valid
unique identifier to retrieve the message.
1. The RMTA opens a connection to the SMTA
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Figure 6.3: RETR-command

2. The SMTA replies with 220 OK
3. The RMTA sends EHLO and its computer name as arguments
4. The SMTA replies with code 250 OK and sends a list of SMTP extensions it
supports
5. The RMTA sends the command RETR and passes the unique identifier of the
message it tries to retrieve
6. The SMTA compares to the requested unique identifier to a internal list of stored
messages and sends the response code 250 OK if the requested message is available
7. SMTA and RMTA switch to SMTP mode in which the sender becomes the receiver and vice versa. This allows the SMTA to forward the messages using the
MAIL FROM/RCPT TO/DATA sequence.
8. After successful transfer which is finished by a 250 OK reply by the RMTA, the
two MTA change back into RETR mode
9. The RMTA can now issue another RETR command or end the session using the
command QUIT.
Once a message has been retrieved by all its recipients, the SMTA must delete it
as there is no need for it to be stored anymore. By retrieving the message, the RMTA
has taken responsibility for the successful delivery to its recipient. Subsequent requests
for a unique identifier of an already retrieved message must be denied by sending the
corresponding reply codes.
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Timeouts
RFC 5321 defines timeouts for the SMTP commands. They define the time a SMTP
server has to wait after an SMTP command was sent before they can drop the connection. RFC 5321 defined the timeout for commands like MAIL FROM: with 5 minutes,
so it is suggested to define the timeouts for the commands GDEL and RETR also 5
minutes. The timeouts for the other SMTP commands should be according to RFC
5321.
Availability of messages
The length of he period of time that passes between the notification and the retrieval
should be configurable. The RMTA may retrieve the message immediately or may wait
for a predefined period of time. This period of time should be reasonable – it should
not be so long that it breaks the reliability of internet email. The suggested periods
are based on the periods defined in RFC 5321, section 4.5.4.1. Sending Strategy, which
are based on extensive experience with mail hosts.
The SMTA must provide a service for the message to be retrieved. However as it
is possible that a message might not be retrieved at all, a maximum period of time
that a message is available must be defined. As it is possible that an RMTA cannot
retrieve a message due to technical difficulties, an SMTA must provide the message for
the minimum period of 48 hours (2 days) after issuing a successful notification. During
this period the SMTA guarantees that the message will be available. On expiration the
SMTA should delete the stored message and all references to it. Subsequent requests
for an expired unique identifier should in a 550 Requested action not taken.
Under certain circumstances an RMTA could get a notification for a message that
cannot be retrieved. This could happen if the SMTA is temporarily not reachable
or is currently not able to provide the SMTP service (e.g. by replying with an 421
error message to incoming requests). Should it not be possible for the RMTA to
retrieve a message, it should try to retrieve the message several times before giving up.
The sending strategy for messages defined in RFC 5321 can be used as guideline to
determine the number of retries (retry intervals of 30 minutes over a time of at least 4-5
days). However it should be considered that the SMTA might not reachable because
it is a zombie that is offline. So several retries for only 2-3 days might be appropriate.
If a successful retrieval of the message is not possible during this period of time, the
RMTA should discard the notification.
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6.3

The effectiveness of General Delivery

It is important to understand that General Delivery is not an anti-spam technique.
Using this pull-based approach does not prevent spam messages and it provides no
protection against it. General Delivery is an alternative way to transfer email messages
using SMTP. Despite not being an anti-spam method it will reduce the number of
spam messages. The RMTAs ability to select the messages that are retrieved makes
the protocol spam resistant.

6.3.1

Advantages

Backwards Compatibility
Being an extension to SMTP is an important advantage of General Delivery. It allows
the use of the pull based approach in conjunction with classical SMTP services. This
makes the deployment of General Delivery straightforward as many SMTP servers
are modular systems that allow the installation of new functionality in the form of
plugins. Thus only a General Delivery plugin need to be installed and the SMTP
server configured to use it.
It is possible to use General Delivery without changing the email infrastructure
within a private network. An SMTP server supporting General Delivery can be configured to act as a gateway to the internet. This approach allows the full pull based
functionality when sending email on the internet while maintaining a separate mailing
system like Microsoft’s Exchange or IBM’s Lotus Domino on the local network.
This approach may also be used by ISPs to continue providing the SMTP service for
outgoing messages to their customers. MTAs supporting General Delivery are able to
provide classical SMTP functionality. This allows them to use SMTP to communicate
with MUAs and General Delivery to communicate with other MTAs.
Resistance to Botnet Spam
This pull-based technique is helpful against spam because it makes it harder to distribute spam. Classical SMTP allows connections from any host that is able to use
the SMTP protocol. General Delivery does not accept pushed messages automatically.
It requires the senders to run an SMTP server themselves, so that the RMTA is able
to reconnect and retrieve a message. This means that senders that like to distribute
email messages have to provide an SMTP service capable of running General Delivery.
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Using this pull based technique does not affect legitimate senders but it makes the
distribution of spam using botnets very difficult. It is essential for spammers to send
as many messages as possible in a short period of time in order to be effective. It is
known that botnets tend to distribute their spam in bursts – send spam for a short
time period and then switch into a period of inactivity (Xie et al., 2008). This time of
inactivity, which is usually a couple of hours every day, is used by the botnet masters
for maintenance. During this time the zombies get new instructions, email addresses,
content for the next spam-campaigns or upgrades for the malicious software. The pullbased approach makes this maintenance cycle awkward as the retrieval service has to
be kept up even during this time.
The necessity to stay online and provide a SMTP service should cause performance
problems on the hijacked PCs when a lot of incoming retrieval requests have to be
served. Furthermore not every zombie in a botnet might be able to accept incoming
connections, some might be behind a firewall or router that allows outgoing connections
but rejects incoming connections. It should also be taken into consideration that
some ISPs network policies do not allow consumers to run servers and thus reject
incoming connections automatically. The use of General Delivery makes these machines
unsuitable for distributing spam.
In order to provide messages, the zombie must act as an SMTA. The bot might
not have a fixed IP addresses (using a dial-up connection ) which makes it difficult to
provide the SMTP service. As General Delivery connects back to the address that sent
the notification, it is not possible for zombies to send notifications that are retrieved
from another location.
Even if the time period between the notification and the retrieval is short it gives the
RMTA more than enough time to decide if the sender is a legitimate source or not. So
it makes sense to combine General Delivery with other spam-prevention techniques like
white- and blacklists to determine the credibility of the sender. The use of blacklists
makes it possible to reject incoming notifications of known spammers. In combination
with whitelists that store all legitimate hosts it would be possible to allow those senders
to use classical SMTP whereas all other hosts would have to use General Delivery.
No End User Interaction
Compared to other pull based approaches General Delivery allows receiver driven email
delivery without end user interaction. This provides the advantage that a transition
to the new system is possible without notice by the end users. It is possible to inte59

grate SMTP-servers that use General Delivery seamlessly into existing communication
networks.

6.3.2

Disadvantages and Vulnerabilities

The new functionality comes with some disadvantages. There are some aspects of the
new protocol extension that need to be addressed.
Protocol Overhead
One of the disadvantages is the protocol overhead. Compared to classical SMTP an
email transfer using General Delivery needs almost twice as much traffic on the protocol
layer. One SMTP session has to be established for the notification, another one for
retrieval of messages.
Delay of Delivery
Another disadvantage of General Delivery is the delay created by the retrieval process.
It is up to the RMTA to decide the time period between notification and retrieval.
This delay could produce a gap that senders of legitimate email messages might find
inconvenient. Although SMTP gives no guarantee that an email message is delivered
instantly, communication on modern networks is usually so fast that end users might
expect that a sent email is delivered within the second. The delay caused by the
retrieval process, even if it is just a couple of minutes, could lead to the assumption
that a message has been lost. End users therefore could send the message again on
the assumption that the message was lost. This could cause other negative results:
the receiver might be confused when receiving the same message more than once. It is
possible that the repeated sending of the same message could make some filter software
classify the message as spam. Finally sending a message more times needlessly wastes
bandwidth.
There is no solution for this disadvantage as the delay of the retrieval is a vital part
of the new protocol extension.
Illegitimate retrieval of messages
General Delivery also introduces new vulnerabilities on the sender’s side. This is mostly
due to the fact that the new protocol extension shifts most of the responsibility for email
messages to the sender. This responsibility includes the risk that attackers might try
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to fraudulently retrieve messages from a legitimate host. It is possible for an attacker
to try this by using a brute force attack. A scenario for such an attack might be:
1. Attacker Alice knows that sender Bob has sent a message to receiver Charley.
Alice also knows that Charley hasn’t retrieved this message yet.
2. In order to prevent Charley’s RMTA from retrieving the message, she starts a
DDoS-attack on the receiving host.
3. Knowing that the message cannot be retrieved by the legitimate agent, Alice
connects to Bob’s SMTA and pretends to be Charley’s RMTA.
4. Bob’s SMTA accepts the incoming connection and Alice starts a brute-force attack generating unique identifiers.
Although the chance of guessing the correct unique identifier of a message is low,
there is still a chance. Especially if the attacker has knowledge of the way the unique
identifier is created. In particular an open source implementation could be targeted
with such attacks. It is therefore suggested that in addition to a hash-function to
generate the unique identifier a random salt is added to make it harder to guess.
Vulnerability to Denial of Service
Using a botnet a flood of retrieval requests could be created in the hope that some of
the generated unique identifiers are valid. Such an attack could easily lead to serious
performance problems for the attacked SMTA as it must process a large number of
illegitimate requests. This could eventually lead to a denial of service (DoS) on the
sender.
As shown in Figure 6.4 the DoS on the sender’s side could be the goal of an attacker
and legitimate hosts could be used to do this attack. By sending hundreds of thousands
of faked notifications to a great number of legitimate MTAs, an attacker could try to
force these hosts to retrieve the messages from the target host. The RMTAs will try to
connect to the supposed sender and try to retrieve the message. The sheer number of
requests could cause the SMTA to fail to keep up the required level of service. This kind
of DoS, in which multiple hosts are used to perform an attack, is known as distributed
denial of service (DDoS).
1. Attacker Alice wants to attack Bob’s MTA. She generates several million fake
notifications and sends them to legitimate RMTAs all over the world, pretending
to be Bob’s MTA. Using a botnet this takes only minutes.
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Figure 6.4: DDoS Attack using General Delivery

2. The RMTAs accept the notification and put it into their retrieval queue.
3. One after the other the RMTAs connect to the target MTA and try to retrieve a
message.
4. Bob’s SMTA accepts all incoming connections and searches in its internal database
for the requested messages.
5. As the unique identifiers are faked these messages cannot be retrieved. Bob’s
SMTA sends back reply code 550.
6. The massive amount of incoming retrieval requests causes delays in the service
of Bob’s SMTA.
7. As Bob’s SMTA has to handle more and more invalid retrieval requests it is not
able to provide the SMTP service anymore
It is extremely difficult to repel these attacks as legitimate hosts are used to perform
them. The SMTA has no means to decide if an incoming request is a legitimate retrieval
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or a faked attack. Analyzing such an attack also turns out to be difficult as the attacker
does not need to directly communicate with the target. Launching the attack indirectly
by using a botnet that sends notifications to legitimate hosts hiding the identity of the
attacker.

6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, a new pull based approach called General Delivery was proposed. It
empowers the RMTA to decide which messages to receive and which not. Unlike other
receiver driven methods, General Delivery works without end user interaction. As it
is implemented as an extension to SMTP, a transition to the new approach is easy.
However, the new functionality comes not without disadvantages: it could be used for
an DDoS attack.
Ways to make General Delivery more secure and an alternative way to implement
pull-based email using existing SMTP commands are discussed in the next chapters.
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Chapter 7
Hardening General Delivery
Although General Delivery makes the distribution of botnet spam more difficult, additional security measures are needed. Spammers will eventually adapt the new protocol
extension and start sending spam using General Delivery. Therefore it is important to
combine it with other, already proven techniques to overcome spam.

7.1

General Delivery and Sender Policy Framework

Of all the technical spam prevention methods that were discussed in section 4.1 the
Sender Policy Framework fits well with General Delivery. It provides a way to identify
the sending host by making a DNS query. The SPF1 allows the definition of the
hosts that are allowed to send emails for a domain. SPF1 can therefore be used to
provide information about sending hosts in the sam way that the MX record provides
information about incoming hosts. Receiving hosts can use the available information
about a sending machine to make a DNS query for the SPF1-record. Thus they are
able to determine if the SMTA that sent a notification can be trusted or not.
The SPF1-record is usually stored as an TXT entry in the DNS, but newer versions
of DNS allow the definition in separate identifiers. SPF1 allows the exact definition of
which IP addresses or hosts are allowed to send emails. Furthermore it also allows a
definition which addresses should be excluded.
A valid SPF1 record may consist of zero or more mechanisms which define the
range of hosts that are allowed to act as outbound mailers. Depending on the type of
the mechanism, this can involve IP addresses, full qualified domain names or function
groups (like MX). Table 7.1 shows the currently available mechanisms.
Furthermore mechanisms can be prefixed with qualifiers that define the intended
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Mechanism

Description

all

This mechanism always matches. It includes all possible IP addresses and host names and is usually put at the end of an SPF
record

ip4

The ip4 mechanism identifies an IPv4 address or IPv4 network
range.

ip6

This mechanism identifies an IPv6 address or IPv6 network range.

a

This mechanism identifies all the hosts that are included in the A
record of a domain.

mx

This mechanism identifies all the hosts that are included in the MX
record of a domain.

ptr

This mechanism allows the definition of PTR records. It allows the
definition of other domain names.

exists:domain

If given domain exists, this mechanism constitutes a match.

include:domain

Allows the inclusion of the SPF1 records of another domain.
Table 7.1: Sender Policy Framework Mechanisms

Qualifier

Intended Action

+

pass

-

fail

∼

softfail

?

neutral
Table 7.2: Sender Policy Framework Qualifiers

action as shown in table 7.2. The default qualifier is ’+’, it does not need to be explicitly
specified. This means that all mechanisms without a qualifier automatically pass. The
qualifiers ’∼’ and ’ ?’ have a somewhat fuzzy definition – the SPF1 specification states
that entries using these qualifiers should be generally accepted but marked. These
qualifiers should be avoided when using SPF1 for General Delivery (a host can only be
valid to send messages for a domain, or invalid, but nothing in between).

A valid SPF1 entry could look like this:
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foo.com TXT "v=spf1 mx a:mail.foo.com ip4:1.2.3.4/16 include:bar.com -all"
This SPF1 record should be interpreted thus:
The following hosts are allowed to send emails for the domain foo.com
• all mail exchange servers that are defined in foo.com’s mx record
• the host with the full qualified domain name mail.foo.com
• all the hosts in the /16 network of 1.2.3.4 which includes the address range 1.2.0.0
- 1.2.255.255

• all the hosts that are defined in the SPF1 record of the domain bar.com
All other hosts are automatically excluded and emails send from these hosts on
behalf of the domain foo.com should be rejected.
Utilizing SPF1 with General Delivery is not difficult. The system can be used
without any changes, however, some of the definitions must clarified. First of all, the use
of SPF1 becomes mandatory. Like the MX record which identifies the inbound mailing
host, the SPF1 record identifies all outbound mailers for a domain. The identification
system SPF1 provides can only work, if all mailing systems that use General Delivery
also make use of this DNS based identification. Furthermore only the qualifiers pass
and fail should be used. Hosts can only be authorized or not authorized when sending
mails for a domain. The qualifiers softfail and neutral should not be used at all as they
cannot be used to determine if a host is legitimate.
SPF1 should be used with General Delivery when an RMTA gets a notification. At
the moment of the notification the RMTA has the sender’s IP address, its EHLO-name
and the unique identifier. The unique identifier contains a fully qualified domain name
which is used to make the DNS query. The IP address of the senders host should
resolve to one of the allowed hosts defined in the SPF1 record. If the SPF1 query
is successful and the sender’s IP address is valid the RMTA can start the retrieval
process. In any other case the notification can be discarded. This means that the use
of General Delivery in conjunction with SPF1 can reduce the number of spam as only
legitimate hosts can send notifications.
Example of General Delivery using the Sender Policy Framework:
1. SMTA mail.foo.com with IP address 192.168.0.15 connects to the RMTA and
opens an SMTP session
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2. The SMTA sends the command EHLO mail.foo.com
3. The RMTA replies with the supported extensions, of which one is GDEL
4. The SMTA sends the notification GDEL 128ecf542a35ac5270a87dc740918404@foo.com
5. The RMTA stores the unique notifier and answers with reply code 250 OK
6. The SMTA terminates the connection by sending QUIT
7. The session is closed
8. The RMTA extracts the domain name ’foo.com’ from the unique identifier
9. The RMTA makes a DNS query for the TXT record of the domain ”foo.com”
and gets back the answer foo.com TXT ’v=spf1 mx a:mail.foo.com -all’
10. Since mail.foo.com in the SPF1 record resolves to 192.168.0.15, which is the IP
address of the host which sent the notification the SMTA is a valid host and
the RMTA can start the notification process. If the IP address fails to resolve
correctly, the RMTA discards the notification.
The use of the SPF1 solves the problem of General Delivery’s vulnerability to DDoS
attacks. When each RMTA validates the source of a notification it is not possible for
attackers to pretend to be another host. This means that the resistance to DDoS
attacks using the GDEL-notification lies on the side of the legitimate hosts that could
be utilized by the attacker. The target host continues to have no way of protection
against such an attack. So the protection is only effective if all General Delivery hosts
make use of the sender policy framework.
It is obvious that spammers could also make use of the SPF1 record to legitimize
their sending hosts. All a spammer has to do is to provide a valid SPF1-record for the
IP address of a zombie PC. When the RMTA tries to verify a notification it will get
a positive reply and thus accept messages from the rogue host. However this is not
as easy as it first seems: first of all, the spammer needs a valid domain for which an
SPF1 record is provided. As botnets usually consists of several thousand PCs, all the
IP addresses of the zombies would have to be included into the SPF1 record. Many
of these bots might use dynamic ADSL connections, which means they might have no
static IP address. Although the sender policy framework allows the definition of whole
networks, the SPF record of a botnet like the Storm-botnet, that consists of hundreds
of thousands of zombies would have an SPF1-record with hundreds if not thousands
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of mechanisms. Even for large companies it would be very unusual to have more than
a hundred outbound mailers. The official suggestion for the maximal size of a DNS
TXT record is 1300 bytes so that the whole record fits into a single Ethernet packet.
So an SPF1 record that defines hundreds of thousands of legitimate hosts will exceed
the maximum size signaling the possibility that it is a fake.
Some SMTP servers make a reverse lookup of the IP address of a connecting host.
This information is used for the Received-entry in the header section of an email message. But this information can also compared to the information given by the SPF1.
Example: A zombie-spammer with the IP address 4.5.6.7 sends a notification containing the domain name xploit.org. A reverse lookup of the IP address identifies it as
4711-0815.dynamic.adsl.hoster.com (a dynamic address). However the SPF1 record
identifies it as valid outbound mailer in the domain xploit.org. This information can
be used by the RMTA to identify it as an illegitimate host.

7.2

Conclusion

By combining General Delivery with the sender policy framework it is possible to
reduce the vulnerability to DDoS attacks. At the same time this allows only legitimate
hosts to deliver messages as notifications from MTAs without a SPF1-record will be
discarded. This can reduce the number of spam messages. However, it is still possible
for spammers to define SPF1 records for their zombies to make them valid hosts, but
those SPF1 records will be large thus signaling the probability of being suspect.
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Chapter 8
A pull-based approach using ETRN
Internet Mail 2000 is not the only approach to pull-based email. One of the weaknesses
of Internet Mail 2000 like approaches is the involvement of the end user. It is known that
spammers quickly adapt to new situations and so it is possible that they will eventually
use an Internet Mail 2000 based system to distribute their messages. Although spam
messages might not get through directly, they are replaced by notification messages
which do. This means that the end users mailboxes are flooded with notifications
instead of spam. The problem is not solved, it is replaced by another.
However, the pull-based approach is good as it shifts the responsibility for storing the message from the receiver to the sender. But to be effective it should work
without end user interaction. As Internet Mail 2000 requires the end user to decide
which messages to receive and which not, the new approach of using General Delivery
was introduced. It is an extension to SMTP that allows a pull-based system without
involving the end user.
But it is possible to use a pull-based approach with SMTP without adding a new
extension. To make this work, SMTP needs to be changed slightly.

8.1

ETRN - Remote Message Queue Starting

The original specification of SMTP (RFC 821) had a command called TURN which
allowed the retrieval of messages from any SMTP server. Once a connection to a
remote MTA is established, issuing the command TURN reverses the role of RMTA
and SMTA (the sender becomes the receiver and vice versa). Available messages for
the other MTA are automatically transferred. This made it possible to send and receive
email messages in one session. However, the original implementation of the TURN69

command had a security flaw: it did not authorize the RMTA. So it was possible
for any attacker to retrieve all messages from a server simply by claiming to be the
legitimate RMTA. The command was consequently deprecated and removed from the
SMTP command-set in RFC 5321.
But the functionality to remotely start the process of receiving a message is useful.
So a new extension to SMTP was created that provided the functionality of the TURN
command without the security flaws. It was specified in RFC 1985 (Winter, 1996). The
new command that extends the SMTP command set is ETRN. Like its predecessor it
allows the remote client to start a message transfer. The difference from the original
TURN command is that it does not use the same connection for transmitting the
contents of the outgoing message queue. When a remote MTA connects and initializes
the message transfer using the ETRN command, a new SMTP session is created. As
the connection information is gathered by using the DNS it can be guaranteed that the
messages will be transferred to the legitimate recipient. In the case that an attacker
connects and issues the ETRN command, the contents of the message queue will be
sent to the correct host.

8.1.1

Using ETRN for receiver-driven email

The ETRN-functionality can also be used to implement an Internet Mail 2000 like
system in which the receiver gets control over who is able to send messages. The
following is a proposal to use ETRN for a pull based approach without changing the
functionality of SMTP.
The principle is simple: using the ETRN-command an RMTA is able to initialize
the sending of messages by the SMTA. The only challenge is how the RMTA knows
that there are messages waiting on the SMTA. This problem is solved by making the
following assumption: the only reason a host connects to a MTA is to send messages.
So an incoming connection could be interpreted an attempt to send messages. This
means that when the SMTA connects the first time to the RMTA this connection is
considered a notification that there are messages for the RMTA stored in an outgoing
queue on the SMTA. The information about the connecting host provided by SMTP
are the IP address and the identification it gave using the EHLO command. This
information can then be used by the RMTA to validate the connecting host by using
the DNS and black-/whitelists. It then could connect back to the SMTA and issue the
ETRN command and thus start the forwarding of the messages stored in the RMTAs
queue.
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The usage of ETRN for a pull based approach implies that the sending host has
to be an SMTP server as it must to be able to accept incoming connections from the
RMTA. Therefore it is impossible for mail sending scripts to send messages as they
provide only the pushing mechanism of SMTP.
The sequence of the pull based email delivery using the ETRN command looks like
this:
1. SMTA connects to RMTA and issues the EHLO command.
2. RMTA stores EHLO-identification and IP address of the sender.
3. RMTA rejects the connection by sending an reply code that indicates a temporary
error (e.g. 450 Don’t call us, we call you!).
4. The connection between SMTA and RMTA is dropped.
5. RMTA decides if it wants to receive messages from the SMTA.
6. In the positive case the RMTA reconnects to the SMTA using the information
provided by SMTP (IP address and computer name).
7. RMTA sends EHLO, followed by the command ETRN <RMTAs domain name>.
It also internally stores that incoming connections from the SMTA will be accepted.
8. The SMTA checks if there are messages for the SMTA in the outgoing queue – if
there are it sends back a positive return code and starts a new SMTP session to
RMTA. These steps are are identical to 1. and 2. in this sequence.
9. The SMTA transfers the stored messages for the RMTA, which this time are
accepted.
10. Once the transfer is complete, both SMTP sessions are terminated using the
QUIT command. The RMTA deletes the flag that allows direct connections
from the SMTA. Subsequent connections have to do the whole procedure.
An email transfer using the ETRN gives the receiver of a message more control over
which messages are received. It allows a receiver driven approach without introducing
a new protocol. Furthermore no end user interaction is needed to make it work. But
there is a protocol overhead. For a successful transfer of email messages three SMTP
sessions are used instead of one. The first one is the notification, the second one is
used to initialize the retrieval, and the third one is the actual message transfer.
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8.1.2

Arguments against the use of ETRN

The use of ETRN appears to be a cheap and effective way to realize the pull-based
delivery of emails without using a new protocol. As ETRN uses existing functionality
of SMTP, it would be possible to introduce it without problem. However, there are
arguments against the use of ETRN for pull-based email transfer:
Large protocol overhead
An email transfer using ETRN requires three SMTP sessions. One for the initial
notification, one for the ETRN command and one for the forwarding of the message.
This means the protocol overhead for using ETRN would be three times larger than an
ordinary SMTP session would need. Protocol overhead consists of all the information
that needs to be transferred to make communication using SMTP possible. This include
opening and closing the session, sending commands such as EHLO, MAIL, RCPT,
QUIT as well as the corresponding responses, but not the message.
Breaks the classical ETRN-functionality
If ETRN is used for the pull-based approach, the use of the command as originally
intended in RFC 1985 is no longer possible. This would break the service for MTAs
that use ETRN in the way it was originally intended. ETRN allows the retrieval of
emails on a remote SMTP server, so it is possible to have a email server for incoming mails and another one for private network communication. Instead of forwarding
incoming mails the incoming server stores the messages and the private SMTP server
retrieves them using ETRN. A typical use case is a company using an internal SMTP
server for communication within the company but its ISP’s SMTP servers for external
communication. There is no way to differentiate old or new use. This means that
either the old functionality or the new functionality can be used, but not both at the
same time.
Its against the SMTP standard
In General Delivery it is assumed that the first connection of an SMTA is the notification. So the RMTA rejects this connection by issuing an error message. It then
connects back to the SMTA and issues ETRN. However, there is no guarantee that
the SMTA supports the ETRN functionality. A SMTA that does not support ETRN
might misinterpret the error message and try to connect to the RMTA over and over
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again. At the same time it might reject attempts of the RMTA sending the ETRN
command, as it does not support it.
An inconsistency like this could break internet mail as the reliability cannot be
guaranteed. This is against the SMTP standard as one of the core features is the
reliable delivery of email messages.
Indecision in the community
Although ETRN is an extension to SMTP, it is not widely supported. There is no
guarantee that all MTAs support this extension. There is indecision in the community of SMTP server administrators as to whether to use the ETRN-extension or
not. An experiment was conducted to find out how many SMTP servers support the
ETRN-extension: from a list of 257 well known SMTP servers of ISPs and freemail
providers(such as gmail.com, yahoo.com, earhlink.net and others) only 87 supported
the ETRN extension (Appendix E lists the tested mail servers).
Vulnerability to Denial of Service
The use of ETRN might make an RMTA vulnerable to DoS attacks. This depends
on the implementation of the ETRN-command. Sendmail 8.9 was known to fork new
processes every time ETRN was issued (Young and Aitel, 2004). So it was possible
for an attacker to force a Sendmail-server into DoS by constantly issuing new ETRN
commands. Although newer versions of Sendmail are not affected by this DoS attack,
other SMTP services might have similar vulnerabilities.
It is also possible for an attacker to use the pull-based approach using ETRN to
make an indirect DDoS attack to an SMTA. By connecting to many RMTAs and using
the computer name of the target in the EHLO identification, it might be possible to
launch a DDoS attack. This depends which information the abused RMTAs use to
make the retrieval connection: if they use the name given by the EHLO command,
they will try to connect to the target, if they use the IP address, they will connect to
the attacker.
Unknown status of the SMTA
ETRN uses no identifier for messages. The notification does not state if or how many
messages are available at the SMTA. It is just a request to connect back and issues
the ETRN command. The RMTA does not know if there are messages available. It
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is possible that the messages were already sent or that the SMTA sending the initial
notification is part of a larger mail-cluster and the RMTA connects back to the wrong
mail server. So there is a chance that the RMTA gets a reply code that states that no
messages are available. This level of uncertainty produces an unnecessary number of
SMTP connections that only waste bandwidth.

8.2

Conclusion

Using ETRN for a pull-based approach to email delivery is an alternative to General
Delivery introduced in Chapter 6. In contrast to General Delivery it uses existing
functionality. This means, a pull based approach can be used without making changes
to the existing protocol.
However, it comes with several disadvantages that make it impractical to use. Three
sessions instead of one are needed to deliver a message. Also it produces a larger
protocol overhead compared to General Delivery. Furthermore using ETRN for a pull
based approach would break the current functionality of this command.
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Chapter 9
Results
9.1

The General Delivery Prototype

In order to examine the effectiveness of General Delivery, a reference implementation
was developed. This prototype was written in Python, a popular dynamic programming
language. The dynamic nature of Python allows quick prototyping, which is why it was
chosen. The prototype is an MTA that implements the SMTP-commands described
in RFC 5321. However, it only implements the basic commands that are necessary to
process email messages. In addition to the SMTP-command set, the General Delivery
commands GDEL and RETR were implemented.
The prototype uses a multi-threaded approach. Upon start, a base thread is generated that creates a socket listening to incoming connections. For every incoming
connection, a new worker thread is created to handle the SMTP-session. Depending
on the mode in which the server runs, agents for notifications, retrieval and relaying
are started. The communication between the threads is realized by using queues.
Two external libraries were used: dnspython and ipcalc. Dnspython is a library
that allows simple access to the domain name service. It is used to query for MX
and SPF1 records as well as checking the validity of fully qualified domain names (e.g.
when checking if the return-path uses a valid domain name). The other library, ipcalc
is used to calculate if a given IP-address part of a network. This is needed to verify
IP-addresses against SPF1-records that define whole network-ranges of valid hosts.
The prototype is started from the command line. It accepts several parameters as
arguments to define its behaviour. These arguments are defined in Table 9.1.
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Argument

Description

-m, –mode

The mode in which the server runs. Possible options are relay, gdel
and receiver. The mode retr is an internal mode that cannot be
chosen

–host

The IP address the server listens

-p, - -port

Port on which the server listens. The default is port 25 (needs root
privileges on unix-like systems)

-e, –ehlo

This is the computer name that the server uses when it identifies
with the EHLO-command

-s, –strict

If set to true, the server only accepts GDEL-communication (default is false)

-v

Verbose. Special information during communication is redirected
to the standard output.

–loglevel

Defines the level of logging that is redirected to the standard output.
Possible levels are DEBUG, INFO, WARNING, ERROR, CRITICAL. The default level is ERROR.

Table 9.1: Command line arguments for the General Delivery prototype
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9.1.1

Modes

The prototype supports four modes: RELAY, RECEIVE, GDEL and RETR.
RELAY-mode
When running in RELAY-mode, the server acts as an SMTP-relay. This means that all
incoming connections will be routed through to other SMTP-servers. This functionality
is helpful when testing other MTAs in a private network (a script generates random
messages and uses the server to distribute the messages).
RECEIVER-mode
In RECEIVER mode all incoming messages are stored in a predefined mailbox-directory.
Mailboxes in this directory have to be named like the email address they represent.
Incoming email messages with a recipient that has no mailbox in this directory will be
dropped without sending a non-delivery message to the sender.
GDEL-mode
When started in GDEL-mode the server allows the use of the General Delivery extension. In addition to the main thread that handles incoming connections, a notification
agent and a retrieval agent are started as separate threads.
When the additional parameter STRICT is used, the server explicitly runs General
Delivery. This means that it will only accept General Delivery notifications – attempts
to push email messages using SMTP (the command sequence starting with MAIL
FROM:) will be rejected by sending the reply code 553 Requested action not taken.
Without the STRICT-flag set, the server acts as a General Delivery relay. It will accept
incoming messages using SMTP but will relay them using General Delivery.
When a notification is received, the retrieval agent is notified. This notification
holds the unique identifier, the IP address of the SMTA, and the name with which
the SMTA introduced itself using EHLO. The retrieval agent checks the validity of the
sending host by querying the DNS for the SPF1-record. If the legitimacy of the SMTA
can be verified, the retrieval agent waits for a configurable random period before it
connects to the SMTA and starts the retrieval process. Retrieved messages will be
stored in the predefined mailbox directory. Retrieved messages for recipients that have
no mailbox will be dropped.
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The prototype running in GDEL-mode can also relay messages using GDEL. This
means it could be used by a SMTP server not capable of General Delivery to send
messages using the prototype as a GDEL-relay. Incoming connections from this host
will be accepted using classical SMTP whereas the prototype sends these messages
using General Delivery. For the unique identifier the message id of the email is used. It
is generated by hashing the system time and a random sequence using the SHA1-hash
algorithm. The messages are stored in the filesystem using the Python function pickle
that allow the serialization of objects. Then the notification agent opens a connection
to the RMTA and issues the GDEL-command. Messages are stored until they are
retrieved.
RETR-mode
The mode RETR is only used by the retrieval agent. It is an internal mode that cannot
be chosen when starting the sever. This mode is necessary to prevent an SMTA from
sending GDEL commands during the retrieval process (the retrieval agent is not able
to process the command GDEL).

9.1.2

Performance

As the prototype was written in Python, it cannot be compared to commercial SMTPservers that were created for production environments. It can only handle about 100
concurrent connections.
One of the reasons for this performance issue might be the authors choice of threads.
Python does not scale well when using threads. However, this decision was made because during the early development phase several concurrency possibilities were evaluated: the author decided against the use of forking or multiple processes because of
the additional memory used by these approaches. The first implementation of the prototype was using Pythons asynchronous socket handlers asyncore and asynchat were
used. As the performance was not good this approach was dropped in favour of threads.

9.1.3

Security considerations

The General Delivery prototype should not be used in a production environment as it
currently does not support authentication. This means that every MTA or MUA that
is able to connect to it is able to use its services. This could be an issue when running
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the server in RELAY-mode as it is possible that it might be abused as an open relay
to send spam!
The use of indirect DDoS as described in Section 6.3.2 is not possible, as the General Delivery prototype uses SPF1-records to verify the legitimacy of a sending host.
Notifications from any MTA that has no valid SPF1-record are dropped.

9.1.4

Testing the prototype

During the development phase the prototype was constantly tested in a private network.
The network consisted of three PCs running Ubuntu Linux 9.10, a 10/100 Mbit hub and
a notebook running the network protocol analyzer Wireshark to monitor the network
traffic (see Figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1: Network setup for tests

All of the PCs were running the General Delivery prototype. One of the PCs was
configured to also act as a DHCP-server and a DNS-Server for the private network.
Ten domains were configured on the local domain name service (domains were named
after the members of Monty Python). The servers 192.168.1.10 and 192.168.1.11 acted
as legitimate MTAs whereas 192.168.1.12 was used as a rogue host that sends spam.
Three of the domains were configured with a valid SPF1 record. So in General
Delivery mode, only messages from these domains (and with the correct IP-address)
were accepted. For example, a notification sent from palin.net (192.168.1.11) would be
accepted, but one from bogus.co.nz (192.168.1.10) would be not (even if it is a valid
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IP-Address

Domain

SPF1-Record

192.168.1.10

bogus.co.nz

no

envelope.co.nz

yes

cleese.co.uk

no

idle.com

no

chapman.com

no

valid.com

yes

palin.net

yes

jones.org

no

gilliam.net

no

spamalot.com

no

192.168.1.11

192.168.1.12

Table 9.2: Domains on the private test-network
host with an valid SPF1-record for envelope.co.nz).

When running in GDEL-mode with the STRICT-flag set, only MTAs that support
General Delivery were able to send messages to the server. All other SMTP-connections
were rejected. If a transition to global use General Delivery were made, 100% of the
connections that do not support the new protocol extension would be blocked. This
would include all of the current active spam-bots. However, it must also be assumed
that spammers will adapt to this new scenario and use bots that support General
Delivery. To simulate this, a General Delivery capable MTA (192.168.1.12) was used
to send spam messages to the legitimate MTAs.
The use of the sender policy framework to check the validity of mail sending hosts
made it impossible for this rogue-General Delivery MTA to get its messages through.
Although it was capable of sending notification to the correct receivers, the notifications
were dropped because it had no valid SPF1 record. This means that no messages
originating from the spam-sending host were delivered. Furthermore it was not possible
to send faked notifications to make an indirect DDoS attack.
General Delivery provides a solid way to prevent the sending of spam on the protocol
level. The prototype was tested with the knowledge of the author – it might turn out
that persons with a better understanding of penetrating security measures and abusing
protocols find other ways to overcome the protection General Delivery provides. A
possible weakness would be spammers providing valid SPF1 records for all of their
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bots. However, it appears to be difficult to do this for a botnet consisting of hundreds
of thousands of PCs that may not even have fixed IP-addresses.

9.2

The Protocol Overhead of General Delivery

The tests of the prototype in a private framework suggested that General Delivery is
effective and is able to block messages from illegitimate MTAs. But these tests tell
nothing about of how the pull based approach scales in practical use on the internet.

9.2.1

The Enron Corpus

The Enron Corpus is a freely available collection of emails of the Enron Corporation.
It consists of the mailboxes of about 150 users (mostly senior management of Enron),
stored in a single file with a size of about 1.8 Gigabyte. There are 520930 messages
in the Enron corpus, this includes all sent and received messages as well as drafts and
deleted messagess.
For this experiment, the messages originating from an external source were extracted. This included all messages that had a From-entry in the message header, excluding the messages with a From-entry containing ”@enron.com”. A total of 101626
were extracted.
Analyzing the extracted messages, it was found that the majority of the messages
were less than 2 Kilobytes in size (see figure 9.2). Compared to the average message
size nowadays, it appears that the messages in the Enron Corpus are smaller.
The author compared the size of the messages to the size of the messages in the
mailbox of one of her supervisors, Dr. Richard O’Keefe. The arithmetic mean of
message size in his mailbox was 25467 bytes. One reason for that is that Dr. O’Keefe
subscribes to many mailing lists – the average size of the messages in a mailing list is
higher, as many senders tend to resend whole messages when replying to the list.
Also it appears that the size of the message header has increased. The average
header size of Dr. O’Keefe’s messages was 3412 bytes whereas the average header size
in the Enron Corpus was just 894 bytes. One reason for this is that nowadays most
MTAs add additional information to the mail headers like entries for domain-keys,
sender policy framework, virus scanners and spam filters.
Although the message size might have increased, this does not affect the results of
this experiment, as the protocol overhead is reviewed and not the message size. The
protocol overhead is irrespective of message size.
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Figure 9.2: Enron Corpus: Size of Messages

9.2.2

Protocol Overhead

Taking the extracted messages from the Enron Corpus, a closer look at the protocol
overhead of General Delivery and the pull-based approach using ETRN was taken.
Assumptions
It is difficult to compare the protocol overhead of a protocol as this depends on the
medium the data is sent. In modern networks there are many possibilities. For convenience sake the protocol overhead was calculated in Ethernet frames. The following
assumptions were made:
• Communication between MTAs happens in a network using Ethernet v2 (Max-

imum Transmission Unit is 1500 bytes – maximum size of 1518 bytes - MAC
header 14 bytes - checksum 4 bytes)

• The maximum amount of data an Ethernet frame holds is 1448 bytes
• The network is an IPv4 network ts are lost
• Internet Header Length (IHL, as described in RFC 791, chapter 3) is 5, so the
size of the IP header is 20 bytes
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• TCP-header size is 20 bytes. Given the size of of a TCP/IP-packet this means a
maximum of 65495 bytes data can be transported in one packet

• The maximum size of an TCP/IP-packet is 65535 bytes
• Three TCP/IP packets are used to establish a connection
• Four TCP/IP packets are used to terminate a connection
• Communication happens under optimal conditions, no packets are dropped
• SMTP-commands and replies are small enough to be sent in one Ethernet v2
frame

• Only one email is sent per SMTP-session
Furthermore, the following assumptions were made:
• SMTP-communication consists of the minimum set of commands to make communication possible.

• No commands like NOOP, VRFY or RSET are stated.
• All SMTP commands are successful, only positive reply codes are sent back.
Table 9.3 shows these command/reply sequences and their assumed size in bytes.

Results
Figure 9.3 shows the number of Ethernet v2 frames that would have been used to send
the messages from the Enron Corpus.
The first bar, Msg shows the number of Ethernet v2 frames used for the emailmessages without any protocol. The bar SMTP shows the number of frames sent when
using SMTP. The third bar shows the number of frames sent using General Delivery.
It was assumed that one notification using the command GDEL was sent for every
message and every single messages was retrieved using the command RETR. In the
fourth column, ETRN the same assumptions were made using the pull based approach
using ETRN (an SMTP session for the notification, one session for sending ETRN, and
a third one for forwarding the message).
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Type

SMTP

Init-

Sequence of Command/Reply

Size

iated

in

by

bytes

SMTA

220/EHLO/250/MAIL/250/RCPT/250/DATA/352

1500

250/QUIT/221
GDEL

SMTA

220/EHLO/250/GDEL/250/QUIT/221

675

RETR

RMTA

220/EHLO/250/RETR/250 MAIL/250/RCPT/250/DATA/352 2700
250 QUIT/221

ETRN

SMTA

220/EHLO/250/QUIT/221

RMTA

220/EHLO/250/ETRN/250

SMTA

220/EHLO/250/MAIL/250/250/RCPT/250/DATA/352
250/QUIT/221

Table 9.3: Assumed sizes of comand/reply sequences

Figure 9.3: Enron Corpus: Frames sent

The last column, GDEL+ shows the effectiveness of General Delivery (in conjunction with SPF1) on the assumption, that 90% of all email-messages are spam (see
Section 2.1.2). From the set of the extracted messages from the Enron Corpus, 10% of
the messages were randomly chosen and marked as valid (this was done 30 times).
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4350

Figure 9.4: Enron Corpus: Total Size in MB

When looking at the frames that were sent using the different protocols, it should
be noted that the frame size can differ depending on the data sent: an email-message
with the size of 1000 bytes fits can be sent in one frame. An SMTP-command like
EHLO example.com is only 18 bytes in length (16 bytes + CR + LF) but it also needs
a whole Ethernet v2 frame. However, using the frames gives a good idea how many
communication happens using the various protocols. It appears that all the protocols
need a large number of frames compared to the number the messages alone would need.
The ETRN-approach appears to need almost twice as many frames as SMTP, which
makes it impractical. Although General Delivery needs less frames than ETRN it is
still larger than SMTP. Surprisingly, the number of frames sent for GDEL+ (in which
only 10% of the messages are retrieved) is also high, but lower than SMTP. The reason
for this is that even if a message is not retrieved, a notification is sent.

A look at the total size of bytes sent (i.e. the payload and the headers of all
protocols used – TCP, IP, Ethernet) using the various protocols was taken. Figure 9.4
shows the total size sent in MB. It gives a better understanding of how much data is
actually sent. It appears that the overhead of both General Delivery and the ETRNbased approach are still larger than SMTP. However, GDEL+ shows the advantage
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Type

Frames sent

Protocol

MB sent

Protocol

Overhead

Overhead

Frames in %

MB in %

Msg

323,769

-

389.78

-

SMTP

2,254,663

696.38

535.16

137.3

GDEL

3,677,427

1135.82

716.88

183.92

ETRN

4,490,435

1386.93

811.37

208.16

GDEL+

1,648,261

509.09

131.45

33.72

Table 9.4: Protocol Overhead: Frames and Sizes
of General Delivery – as only legitimate messages are retrieved, the number of bytes
transferred is extremely smaller.
Table 9.4 gives an overview of the frames sent and the MB sent. It also shows the
protocol overhead in percent in relation to the message size. It appears that General
Delivery is only effective when used in conjunction with the sender policy framework –
messages from an MTA that is not authenticated by SPF1 are not retrieved. However,
this assumes that spammers are not able to provide valid SPF1 records for their botnetzombies.
An ETRN-based approach appears to generate a huge protocol overhead in both
frames and total MB sent, which makes it impractical to use.

9.2.3

Summary

In this chapter, the tests of the General Delivery prototype were described. Also the
effectiveness of General Delivery and the ETRN-based approach were benchmarked
against classical SMTP. It appears that General Delivery is effective when used in
conjunction with the sender policy framework.
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Chapter 10
Future Work
General Delivery appears to be an effective way to reduce the number of spam. As the
prototype is only a prove of concept which cannot be used in a production environment
of a large organization or company, a first step might be the development of a General
Delivery extension for one of the popular open source SMTP servers like Postfix or
Sendmail.
One of the challenges of General Delivery is the global acceptance of the new extension. Further research can be done in finding ways how to convince the community
to replace the existing system with General Delivery. The result could be a roadmap
how to introduce the new pull-based protocol.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
Even though SMTP is a nearly 30 year old protocol with vulnerabilities, it is one of
the most popular protocols used in internet communications. Despite the billions of
spam-messages that are sent using SMTP each day it is unlikely that it will be replaced
by another system in the near future as there are too many systems and users relying
on it. But continuous use of SMTP means that spammers will also continue to send
their unsolicited emails.
One of the major problems of SMTP is its push based approach. Messages are
pushed forward from the sender to the receiver and the responsibility for storing those
messages lies on the side of the receiver. This means that all messages have to be
received and stored, even if they are spam and will be deleted.
Most of the spam originates from hijacked PCs which are part of huge botnets.
These computers can be remotely controlled and are used by spammers to distribute
spam without the knowledge of the computer owners.
There are various methods to prevent spam. Most of these techniques like blackand whitelisting or spam filtering are happening on the receivers side. This means
that all the negative effects of spam like the wasted bandwidth, storage and CPU-time
have to be accepted. However, it seems that these methods to prevent spam are not
effective – the rate of spam is increasing every year. There are estimations that 90%
of all emails sent worldwide are spam.
Using a pull-based approach the responsibility for storing the messages moves from
the receiver to the sender. Not all messages are blindly accepted and the receiving
MTA can decide if it wants to retrieve the message or not. Instead a notification is
sent and the receiver can decide if he trusts the sender and retrieves the message or
ignores the notification.
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Two pull-based approaches were proposed. One uses existing technology based on
the SMTP-command ETRN, which allows the remote retrieval of messages. However,
this method costs a lot of bandwidth, as three SMTP sessions are needed to retrieve a
message. The other method is called General Delivery, a method to send notifications
instead of messages to the RMTA. The RMTA then can decide if it wants to retrieve
the message or ignore the notification.
This approach especially effective against spam bots. They might be able to send
emails but might not capable of providing an email-service like a legitimate SMTPserver. Most hijacked zombies are consumer PCs with a dynamic internet connection,
which means that they usually have no static IP-address. Every time such a PC
connects to the internet, it gets a new IP-address. A pull-based approach is effective
because it forces bots to provide a service for the messages to be retrieved. However,
not all bots will be able to provide such a service.
Compared to other pull-based approaches, General Delivery needs no end-user interaction. All the communication happens between MTAs. This makes it easy to
introduce a General Delivery based system as no changes have to be made on the user
side.
Unfortunately, General Delivery does not come without problems. One of its disadvantages is the vulnerabilities to Distributed Denial of Service attacks. By combining
General Delivery with the sender policy framework it was possible to reduce this vulnerability to a minimum. The positive side-effect of using the sender policy framework
is, that only authenticated MTAs are able to successfully transfer messages. MTA that
have no valid SPF1-record will be ignored. If spammers are not able provide valid
SPF1-records will not be able to send their spam.
However, in order to work, General Delivery must be accepted. As it is a protocol
extension to SMTP this is not insurmountable.
The use of General Delivery may not solve the spam problem. But it will make it
harder for spammers to distribute their messages.
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Abstract
Over the last decade spam has become a serious problem to email-users all over the world. Most of the
daily email-traﬃc consists of this unwanted spam.
There are various methods that have been proposed
to fight spam, from IP-based blocking to filtering incoming email-messages. However it seems that it is
impossible to overcome this problem as the number of
email-messages that are considered spam is increasing. But maybe these techniques target the problem
at the wrong side: it is the email-delivery protocol itself that fosters the existence of spam. What once was
created to make internet-mail communication as easy
and as reliable as possible became abused by modern day spammers. This paper proposes a diﬀerent
approach: instead of accepting all messages unquestioned it introduces a way to empower the receiver by
giving him the control to decide if he wants to receive
a message or not. By extending SMTP to pull messages instead of receiving them an attempt to stem
the flood of spam is made. The pull-based approach
works without involvement of the end-users. However this new system does not come without a price:
it opens the possibility of a distributed denial of service (DDOS)-attacks against legitimate mail-transfer
agents. This vulnerability and possible ways to overcome it are also discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Spam, SMTP, Pull-based email retrieval,
Denial of Service
1

Introduction

Since the early days of the internet, email has been an
important part of electronic communication between
people. While there are numerous ways to exchange
information, email still seems to be one of the most
popular ways to communicate. Used in private as
well as in business environments, electronic mail became an important part of our daily life. But with
all the positive aspects of communication, communication with email has its dark side: spam.
Over the last decade unsolicited bulk email, commonly known as spam, has become an increasing
problem to email-users all over the world. While in
the beginning it was just annoying to delete all the
unwanted email-messages in the inbox, the public perception of spam changed dramatically.
But these unwanted email-messages are not only
annoying end-users, they also cost tremendous
c
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amounts each year. Companies and public institutions are spending considerable eﬀort and money to
find ways to stem the further spread of spam. The
yearly costs of spam are estimated to be as high as
US-$50 billion (Ferris-Research 2005). However it
seems that no matter how hard we try the spammers
always seem to be one step ahead. There are estimations that approximately 90 percent of all email
messages could be considered spam (Symantec 2009).
Spam costs businesses a lot of wasted bandwith that
could be used elsewhere. It can be considered wasted
because it is used for receiving data that will most
probably be deleted after it has been received. Also
CPU time on mail-servers has to be devoted to process and filter all the incoming messages.Yet there is
no guarantee that all unwanted messages will actually
be filtered. Those spam-messages that get through to
the end-user still need to be deleted manually which
costs precious human time. However there is still the
risk that regular email-messages might be mistakenly
recognized as spam.
In the past few years a vast number of proposals
to prevent spam have been made. However it seems
that these countermeasures are not eﬀective as spam
is still with us. It is as if one of the blessings of the
information-age became the ultimate curse: emailusers (both corporative and private) all over the world
find themselves in the grasp of spammers.
In this paper a closer look is taken at the various
techniques of spam prevention. A definition of spam
and its origins is given. It discusses the advantages
and disadvantages of SMTP and shows how this protocol can be abused. As a huge amount of email-spam
originates from illegitimate sources like the botnets,
a suggestion to extend SMTP by adding a pull-based
approach to make it more robust against misuse is
made, and possible ways to introduce the extension
are discussed. As the pull-based approach might be
vulnerable to distributed denial of service (DDOS) attacks, this issue is discussed and possible solutions to
overcome this vulnerability are given.
1.1

What is spam?

Unsolicited bulk email (UBE), also known as emailspam, comes in the form of email-messages for which
the recipient has not granted verifiable permission to
be sent and which are sent as part of a larger collection of messages (Spamhaus-Project 2009). However
this definition is not precise because there also exists spam related to SMS, IP-telephony, chats, webforums - there even exists YouTube-spam. What all
these versions of spam have in common are the following characteristics:
1. Spam comes in the form of electronic messages,
which are
2. sent in bulk and are

3. unsolicited.
This definition is valid for all types of spam. However in this paper spam is restricted to email-spam.
1.1.1

Types of Email-Spam

Email-spam comes in diﬀerent types. According to
the intention of the spammer the bulk-emails can be
categorized in diﬀerent ways. Over a one month period (01.08.2009 - 31.08.2009) the universities spamfilter (PureMessage by Sophos) filtered 1471 spammessages which were dedicated for one of the author’s
email-addresses (see Figure 1).

The last category is malware-spam. Its main purpose is to install malicious software on the recipients
computer. This malicious software could be used to
gather information like email-addresses from the victims PC or it could turn the computer into a so-called
zombie-PC - a remotely controlled computer which is
part of a global network of hijacked computers, called
the botnets. The computers in a botnet are used to
send spam, host phishing sites or for cyber-warfare.
1.1.2

The way spam is distributed has changed significantly over the last decade. While before spammers
used their own mail-servers to send spam, legislative anti-spam measures such as the can-spam act
2003 and eﬀorts from the anti-spam community have
forced them to use diﬀerent ways to distribute their
emails. They reacted by either moving their servers
into oﬀ-shore countries that have no anti-spam legislation or by abusing badly configured, third-party mailservers. Recently the distribution of spam via the
botnets, vast armies of remotely controlled zombiePCs has dramatically increased (Herley & Florencio
2008). Estimations are that about 80% of all spam
messages sent are originating from the botnets (MessageLabs/Symantec 2009). So it is essential to take
the botnet as spam-generator into consideration when
searching for ways to reduce the number of unsolicited
email-messages.
1.1.3

Figure 1: Spam received August 2009
These received spam-messages mostly consisted of
advertisements. But there were also fraudulent messages (scam & phishing), messages containing links
to adult content as well as a message containing malicious software. Most interesting was the fact that
more than 44% of all received spam-messages were
not intended for english-speaking recipient and without proper text-encoding (which resulted in unreadable junk-messages).
Based on the received messages, spam can be categorized as
1. advertising
2. fraudulent
3. malware-spam
The best known versions of spam are for pharmacy products or replica watches, university diplomas, online-casinos and oﬀers for the enlargement of
certain body parts. But not all advertisements need
to be of commercial nature. Sometimes spam is used
to propagate political or religious ideas.
The second category is that of fraudulent emails.
It consists of spam messages that target naive emailusers in the form of scam or phishing-messages. Unlike commercial spam the purpose of this kind of unsolicited email is criminal. Usually the goal is to
get money from the recipient - either by persuading them to send money or to reveal their bank
or creditcard-information. The most popular scam
emails are the so-called 419-scam messages (Levy &
Arce 2004) – 419 is the international prefix number
of Nigeria where most of these messages originate.

Distribution of Spam

Why do spammers send Spam?

A lot of spam-messages are filtered or deleted and
only a very small percentage of it reaches its recipient. Nevertheless spammers tend to send millions
of messages each day. The reason why they still
send advertisements is that there are some people
who are buying those products. It is believed that
for 100 boxes of Viagra sold a spammers margin of
profit could be between US-$ 1,000 and US-$ 2,000
(Spammer-X 2004). Even if it is very annoying for
most of the email-users to have their inboxes flooded
with unwanted email-messages, it is this tiny percentage of people who positively respond to spam to
keep spammers sending. According to the results of
a study carried out by researchers from University of
California, Berkeley and UC, San Diego (UCSD) the
revenue rate of spammers is very low compared to the
number of spam sent (Kanich et al. 2008): by getting
control over parts of the Storm-botnet they were able
to monitor the distribution of three spam-campaigns
over the time period of 26 days. During this period more than 350 million email messages containing
pharmacy-related spam were distributed resulting in
only 28 sales (roughly 0.00001% of all spam-messages
sent). Thus the average daily revenue rate was about
US-$100. However the researchers controlled only a
small part of the botnet (about 1.5% of all workerbots), so they estimate the daily revenue revenue rate
for the whole botnet is about US-$7,000. Considering the large number of spam-messages sent and the
small number of sales leads to the conclusion that the
only way for spammers to increase their profits is to
send more spam.
2
2.1

How to abuse SMTP
Overview

One of the reasons why email became so popular is the
way messages are sent via the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (Klensin 2008). The original standard for
message forwarding via SMTP was created in 1982

and after nearly 30 years mail-providers still use this
protocol. There have been extensions to the protocol
over the years to provide new functionality but SMTP
is still essentially the same protocol as it was in the
beginning.
Unlike other internet protocols which are pulling
information from servers SMTP works the other way
round: it pushes messages from the sender to the receiver. While we know exactly which website we want
to browse we usually have no idea who wants to send
us mail. Therefore SMTP leaves the responsibility
that a messages reaches its recipient with the sender.
In the early days of internet-mail this was acceptable.
There was a limited number of users and everybody
could be trusted. Most of the users were members of
universities or government agencies. It was unthinkable that one of the users of the email-network would
abuse the system for his personal gain. So there was
no use for more sophisticated security features. It was
more important that a message was delivered to its
recipient. The original design of the protocol lacked
proper security features that would make it more resistant to misuse.
2.2

Simplicity of SMTP

The advantage of SMTP always was its simplicity.
However exactly this simplicity eventually led to the
problems with spam we have today. Anybody can
send a message - whether it is wanted or not. The
receiver then has to decide if he wants to read the
message or not. This is because there is insuﬃcient
information about the content of an email available
before the data is sent.
An email consists of two main parts: the envelope and the content. The envelope consists of the
email-address of the originator, any number of recipients and optionally additional information for protocol extensions. The content is sent in the SMTPDATA protocol unit and describes the actual internet message as defined by RFC 2822 (Resnick 2001).
It includes the subject, the body of the message,
any attachments as well as meta-information (such as
sender, recipient(s), sent and received dates, or any
other useful data) in the message header.
SMTP uses a small set of commands which makes
it easy to implement. It is possible to send an email
message without using a mail-client or a mail transferagent (MTA). By using telnet it is possible to connect to a mail-exchange server and to send a message
by simply typing the correct SMTP-commands in the
right order. If the content of the message looks legitimate, the chances are high that it will be delivered
(and not filtered out). It is exactly this simplicity that
makes SMTP so vulnerable and allows spammers to
abuse it to distribute their messages.
2.3

Sender-Information provided by SMTP

Mail transactions in SMTP consist of three steps: the
MAIL-command which specifies the sender identification, one or more RCPT-commands providing the receiver information and the DATA-command followed
by the actual email-content. The information SMTP
provides before the DATA-command is limited. A receiving mail transfer-agent (RMTA) only knows the
following information:
• IP-address of the sending mail transfer-agent
(SMTA)
• the phrase the SMTA authenticated itself with
using the EHLO command (this might be a
domain- or computer-name but could also be a
random sequence of characters)

• the senders email-address (which does not necessarily have to be correct)
• the email-addresses of the recipient(s)

Of all this information the IP-address is the only
reliable information. Of course even an IP-address
can be spoofed (Savage et al. 2000), but in this
case the senders IP-address is needed for protocolcommunication. However all the other information
provided by the SMTA can be faked.
According to RFC 5321 the SMTA has to identify itself with the EHLO-command. Usually this
identification is a full qualified domain name, so the
identification might look like
EHLO example.com
However it is legitimate to use other address literals if a domain-name is not available for whatever
reason. Other legitimate address literals are IPv4addresses (enclosed by brackets), IPv6-addresses,
and other ways of addressing. As there are so many
legitimate ways a SMTA might identify itself it is
nearly impossible to determine whether or not a
given address literal is valid. Most SMTP-servers
therefore accept any combination of literals in the
EHLO command. So for instance an identification
sequence like
EHLO spamspamwonderfulspam
would be accepted by most mail-servers. Thus the
identification provided in the EHLO command is of
no value for the RMTA.
The senders email-address is also of no use to determine if the email is originating from a trustful
source. Every valid email-address is allowed (and the
address does not need to match the one stored as
sender-address in the email-message). The purpose
of this address is to have a return-address in case a
message could not be delivered. The notification that
there was a problem can be sent to this address. This
cannot be used as information to find out whether the
senders address is valid or not.
The next information provided is the emailaddress of the recipient (or the addresses if the mail
is sent to several recipients). It is possible to check
if a given receivers email-address exists on the receiving mail-server so it is possible to reject a message
if the receiver is not valid. This procedure is usually not used for security purposes as spammers often send emails to randomly generated addresses. It
would be very unwise from a IT-security stance to
reject invalid recipients as spammers then could find
out which email-addresses are valid by using trialand-error systems.
So the only way to determine if the sender is trustworthy at this point is to use the IP-address. The
RMTA could check in a white- or blacklist if this IPaddress can be trusted or not. However there is still
the chance that the SMTA is working as a relay and
thus not the originator of the message. Not even the
IP-address therefore could be used as a way to identify if the message is from a trusted source.
Currently the only way to determine if an emailmessage is spam or not is to receive the whole content
of the message. The various parts of the message can
then be analyzed by spam filters. Unfortunately this
means that the whole SMTP-process has to be performed, i.e. the whole message has to be received. In
the case of a spam-message (which would be dropped
immediately if recognized as such) this is both a waste
of bandwith (for the delivery-process) as well as storage (on the RMTA until the filtering has been done).

Method

Side

Eﬀect

TCPBlocking

Sender

Blocking the ports
usually used for
mail-transmitting

Limitation of
Emails

Sender

Limiting the number of emails that
can be sent

Micropayment

Sender

Charging a small
fee for each outgoing email

Blacklisting

Receiver

Using a list of
IP-addresses which
should be blocked

Whitelisting

Receiver

Using a list of IPaddresses that are
allways accepted

Greylisting

Receiver

Delaying the mailtransfer by rejecting the first connection

Authentication

Sender/
Receiver

Incoming
connections must be
authenticated first
before any mailtraﬃc happens

Challenge/
Response

Sender/
Receiver

Sender must correctly respond to
a challenge sent by
the receiver

Filtering

Receiver

Analyzing the messages to determine
if they contain
spam or not

Table 1: Methods to overcome spam
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Review of methods to overcome spam

There are several methods to overcome unsolicited
emails(Hayati & Potdar 2008). Table 1 shows an
overview of the most popular methods. They are used
to fight spam at diﬀerent stages of the email delivery
process. There are some measures that can be applied
at the senders side, but the majority of the anti-spam
methods are on the receiver side. This is mostly because the spammers have more control of the sender
side. However this does not mean per-se that spam
could not be prevented at the beginning of the delivery process. Such methods can only be applied if the
ISP on the sender-side is willing to apply them.

3.1
3.1.1

Sender-side methods
TCP-blocking

One method of spam prevention is TCP-blocking. In
this approach the ISP blocks TCP-port 25, which is
the one used by the SMTP protocol. This makes
it impossible for clients in the ISPs network to send
email-messages via this port. So this simple method
can prevent infected zombie-PCs from sending spam.

However it makes it impossible for clients in this network to run their own valid mail-servers or to connect
to other SMTP-servers (such as freemail-services like
gmail). For this reason most ISPs refrain from using
this method.
3.1.2

Limitation of emails

Another way to prevent spam on the sender side is
by limiting the number of emails a client can send in
a certain period of time. So an ISP could impose a
limit of 100 outbound email-messages per day which
would be more than enough for the majority of its
users. If an email-client exceeds this limit, the ISP
could either deny sending the message or inform the
client that he or she exceeded the limit.
3.1.3

Micropayment

Micropayment is a system in which every time an
email-message is sent, the sender is charged a small
amount of money, for example 0.0001 Dollars. While
this amount is so small that it would be negligible
to regular email-users it would be very expensive for
spammers sending millions of emails every day. As
charges can be reckoned by ISPs this approach is
possible, however it does not take into account what
happens to unsuspicious users whose PCs have been
hijacked.
3.2
3.2.1

Receiver-side methods
Black and Whitelisting

Another approach is IP-based blocking. When a mailsending host connects to the RMTA the first information the receiver gets from the sender is his IPaddress. Spammers might use a number of ways to
hide their identity, but they have to give away the
IP-address. To make bidirectional IP-based communication such as SMTP possible the receiver needs to
know the IP-address at the other end.
This information is used to determine if an SMTPsession with the sender should be accepted or not.
There are two ways to use this information: blackand whitelisting. Blacklisting is to determine if the
IP-address of the connecting host has sent spam in
the past. This is achieved by querying a list of
IP-addresses. These lists could be maintained by
ISPs or by anti-spam organizations that provide them
to third-parties. Some blacklists like the Spamhaus
block list are DNS-based. Blacklists contain IP addresses of hosts of known spammers, open relays and
proxies. If the IP-address of the connecting host is on
this blacklist, the connection is refused and no emaildata is received.
Whitelisting is exactly the opposite of blacklisting:
a list of trustworthy IP-addresses is used to determine
if an incoming request is from a trustworthy source
or not. It is not uncommon to use both, black- and
whitelists in combination. The problem with using
lists is that they tend to be large and need to be kept
up-to-date.
3.2.2

Greylisting

Greylisting is based on the reliability of the SMTPprotocol: SMTP-servers will try to resend an email if
an attempt to do so fails. It is assumed that the software used by spammers has a lax implementations of
the standards, so they might not resend an email if
the first attempt to deliver the message did not work.
Greylisting also makes use of black- and whitelists

and it has proven to be a quite eﬀective way to protect email-servers against the flood of spam. Combining greylisting with black- and whitelisting appears
to be a very eﬀective way to prevent spam. Unfortunately it can also block regular email, e.g. when the
sending host is part of an email-cluster with diﬀerent
IP-addresses.
3.2.3

Authentication

Authentication for email-delivery is often used by
ISPs and freemail-providers. Until recently it was
common to have open SMTP-servers which could be
abused for sending emails. This has changed with
SMTP-extensions like SMTP-AUTH (Myers 1999)
which require the email-user to authenticate with a
username/password combination before the SMTPserver can be used. Authentication is a successful
method on the sender-side to prevent spammers from
using an SMTP-server.
It is very popular for spammers to forge the
sender’s email-address in the email envelope. There
was need for a technique to prevent this forgery and
to make it impossible to abuse the email-addresses of
unsuspecting victims. The solution for this problem
is the sender policy framework (SPF), which prevents
the forgery of email-addresses. It is possible to store
the SPF-data in the Domain Name Service (DNS)
TXT-entries. This allows receivers to find out which
hosts are allowed to send emails for a domain by making a simple DNS-query.
3.2.4

Cryptographic authentication

In cryptographic authentication, a digital signature
is added to an email-message. A popular approach
is the Domainkeys identified Email (Allman et al.
2007) which attempts to prevent spammers from forging source-domains. This allows domain-based blackand whitelists to be more eﬀective.
3.2.5

Challenge/response mechanisms

Challenge/response uses a form of verification mechanism to determine if or not the sender is legitimate.
Incoming messages from unverified sources are held
in a queue and a challenge is sent back to the sender.
This could be a simple mathematical problem (e.g.
5 + 4 = ?) or a CAPTCHA-picture. A legitimate
user can respond to this challenge by sending a solution back to the receiver. While this method can
be very eﬀective against spam it might make emailcommunication confusing to some end-users as they
don’t expect to solve puzzles when sending an email.
Automated mailing-services like mailinglists,
newsletters, etc. cannot respond to challenges. If
both, sender and receiver use challenge/response
mechanisms it could happen that challenges sent by
the one result in challenges by the other and thus an
endless loop of challenges is created.
3.2.6

Filtering

One of the most successful attempts to attack spam
is the use of filters. There are numerous approaches
to filter messages (Cormack 2006): Rule-based filters
use a large set of freely configureable rules to determine if a given email contains spam. Bayesian filter
systems calculate the probability of an email-message
being spam while signature-based filters make use of
methods such as hash-algorithms to find out if a message can be trusted or not. Modern spamfilters are
highly sophisticated programs that use a combination
of these three techniques and have a high rate of success at finding spam.

But spammers are always finding ways to prevent
their messages from being filtered. The crux of the
matter is that filtering means that we simply accept
spam flooding our inboxes. Filtering might relieve the
end users from huge numbers of unwanted messages
but it still means that spam uses bandwith as well as
storage and CPU-time at the receiving mail-servers.
It is desirable to prevent spam without brute-force
filtering every incoming email-message.
4

A pull-based strategy to prevent spam

The biggest problem in successful spam-prevention is
the SMTP-protocol itself as it fosters its own abuse.
In most cases the spam-email has been received and
the only thing to do is to limit its eﬀects to the enduser by filtering or finding out if the sender is trustworthy. And even the methods that try to solve the
problem at the beginning of the email-delivery process are attempts to compensate the deficiencies in
SMTP. The big question is: why are people still using a nearly thirty year old protocol when it is the
source of all the trouble?
SMTP does a good job at delivering emails, even
if exactly this advantage is also abused by spammers
to deliver their spam. The other reason SMTP is still
in use is that it is one of the most used protocols on
the internet. Given that email is a vital part of daily
communication both for business and private users,
it is diﬃcult to imagine a world without email. The
wide use of SMTP makes it hard to be replaced with
a newer, more secure protocol. Billions of internetusers expect their emails to be delivered, regardless
of which system is used to deliver the message. Planning a replacement would require a world-wide agreement that SMTP has to be replaced. Even if this
task were successful there is still the question of how
to replace it. There is no question that there is need
of a transitional period of several years in which both
the old and the new protocols would co-exist. A first
step could be an agreement between large freemailproviders like Yahoo!, Google, Microsoft, etc. and the
major ISPs to replace SMTP. The optimistic assumption is that after planning the transitional period
more and more email-service-providers would jump
on the bandwagon as they won’t want to be locked
out from global communication via email.
But what would a replacement to SMTP look like?
A new protocol should have the same features as
SMTP, but without its drawbacks:
• it should be easy to use for end-users

• it should be compatible with existing internetemail standards
• it should reliably deliver legitimate emails
• it should be diﬃcult to abuse this system

the first feature is essential: email-users should
not be bothered with any changes to the deliveryprotocols. Users should be able to use their emailclient with all the functionality they are familiar with.
They should not be forced into using new emailapplications just because the new standard is not supported by their preferred software. It would be advantageous if a new standard would allow legacy clients
to use it - so this would mean no change for the enduser. There should also be no change to the way an
email-message is presented to the end-user. Emailaddress of sender and recipient, subject and body of
messages should look exactly the same as they looked
in the past.
The other three features are of significant importance for the new protocol: the new protocol

should not introduce new, incompatible mechanics
but should work with existing standards. SMTP provides a perfect set of commands to deliver emailmessages, so a new approach should be based on existing functionality and extend it instead of using different techniques.
Like SMTP it should be possible to reliably deliver
email messages to the recipient. The sender of an
email-message should expect that a message will be
delivered to the receiver and if this is not possible
he should be informed that there was a problem in
sending the message.
But unlike SMTP the new protocol should only
deliver email-messages originating from a trusted
source. Spammers should not be able to use the new
protocol the same way they misuse SMTP.
4.1

Pull instead of Push

Internet-email, unlike many other internet-based protocols, is a push-based protocol. This means that
communication is initiated by the sender as the receiver does neither know about a message he will receive nor when this message will be sent. But it means
that the receiver has to accept all incoming messages,
regardless of its content. During the whole deliveryprocess the control lies in the hands of the sender.
The receiver has little influence in this email-delivery
process - as long as the sender is a trusted source
this procedure is acceptable. But it also makes the
receiver vulnerable should the sender abuse this system. There are few methods that give the receiver
control over the delivery-process (such as black- or
whitelisting).
Pull-based protocols work the other way round.
The receiver initiates the communication by requesting information. Thus he has more control over which
information is received whereas the sender is only
the provider of this information. There are numerous pull-based protocols; with HTTP the most obvious. Using a pull-based approach for internet-email
empowers the receiver and gives him control over the
delivery-process as he can decide when and what he
wants to receive.
Pull-based email was first introduced with Internet Mail 2000 (Bernstein 2000). Instead of forwarding every email-message automatically a notification
that there is email available is sent to the recipient.
The receiver then decides if he wants to receive messages from this sender or not. In a positive case the
receiving MTA pulls the email from the sender. If
the recipient does not want to receive mail from the
sender, the notification is simply ignored and not responded to. The diﬀerence between this approach and
SMTP is that during the whole process the email-data
is stored at the senders side. This is important as
it becomes possible for the recipient to decide which
email-messages he wants to receive (and which not)
instead of blindly accepting and filtering every incoming message. Although Internet Mail 2000 is simply
a conceptual idea there have been several attempts
to implement it. The two most notable pull-based
email-services are DMTP and Stubmail.
DMTP (Duan et al. 2007) makes use of a combination of classical SMTP functionality, black/whitelisting and a pull-based approach. By classifying senders into the categories well-known spammers,
regular contacts and unclassified senders it allows the
receiver to process messages in diﬀerent ways depending on the sender. While messages from well-known
spammers are automatically rejected those from regular contacts (stored in a list on the receivers MTA)
are received using the standard SMTP-push mechanism. Messages from unclassified senders (i.e. neither
well-known spammers nor in the regular contacts list)

are not received, instead the sending MTA (SMTA) is
notified to use the DMTP-protocol. This means the
SMTA stores the message and sends a message-key
and the subject of the message to the RMTA. The
RMTA then generates a email-message, containing
the information given by the SMTA and sends it to
the end-user. Receiving this notification the end-user
has to decide if he wants to receive the message or not.
In the case he wants the message he responds to the
RMTA. The RMTA then retrieves the message from
the SMTA using the message-key and adds the SMTA
to its whitelist. Future messages from this SMTA
will be automatically accepted. Considering that it
is unlikely that all possible spammers are stored in
the blacklist and not all legitimate senders are in the
whitelist means that many messages will be from a
unclassified source. The result is that the end-users
mailbox is flooded with email-notifications. There
is a risk that the end-user accidently accepts spammessages (resulting in whitelisting a spam-source) or
rejects legitimate mails. Also the sheer mass of notifications could be perceived as annoying as spam.
Stubmail (Wong 2006) also uses a pull-based
email-retrieval approach by combining classical
SMTP-based internet-mail with HTTP. It checks if
the receiver supports Stubmail or not and then decides how to deliver the message. If the recipient
supports the new protocol extension, a key is created
and a notification (the so-called stub) is sent to the
receiver. Should the receiver of the message decide
to read the email-message he has to pull it from the
senders server. To find the address of the server on
which the downloadable messages are stored the receiver must make a special DNS request. Once these
address is known the message can be retrieved by an
HTTP-post request. Like DMTP the number of notification could by irritating to the end-user. By using
HTTP to retrieve a message it could be possible to
download malicious software to the receivers PC.
Despite
there
being
working
referenceimplementations Internet Mail 2000 is not universally
used as a replacement to SMTP. It seems as though
the proposed approaches are not perceived as replacements for the classical internet-mail system.
They require too much interaction by the end-user,
making it awkward to receive messages without
minimizing the chance to receive spam.
4.2

General Delivery: using SMTP for Internet Mail 2000

In our new approach to Internet Mail 2000 we introduce a system which works like the snailmailapproach of poste restante (or general delivery). The
post-oﬃce notifies the receiver that there is mail waiting at the post-oﬃce. The notification includes an
identification with which the receiver can retrieve
the mail from his post-oﬃce. If the receiver doesn’t
gather his mail within a certain time-frame the mail
is returned to the sender as undeliverable.
The new functionality can be implemented as an
extension to SMTP which means that existing SMTPservices could be easily upgraded to use this approach.
Email-communication usually involves at least four
agents: the sender’s mail transfer client (Outlook,
Webmail, etc.), a SMTA, a RMTA and the receiver’s
mail transfer client (MTC). As the communication
between the RMTA and the receiver’s MTC uses POP
or IMAP, only the first three agents use SMTP. Unlike other pull-based approaches the only SMTA and
RMTA use pull-mechanics in their communication.
The decision if a message should be retrieved or not
is made by the RMTA (i.e. an SMTP-server). No
interaction by the end-user is needed to make general
delivery work. This means that the end-user can use

the email-service as before by using their preferred
client-software.
The communication between SMTA and RMTA
is split into two parts. In the first part the SMTA
connects to the RMTA and notifies it that an emailmessage is available and sends a unique identifier for
this message. After this notification the connection is
closed. It is then up to the receiver to decide if the
message should be retrieved or not. The second part
happens in the case that the receiving host decides
to retrieve the message. It connects to the sender
and asks for the message by handing over the unique
identifier. The sender then forwards the requested
message.
The general delivery extension to SMTP introduces two new commands: GDEL and RETR. One
is used for delivering the notification, the other one
is used for retrieving the email. As usual these extensions are mentioned in a email-servers response to
the EHLO command.
The time-frame of how long a message should be
stored at the sending email-host is reasonable. It
should be taken into consideration that the receiving
host might not retrieve a message immediately. So
a time-frame between 24 hours to 48 hours might be
appropriate. If a message has not been retrieved after this predefined amount of time the SMTA should
send a notification to the sender of the email that the
delivery of the message was not successful. Likewise
the time that passes between the notification and the
retrieval can be determined by the RMTA.
It might occur that a RMTA gets a notification for
an email that cannot be retrieved. The reason for that
could be a temporarily unreachable sending host or a
corrupted unique identifier for the message. In such
a case the RMTA should try to retrieve the message
a number of times (perhaps 3 to 5 times) over the
next 48 hours. If retrieving the message continues to
be unsuccessful the RMTA discards the notification
and stops retrieving it. If the message to be retrieved
was legitimate (and the non-delivery was just because
of technical diﬃculties) there are mechanics to notify
the sender that the delivery of the message was not
successful, which works quite the same way as the
classical SMTP.

is necessary because there is a chance that one message is retrieved while the other one is not.
When used in the response to an EHLO-command
this command informs a SMTA that the receiving
host is able to use the general delivery extension.
Syntax: GDEL uniqueId
Possible reply codes:
250
500
501
502

Requested mail action okay, completed
Syntax error, command unrecognized
Syntax error in parameters and arguments
Command not implemented

Figure 2 describes the usual sequence of commands
of a successful notification using the GDEL-extension:
1. The SMTA opens a connection to the RMTA
2. The RMTA returns 220 OK
3. The SMTA sends the EHLO-command
4. The RMTA returns with 250 OK and a list of
possible extensions supported, of which one is
GDEL
5. The SMTA generates a unique identifier for the
email-message and sends it using the GDELcommand
6. The RMTA stores this unique id and returns a
250 OK
7. The SMTA closes the connection by sending
QUIT
It should be noted that it is possible to send several notifications in a sequence to the receiving host.
After the last 250 OK the SMTA could send another
notification using the GDEL-command.
4.2.2

RETR (Retrieve)

The RETR command is used by the RMTA to retrieve a message from the SMTA. The unique identifier of the email-message is passed as an argument.
If the unique identifier is valid (ie. the email exists
on this server) and the email is destined for the connecting host, the SMTA changes into sending mode
and starts sending email using standard SMTP. It is
possible to retrieve several emails in this way after
one another. In the case the RMTA sends an invalid
message-id, the SMTA should respond with a 550error message. If an email-message is not destined
for the connected RMTA, the SMTA also responds
with a 550-error message, even if the provided unique
identifier is valid.

Figure 2: GDEL-command

4.2.1

GDEL (General Delivery)

The GDEL command is used by the SMTA to notify
the RMTA that there is a message available. Together with the GDEL command a unique identifier
for the email-message to be delivered is sent. It is
up to the SMTA how to generate this unique identifier - so it could possibly use a hash-value of the
email-message. It is possible to send multiple GDEL
commands in the case that several messages for the
same receiver-host/domain are available. In any case
a unique message identifier has to be generated for every message, regardless of the fact that two or more
recipients might be of the same receiver-domain. This

Figure 3: RETR-command
The communication for the retrieval is initiated
by the receiver. When the RETR-command is sent

sender and receiver switch roles and the sender starts
the SMTP-message-transfer sequence (MAIL FROM
- RCPT TO - DATA). After sending the message the
roles are switched again to allow the sender to send
another RETR-command or to quit the connection.
The original SMTP-standard had a similar command
called TURN which allowed a sender to become the
receiver and vice-versa (Postel 1982). However this
functionality eventually became deprecated as it was
possible for an unauthenticated client to retrieve messages.
When used in response to an EHLO this command
informs the RMTA that the sending host is able to
use the general delivery extension.
Syntax: RETR uniqueId
Possible reply codes:
250 Requested mail action okay, completed
500 Syntax error, command unrecognized
501 Syntax error in parameters and arguments
502 Command not implemented
550 Requested action not taken (e.g. given messageId not available)
The second part of the protocol using the RETRextension is shown on figure 3:
1. The RMTA opens a connection to the SMTA

of the communication process it is possible to prevent connections from illegitimate hosts while allowing host that are on the white-list to connect without problem. This could be used in a way to selectively decide if the general-delivery extension should
be used for a connecting host or not. Using blackand white-lists that way is a convenient way for legitimate email-users as the flow of their messages is
not disturbed while it is more diﬃcult for spammers
to get their emails through.
On the sender side, ISPs could use TCP-blocking
to prevent outgoing email-connections to hosts outside of their own network as well as incoming retrieval requests. Many ISPs don’t allow the operation
of network-based servers for consumer-connections.
Power-users and corporate customers could have special contracts with their ISPs that allow them to operate those services. This would make it very hard for
infected zombie-PCs to provide SMTP-based services.
However this method needs the cooperation of ISPs
and it is questionable whether a worldwide agreement
could ever be reached. Finally the use of general delivery extension does not exclude the use of filtersoftware on the receivers side. Although it makes
it harder for spammers to get their mail through it
does not prevent spam. And there is also the chance
that legitimate and therefore trusted hosts might have
been compromised and send spam. So the use of
spam-filtering complements the mix of eﬀective tools
to prevent spam in this scenario.

2. The SMTA returns with 220 OK

4.3.1

3. The RMTA sends the EHLO-command

For spammers to be successful it is essential to send
as many messages as possible in a short period of
time. Using general delivery forces them to store all
the messages that they want to send on their server
until they are retrieved. Regardless of whether the
messages are sent from an email-server in an oﬀshore
country or by a zombie-PC in a botnet this means
that the SMTP-service must be provided for an undefined timeframe as the spammer does not know when
the receiver will try to retrieve the message (if he
ever does so). Especially hijacked PCs in a botnet
need to stay longer online as they must provide the
SMTP-service for incoming retrieval requests. Botnets tend to send their spam in bursts (Xie et al.
2008) – after a period of inactivity the bots are activated and start sending spam for a certain amount of
time (usually a couple of hours) followed by another
period of inactivity. This time of inactivity is used
for botnet-maintainance during which bots might get
new instructions, new lists of email-addresses and material for new spam-campaigns. Using the pull-based
approach it becomes more awkward for spammers to
use bots for propagating spam as they cannot use
the hit-and-run tactic anymore. By providing the
general delivery service the bots must stay active all
the time. This could also become a problem for a
consumer-based internet-connection when a lot of retrieval requests are incoming. So one could say that
general delivery does not prevent spam, but it makes
it more diﬃcult for spammers to get their messages
through. The separation of the delivery process into
two parts gives the RMTA more time to decide if a
message should be retrieved or not. During the time
between notification and retrieval the RMTA could
run processes to find out if the sender is a trustworthy source. Most notably general delivery is an
extension to the standard SMTP-procedure, so both
the new mail-service as well as the classical service
can be serviced by the same mailing host. This is an
advantage during the transitional period as only one
service needs to be maintained instead of two parallel running services. After the transitional period

4. The SMTA returns with reply-code 250 OK and
also sends a list of the supported extensions (e.g.
RETR)
5. The RMTA uses the stored unique id of the
email-message it wants to retrieve and sends it
using the RETR-command
6. The SMTA compares the requested unique
message-id to a list of stored messages, if the
message is available it sends 250 OK
7. Both MTA change into SMTP-mode and the
SMTA starts forwarding the email-message using the MAIL FROM-command
8. subsequent communication is classical SMTP
As soon as a message is retrieved by a client, there
is no need for the SMTA to store it any longer. All
subsequent requests for an already retrieved message
should be denied with return-code 550 Requested action not taken. It is important for SMTP-clusters
where a retrievable message could be requested from
several servers is made invalid on all servers belonging to the same cluster. It should be not possible to
retrieve a message from a server which has already
been retrieved on a server in this cluster.
4.3

Combination with other techniques for
spam-prevention

In order to prevent spam eﬀectively it is important
to combine several techniques. The general delivery
extension to SMTP does not prevent the use of other
methods to make the mailing process more secure. It
can be combined with other techniques like white- and
blacklists to make it easier to determine the senders
credibility. By using IP-based lists at the initiation

Advantages

the classical SMTP-functionality could simple be deactivated. General delivery works on protocol-level
between email-servers, so no interaction by the enduser is needed. This makes it very convenient as there
is no change for the user.
4.3.2

Disadvantages

The new mechanism comes with some disadvantages.
The most obvious is the protocol overhead. The
communication between SMTA and RMTA produces
more traﬃc than standard SMTP communication.
There is the notification and a retrieval. In the case
of a successful message-delivery the amount of data
transfered between sender and receiver is larger than
with the classical protocol. However it should be
taken into consideration that not every email-message
will be retrieved as the RMTA decides that it comes
from an untrustworthy source. Considering the vast
amount of spam that will not be transfered we believe
it is more than a cheap payoﬀ and therefore worth the
additional traﬃc for legitimate email-communication.
Spammers using a botnet could provide SMTP services on hijacked PCs. However the time beween notification and retrieval could be used by the RMTA
to determine whether that the sending email-host is
a legitimate email-server (i.e. by querying a blacklist,
etc.) and thus decide not to retrieve the email.
Another argument against the general delivery extension is that it could be used to make DDOS attacks. This vulnerability will be discussed in detail in
the next section.
4.4

Vulnerabilities

Using the pull-based approach for internet-mail has
many advantages. The most important of which is
that the responsibility for email-storage is moved from
the receiver to the sender and that the receiver can
decide if he wants to retrieve the messages. However these advantages do not come without a problem. Unlike ordinary SMTP-based services the vulnerability does not lie on the receivers side but on the
senders. The pull-based approach makes it necessary
for the SMTA to act as a client (when sending notifications) and a server (when providing services for
incoming retrieval-requests). During the notification
the SMTA has control over the process as it initiates
it. On the other side the SMTA has no control over
who connects during the retrieval-process. As long as
a legitimate client connects everything is fine. However there is the possibility of incoming connections
that might not be according to the protocol. The last
problem might be a misconfigured RMTA that is repeatedly trying to retrieve a non-existing or already
retrieved message.
As retrievable messages are identified by a unique
id it is possible that third parties try to illegitimately
attain messages by simply guessing the unique id.
Particularly implementations with open sources could
make this process possible as attackers could write
scripts that send retrieve-requests with randomly generated id-keys that are according the key-generationalgorithm. Though the chance to retrieve a particular message is not high, there is still the possibility of
generating a valid key. As a certain message can be
only retrieved by the RMTA for which it is destined,
an attacker needs to pretend to be the correct receiving host. This makes it extremely hard to randomly
retrieve messages, but if the attacker has knowledge
of emails on the SMTA that are destined for a specific receiver domain, it could be possible to retrieve
messages by a brute force attack. Even if the chance
of actually retrieving messages is not high it could
easily lead to a performance problem as the SMTA

has to process a lot of unnecessary requests. Especially a combined brute-force attack of retrieval requests could lead to a denial of service as the SMTA
is unable to process all the requests at once. For this
reason it is suggested that further communication is
delayed for a reasonable time before another attempt
to retrieve a message is possible. There remains the
possibility of adding hosts that continuously try to retrieve non-existant messages with wrong message-ids
to a blacklist.
The greatest threat to the pull-based approach is
that it could be used to intentionally attack a mailserver with a distributed denial of service attack. It
is possible to use the message-notification mechanism
to force a large number of RMTA to make retrievalrequests even if there is no message actually to be
retrieved. So an attacker could send millions of notifications to diﬀerent RMTA, notifying them that a
message is available on the email-server of domain
victim.com.
A botnet of tens of thousands of zombie-PCs might
generate a tremendous amount of email-notifications.
The RMTA will try to contact the mailing-host on
which the message is apparently stored. Though there
is no guarantee when (and if) RMTA will try to retrieve a message it is obvious that a huge number of
requests could easily bring down an SMTA.
One eﬀective way to reduce the vulnerability to
DDOS-attacks is to make sure that the notifications
are sent from a trusted source i.e. the notification
comes from the same address as the message. This
means the receiver of a notification has the responsibility to determine whether a notification is from a
legitimate origin. So when there is an incoming notification, the receiver should query the IP-address of
the connecting host and find out if it belongs to the
number of hosts that are allowed to send emails for
their domain.
The best way to find more information about the
sender of a message is use the DNS. Many domains
have an MX-record used to determine which hosts
are responsible for mail-exchange. Though usually
the MX-records are used to determine the mail-hosts
for incoming email-traﬃc on a domain, the change to
a pull-based approach brings to the mail-protocol a
means by which they could be used for both in- and
outgoing traﬃc. Using the MX-record would be a
misuse of the DNS functionality, but it could be argued that the goal of the pull-based approach is to replace the traditional way to exchange email-messages
and so it justifies its use.
But there is another way to determine the identity
of the sender - the Sender Policy Framework (Wong
& Schlitt 2006). The intention of the Sender Policy
Framework (SPF) is to prevent the forgery of emailaddress senders by explicitly authorizing the hosts
that are used for mail-transfer. Using SPF, receiving
hosts can query to determine whether a connecting
host is authorized to send emails (or notifications
in the case of the pull-based approach). SPF makes
use of the DNS-protocol TXT entry which is used to
store arbitrary text-based attributes. It is possible
to define which hosts are allowed to send emails on
behalf of a domain. Hosts do not necessarily need
to be in the same domain, SPF allows authorizing
mail-hosts belonging to other domains. A possible
SPF entry for using the pull-based mail-service could
look like this:
example.com. TXT "v=spf1 mx
a:pullmail.example.com -all"
For the domain example.com all outgoing MXservers are authorized to send (and provide) emails as
well as the mailhost pullmail.example.com. All other

hosts are not allowed to send or provide emails on behalf of this domain. When getting notification from
an SMTA, all the RMTA has to do is to query the
SPF-record for the domain the notification is from
and compare it to the IP-address of the connecting
host. If the host is in the list of authorized mailservers, the RMTA can proceed to retrieve the email.
In any other cases the notification can simply be rejected. Using this technique is very eﬀective against
connections from a botnet because it is unlikely that a
zombie-PC has a valid SPF-record. And even if there
are SPF-entries for botnet-hosts, the SPF-query can
still be combined with a blacklist-query and spamfiltering to make it more eﬀective.

Duan, Z., Dong, Y. & Gopalan, K. (2007), ‘DMTP:
Controlling spam through message delivery diﬀerentiation’, Computer Networks 51(10), 2616–2630.
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Herley, C. & Florencio, D. (2008), ‘Nobody sells gold
for the price of silver: Dishonesty, uncertainty
and the underground economy’, Microsoft Research, http://research.microsoft.com/pubs/
80034/nobodysellsgoldforthepriceofsilver.
pdf.

Conclusions

This paper discusses the current protocol for internetemail, SMTP and why its architecture (which is focused on reliability and simplicity) fosters the spread
of unsolicited email. The various methods and techniques to recognize and prevent spam, both on the
sender and the receiver side have been presented.
Especially in a time were huge amounts of spammessages originate from hijacked botnet-PCs it is important to find new ways to make the distribution of
unwanted messages harder. Therefore a pull-based
approach to retrieve emails, which is in contrast to
the classical push-based approach is suggested.
One advantage of the pull based approach is that
the responsibility to store the email-messages is transferred from the receiver to the sender. As the receiver
just gets a notification, that there is a message available to be retrieved at the sender’s server, it is easy
for him to decide if he trusts the sender and gets the
email or to just ignore the notification. Therefore
bandwidth can be saved as not every message has
to be received. The pull-based approach, called general delivery, makes its use as well as its introduction
very easy. By just adding two new commands to the
set of existing SMTP-commands the new email-pull
functionality is provided. As the pull-based approach
needs no user-interaction, it can be introduced without end-users interaction.
However the pull-based approach comes not without disadvantages. Most notably is its vulnerability
to distributed denial of service attacks — when an attacker sends notifications to various mailservers that
messages can be retrieved at a certain host. This vulnerability can only be reduced on the receivers side
by making sure that the notification has been made
by the correct host and not by a third party pretending to be the sender. To make this possible, existing
techniques like the DNS-entries of the Sender Policy
Framework could be used. The new approach is a
way to stem the flood of spam in emails. However it
is clear that an eﬀective solution to spam must be a
cocktail of various anti-spam measures.
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Appendix B
RFC-Draft
This is an RFC-draft for General Delivery. It uses the the official template of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for requests for comments. However, this
draft was not submitted to IETF – the author decided against it as the chances for it
being accepted are very low.
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Abstract
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Introduction
Most of the email messages sent nowadays are spam originating from
botnets. These hijacked PC's are used to massively distribute
spam worldwide. The SMTP-service provides no effective way of
preventing bots from sending their unwanted junk mail.

Therefore this memo introduces the General Delivery extension.
Unlike classical SMTP it is not a push-based but a pull-based
protocol. As described in "Advantages and Vulnerabilities of pullbased
Email Delivery" the sending mail transfer agent (SMTA)
should notify the RMTA about a message before disconnecting instead of
simply delivering it. The RMTA may reconnect to the SMTA and
retrieve the message.
1.1.

Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.
2.

Framework for the General Delivery extension
The following service extension is therefore defined:
(1) the name of the SMTP service extension is "General Delivery";
(2) the EHLO keyword values associated with this extension are "GDEL"
and "RETR" with no associated parameters;
(3) the additional verb GDEL with a single parameter that specifies
a unique message identifier is used to start a notification;
(4) the additional verb RETR with a single parameter specifying a
unique message identifier is used to start the retrieval process;
The remainder of this memo specifies how support for the extension
affects the behavior of an SMTP client and server.

3.

The General Delivery service extension
SMTP is still one of the most used services of the internet.
However, out of the box it does not provide any means to prevent
abuse of the internet mail service. One of the greatest problems
nowadays is spam. These unsolicited email messages flood the
inboxes of internet users. Most of the spam originates from
botnets, huge networks of hijacked PC's that are used for
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distributing spam.
Unfortunately the SMTP-service provides no effective way of stemming
the spread of such unwanted messages. Among the many ways to prevent
spam the most effective way is filtering. However this method forces
a receiving mail transfer agent (RMTA) to accept all incoming
messages, even if they will afterwards be deleted. The
responsibility for an email message lies on the receiving side which
allows spammers to distribute their fraudulent messages very cheap.
This problem has been addressed in the design of the General Delivery
service extension. Instead of using the classical functionality of
SMTP, which pushes all email messages from the SMTA to the RMTP, the
General Delivery service extension uses a pull-based approach.
In a first step, the SMTA generates a unique identifier for an
outgoing email message, stores both message and unique identifier and
sends a notification to the RMTA including the unique identifier
instead of the message. Then the connection is dropped.

+-----------------+
+-----------------+
|
Sending
|
|
Receiving
|
|
Mail Transfer | ----Notification----> | Mail Transfer |
|
Agent
|
|
Agent
|
|_________________|
|_________________|
Figure 1
In a second step, the RMTA might decide to retrieve the message from
the SMTA. If so it reconnects and retrieves the message using the
unique identifier. The SMTA then forwards the email as in classical
SMTP.
+-----------------+
|
Sending
| <---- Retrieval----|
Mail Transfer |
|
Agent
| --Message Delivery-->
|_________________|

+-----------------+
|
Receiving
|
| Mail Transfer |
|
Agent
|
|_________________|

Figure 2
Using this method the responsibility for storing an email message is
shifted from the receiver to the sender. Especially bots cannot
simply forward thousands of email messages anymore. They have to
provide a service for messages to be retrieved. So the classical
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'hit-and-run' tactic spammers use cannot be used, which makes it
harder for them to distribute their spam.
The General Delivery service extension, being an extension to SMTP,
requires no end-user interaction for the service to work. However to
be effective against botnet-spa, all mail-services must use this
extension.
4.

Definition
General Delivery means that using an SMTP or ESMTP connection, the
RMTA may accept no pushed messages from an SMTA. Instead it accepts
only notifications that a message could be retrieved at a later time
from the SMTA. As General Delivery uses two connections, one for
notifying, the other one for retrieving the terms client and server
are not used. Instead the terms SMTA and RMTA are used.
The RMTA is the node that is responding to a GDEL command and
initiates the RETR command.
The SMTA is the node that is responding to a RETR command and
initiates the GDEL command.

5.

The unique identifier
In order for General Delivery to work, a unique identifier must be
provided for every email-message an SMTA wants to send. This unique
identifier must contain a randomly generated sequence, the character
'@' and the domain name for which the SMTA provides the mail service.
The specified domain name is REQUIRED to be a fully qualified domain
name, which may refer to a A or AAAAA pointer in the DNS.
8f1b0fb0a9f67ffaa43a83cad28435ca@somedomain.com
The structure of the randomly generated sequence is free; there is no
minimum or maximum number of characters it should contain. However
it is recommended that the randomly generated sequence be long enough
to avoid name collisions.

6.

The GDEL command
The GDEL command is issued by the SMTA when it wishes to notify a
RMTA of an email-message that it stores. The syntax of the command
is as follows:
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GDEL <unique identifier><CRLF>
This command may be issued at any time once a session is established,
as long as there is not a transaction occurring. Therefore issuing
this command is illegal between the MAIL FROM: command and the end of
the DATA command and responses.
Preceding this notification the SMTA must store the email message
and generate a unique identifier. The SMTA is required to ensure
that the email message can be retrieved using the unique identifier.
The SMTA is required to generate one unique identifier for every
message. It must not store several messages using only one unique
identifier, even if there are more messages for the same RMTA or the
same recipient. In this case it has to generate a unique identifier
for every message.
6.1.

RMTA action on receipt of the GDEL command

When the RMTA receives the GDEL command, it should make a local
decision whether to honor the request. If not, it should return the
correct error codes to the SMTA. If the RMTA decides to accept the
notification, it must store the unique identifier and the IP address
of the connecting SMTA and inform the agent that retrieves the
message. During this process the RMTA may also store the name of the
connecting host (the name it identified itself by using the HELO or
EHLO command).
The valid return codes for this command are:
250
500
501
503
6.2.

OK, queuing <unique identifier> for retrieval
Syntax Error
Syntax Error in Parameters
Bad sequence of commands
SMTA action on receiving response to the GDEL command

If the RMTA responded with a successful reply (250), the SMTA should
close the connection using the QUIT command. If it has several
messages for recipients at the domain the RMTA provides mail
service for it may send another GDEL command.
In the case of the 500 level error codes (500, 501 or 503) the SMTA
should assume that the RMTA does not support the General Delivery
service extension. Thus it should try to send the email using
classical SMTP. However it should be borne in mind that a RMTA
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supporting General Delivery might not accept classical SMTP
connections.
7.

The RETR Command
The RETR command is issued by the RMTA if it wishes to retrieve an
email message from a SMTA using a unique identifier. The syntax of
the command is as follows:
RETR <unique identifier><CRLF>
This command may be issued at any time once a session is established,
as long as there is not a transaction occurring. Like for the GDEL
command issuing RETR is illegal between the MAIL FROM: command and
the end of the DATA command and responses.
Preceding this command the RMTA has to connect to the SMTA. Based
on the unique identifier, which holds a full qualified domain name
and the sender's IP-address which was stored during the notification
process, it should establish a connection to the SMTA using its IPaddress. It may use the name of the SMTA (HELO/EHLO) if it has
stored it, however there is no guarantee that this name leads to a
valid mail service.
An RMTA that got a notification from an SMTA is free to decide if it
wants to retrieve the message from this host. The decision might be
based on the use of services like blackhole-lists, whitelists, the
sender policy framework (also see Advantages and Vulnerabilities of
pull based Email Delivery) or any other means. The algorithm used to
make this decision is up to the implementation and therefore not part
of this RFC. However it is strongly suggested to use methods to
identify if an SMTA is a legitimate mailing host or not.
The time that passes between notification and retrieval is up to the
RMTA. The RMTA may retrieve the message immediately or it may let
pass a certain period of time until it starts the retrieval process.
For end-user convenience it is suggested that this period be
appropriate to keep up a reliable internet mail service.
An SMTA has to provide a service for a message to be retrieved.
However as it is possible that a message might not be retrieved at
all, a maximum period of time that a message needs to be available
should be defined. During this period the SMTA must be able to
provide the message for retrieval. As it is possible that an RMTA
cannot retrieve a message due to technical difficulties an SMTA must
provide the message for the minimum period of 48 hours (2 days).
After this period the SMTA should delete the received message and may
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send a notification
The valid return codes for this command are:
250
490
500
501
503
7.1.

OK, preparing to send message for <unique identifier>
Error, Invalid unique identifier, nothing to retrieve
Syntax Error
Syntax Error in Parameters
Bad sequence of commands
SMTA action on receipt of the RETR command

When an SMTA receives the RETR command with a unique identifier, it
searches for this unique identifier in its local database. If the
unique identifier is valid and the corresponding email-message is
available, it sends a positive reply code and switches its internal
state table into sending mode.
From now on an SMTA must use the SMTP-sending procedure (RFC 5321)
starting with MAIL FROM: followed by RCPT TO: and DATA and finishing
with <CRLF>.<CRLF>.
After receiving the reply code from the RMTA, the SMTA changes its
internal state back into receiving mode. An SMTA must be able to
successively process several RETR requests during a session.
Getting a successful reply code (250 OK) from the RMTA,
make sure that the message cannot be retrieved again by
corresponding unique identifier. Thus it should delete
message and all references (i.e. unique identifiers) to

an SMTA must
using its
the stored
this message.

In the case of a reply code that indicates an error, the SMTA
should not try to send the message again. Instead it should wait
for the RMTA to send another RETR command. In any case a not yet
retrieved message should be retained until the end of the defined
period of time (see above).
7.2.

RMTA action on receiving response to the RETR command

After getting a positive reply code (250 OK) to the RETR command, an
RMTA must immediately change its internal state table into receiving
mode. The following communication between the SMTA and the RMTA
follows the SMTP sending procedure (RFC 5321). All the commands and
reply codes must be used according to the description in this RFC.
Following the reply code to the SMTA's <CRLF>.<CRLF> the RMTA must
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change its internal state table back into sending mode. The RMTA
should be able to successively send several RETR requests during a
session.
8.

General Delivery replacing classical SMTP
To be effective against botnet spam, the General Delivery service
extension should eventually replace classical email delivery using
the push-based method of SMTP. However it might take a long time
until all mail services adopt a pull-based approach. Being an
extension to SMTP, the General Delivery service extension allows
mail hosts to provide both push- and pull-based email delivery. This
makes a transitional phase for the introduction of General Delivery
very easy.
It could be possible that at a yet undefined date in the future the
pull-based approach replaces the classical push-based SMTP. From
that time mail hosts may deny mail delivery using push-based SMTP.
RMTA therefore should react reasonably to SMTAs trying to use this
legacy system by sending correct reply codes. These error codes
should be in the 400-range as they are then permanent errors. A
valid response for denying push-based email could be return code 450
Requested action not taken.

9.

General Delivery and Messages with a Null Reverse-Path
Messages with a Null Reverse-Path such as non-delivery notifications,
other status delivery notifications (DSNs, RFC 3461) or Message
Disposition Notifications (MDNs, RFC 3798), which are all
notifications about a previous message, should be processed like other
messages. This makes sure that the General Delivery service
extension does not break functionality of internet-mail in regard to

its

10.

reliability and robustness.
Minimal Usage
There is no minimal usage for an SMTP host implementing the General
Delivery service extension. All hosts supporting this extension must
implement both the GDEL and the RETR command.

11.

Example
The following example illustrates the use of General Delivery with
some permanent and temporary failures.
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Notification
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
RMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
...

<wait for connection on TCP port 25>
<open connection to RMTA>
220 mailhub6.otago.ac.nz ESMTP Sendmail 8.13.8/8.13.8
EHLO mail.nattl.at
250-mailhub6.otago.ac.nz
250-HELP
250 RETR
MAIL FROM: natascha@nattl.at
250 OK
GDEL 1234567@nattl.at
503 Bad sequence of commands
RSET
250 OK
GDEL
500 Syntax Error
GDEL 1234567
501 Syntax Error in Parameters

SMTA:
RMTA:
...
SMTA:
RMTA:

GDEL 1234567@nattl.at
250 OK
QUIT
250 Goodbye
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Retrieval
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
SMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
...

<wait for connection on TCP port 25>
<open connection to RMTA>
220 mail.nattl.at, Envelope Server 1.1
EHLO mailhub6.otago.ac.nz
250-mail.nattl.at
250-HELP
250 RETR
RETR
500 Syntax Error
RETR 1234567
501 Syntax Error in Parameters
RETR 7654321@nattl.at
490 Error, nothing to retrieve

RMTA:
SMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
SMTA:
SMTA:
SMTA:
RMTA:
...

RETR 1234567@nattl.at
250 OK
MAIL FROM: natascha@nattl.at
250 OK
RCPT TO: nat@cs.otago.ac.nz
250 OK
DATA
354 Start mail input, end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
Hello World!
<CRLF>
.<CRLF>
250 OK

RMTA: QUIT
SMTA: 250 Goodbye

12.

Security Considerations
An attacker might try to retrieve email messages from a mail
server by simply guessing the unique identifiers. Although it
is quite unlikely that such an attempt would be successful if
the mail host uses an appropriate unique identifier with sufficient
length, there still is a non-zero chance that messages could be
retrieved. Therefore mail-hosts may implement methods to prevent
this kind of attack. This could be achieved by storing the IP
address of the notified host or by making queries to the DNS.
The detailed method for preventing illegitimate retrieval is up
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to the implementer of the mail host.
Another vulnerability of the General Delivery service extension is to
use the retrieval process to make a distributed denial of service
(DDOS) attack to a mail service. An attacker could notify a great
number of mail hosts using the GDEL command, pretending to be the
target mail host. As all those mail hosts might try to retrieve the
message using RETR from the target, this could eventually lead to a
denial of service.
This vulnerability can be reduced to a minimum risk by using the
Sender Policy Framework (RFC 4408) to identify notifying hosts. By
providing an SPF-record for valid mail hosts, RMTAs could query the
DNS if a notification is from legitimate SMTA. In case of a negative
answer an RMTA could drop the notification. It is strongly suggested
to use the General Delivery service extension in conjunction with the
Sender Policy Framework. A positive side effect of using the Sender
Policy Framework is that it is harder for bots to send messages as
they would need a valid SPF-record for their messages to be accepted.
13.
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Appendix C
Statechart-Diagramms
The following diagrams show the states of the GDEL and the RETR transactions of
General Delivery.
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Figure C.1: Statechart GDEL
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Figure C.2: Statechart RETR
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Appendix D
Source Code
D.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

General Delivery

#! /usr/bin/env python
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Copyright (c) 2010, Natascha Chrobok, <nat@cs.otago.ac.nz>
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
must display the following acknowledgement:
This product includes software developed by the University of Otago,
Department of Computer Science, Dunedin, New Zealand.
4. Neither the name of the University of Otago, Department of Computer
Science, Dunedin, New Zealand nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NATASCHA CHROBOK ’’AS IS’’ AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NATASCHA CHROBOK BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Envelope Server version 0.4
#
# Envelope Server is an SMTP-server written in Python. It was written as a
# proof of concept and reference implementation for the General Delivery
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Extenstion to SMTP, which is a pull-based approach to SMTP.
It includes most of the basic SMTP-functionality as described in RFC 5321.
However, it is suggested not to use this server in a production environment.
It lacks any authentication and an installation in a production environment
could easily abused as an open relay.
In order to work, the Python libaries ipcalc and dnspython have either to be
installed or stored in the same directory as this script. They can be optained
at these locations:
ipcalc: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/ipcalc
dnspython: http://www.dnspython.org/
To run the server on the default port for SMTP, root-privileges are needed on
UNIX and unix-like systems.
For more information about the usage, start the script with the option --help

import
import
import
import

threading
SocketServer
time
logging

logger
# Modes
RELAY
GDEL
RETR
RECEIVER

= None

STRICT
DEBUG
MODE
BUFFER_SIZE
FQDN
HOST
PORT
WELCOME_STRING
CRNL = TERMINATOR
SPACE
EMPTYSTRING
RECIPIENT_BUFFER
GDEL_STORAGE_PATH
MAILBOX_PATH
USER
GROUP
DELAY
RAND
TIMEOUT

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4

#
#
#
#

forwarding mails to another mailserver
general-delivery notification mode
retrival mode only
AUTH

False
# if true, server accepts only GDEL-communication
False
# turn this to true when testing on one machine
RECEIVER # current mode of the server
1024
# defines input-buffer when reading from socket
’envelope.com’ # domain-name the server serves
’localhost’# ip-address the server listens to
25
# port the server listens: default 25
’220 %s’ % (FQDN)
’\r\n’
’ ’
’’
100
’storage’
’mailboxes’
’nat’ #name of the usermessages are stored
’staff’ #name of the group messages are stored
1
#time to wait until retrieving messages
2
#upper limit of random multiplier for DELAY
120
# the timeout after which the server disconnects
# from a client due to inactivity
NO_DOMAIN_CHECK
= True
CHECK_TIMEOUT
= False
VERBOSE
= False
# internal state machine
COMMAND
= ’COMMAND’ # server is in receiving and processing commands mode
DATA
= ’DATA’
# server is in data-receiving mode
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92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

# SMTP-reply codes -----------------------------------------------------------RC214 = ’214-%s’
RC220 = ’220 Ok’
RC221 = ’221 See ya later!’
#RC235 = ’235 Authentication sucessful!’
RC250 = ’250 Ok’
RC251 = ’251 User not local’ # But we do not forward messages
RC252 = "252 Cannot VRFY user"
# positive intermediate reply ------------------------------------------------RC334 = ’334 %s’
RC354 = ’354 Start mail input, end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>’
# transient negative completion reply
RC451 = ’451 Internal Server Confusion’
RC452 = ’452 Too many recipients’
RC490 = ’490 Nothing to retrieve’
# permanent negative completion reply ----------------------------------------RC500 = ’500 Error’
RC501 = ’501 Syntax: %s ’
RC502 = ’502 Command %s is not implemented!’
RC503 = ’503 Bad sequence of commands!’
RC504 = ’504 Unkown parameter’
RC535 = ’535 Not authenticated!!!’
RC550 = ’550 Requested action not taken!’
RC551 = ’551 Unknown user.’
RC552 = ’552 Out of memory!’
RC553 = ’553 Requested action not taken’
RC554 = ’554 Transaction failed!’
RC555 = ’555 Parameter not recognized’
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class RemoteSocketClosed(Exception):
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class TimeoutError(Exception):
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class NoSpf1Record(Exception):
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class NoSmtpServiceAvailable(Exception):
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class SMTPConnectionClosed(Exception):
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def logger_factory(log_lvl):
logger = logging.getLogger(’gen_del’)
logger.setLevel(log_lvl)
stream_handler = logging.StreamHandler()
stream_handler.setLevel(log_lvl)
formatter = logging.Formatter(’%(asctime)s %(levelname)s %(message)s’)
stream_handler.setFormatter(formatter)
logger.addHandler(stream_handler)
return logger
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def query(name):
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147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

import dns.resolver
answer = dns.resolver.query(name, ’TXT’)[0].strings[0]
if answer is not None:
if answer[:6] == ’v=spf1’:
answer = answer[7:]
if ’ a ’ in answer.lower():
answer = list()
a_response = dns.resolver.query(name, ’A’)
if a_response:
for a in a_response:
answer.append(’ip4:%s’ % (a.address))
aaaa_response = dns.resolver.query(name, ’AAAA’)
if aaaa_response:
for a in aaaa_response:
answer.append(’ip6:%s’ (a.address))
if ’redirect:’ in answer:
answer = query(answer[9:])
if ’include:’ in answer:
search = answer.split(’ ’)
answer = list()
for entry in search:
if ’include:’ in entry:
i = entry.find(’ ’)
if i < 0: i = len(entry)
answer.extend(query(entry[8:i]))
else:
answer.append(entry)
else:
answer = answer.split(’ ’)
return answer
else:
raise NoSpf1Record, ’no spf1 record’
else: raise NoSpf1Record, ’no spf1 record’
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def check_spf(ehlo, ip):
try:
answer = query(ehlo)
except NoSpf1Record:
return False
except:
return False
import ipcalc
for entry in answer:
isOk = False
if entry[:4] == ’ip4:’:
isOk = ip in ipcalc.Network(entry)
if entry[:4] == ’ip6:’:
isOk = ip in ipcalc.Network(entry)
if entry == ’-all’:
return False
if isOk:
return True
return False
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202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def check_mailaddress(address):
’’’
Checks if a given email-address is valid
The address may be enclosed by angle brackets.
Returns True if the address is valid
’’’
logger.debug(’email-address to check: %s’ % (address))
from email.utils import parseaddr
import re
match = re.match(
"^<{0,1}[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+\.[a-zA-Z]{2,4}>{0,1}$",
parseaddr(address)[1])
if match:
logger.debug(’email-address is ok’)
return True
else:
logger.debug(’email-address is not ok’)
return False
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def check_mailaddress(address):
’’’
Checks if a given email-address is valid
The address may be enclosed by angle brackets.
Returns True if the address is valid
’’’
from email.utils import parseaddr
import re
match = re.match(
"^<{0,1}[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+\.[a-zA-Z]{2,4}>{0,1}$",
parseaddr(address)[1])
if match:
return True
else:
return False
def check_fqdn(fqdn):
’’’
Checks if a given domain name exists
Makes a dns-lookup for the A-Section of the domains record. If the address
could be resolved and is valid it returns True, otherwise it returns False
’’’
import dns.resolver
if NO_DOMAIN_CHECK: return True
try:
answer = dns.resolver.query(fqdn, ’A’)
return True if answer else False
except:
return False
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def get_mx(name):
’’’
Get the MX-record for a given domain-name or an email-address.
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Returns the address of the mail-server with the highest priority. If no
MX entry could be found it returns None
’’’
import dns.resolver
logger.debug(’get_mx() argument: %s’ % (name))
try:
# i = name.find(’@’)
# if i > 0:
if ’@’ in name:
name = extract_domain(name)
logger.debug(’name: %s’ % (name))
answer = dns.resolver.query(name, ’MX’)
preference = 99999
for record in answer:
if record.preference < preference:
preference = record.preference
prefered_mx = record.exchange.to_text()
if DEBUG: # this is only for debugging on one machine
import socket
return socket.gethostbyname(socket.gethostname())
return prefered_mx[:len(prefered_mx)-1]
except Exception as e:
logger.debug(e)
return None
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def extract_domain(address, check=True):
’’’
Extracts the domain-name from an email-address
If check=True, it also checks if the given email-address is valid by
calling the check_mailaddress function.
Returns the domainname
’’’
if check:
if not check_mailaddress(address):
raise RuntimeError, ’Cannot extract from non-emailaddress %s’ % \
(address)
import string
return string.split(address.strip(’>’), ’@’)[1]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def serialize_email(email, path=None):
import pickle
if path == None:
path = ((’./%s/%s’) % (GDEL_STORAGE_PATH, email.message_id))
file = open(path, ’wb’)
pickle.dump(email, file)
file.close()
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def deserialize_email(id, path=None):
import pickle
try:
if path == None:
path = ((’./%s/%s’) % (GDEL_STORAGE_PATH, id))
file = open(path, ’rb’)
email = pickle.load(file)
file.close()
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import os
os.unlink(path)
return email
except IOError:
logger.error(’Could not deserialize %s’ % (path))
return None
except Exception as e:
logger.error(e)
return None
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def insert_mail(email):
try:
for recipient in email.rcpt_to:
mailbox_name = recipient.lower().strip(’<>’)
import mailbox
mailbox.Maildir.colon = ’!’
path = (’./%s/%s’ % (MAILBOX_PATH, mailbox_name))
logger.debug(’path: %s’ % (path))
mailbox = mailbox.Maildir(path, create=False)
mailbox.add(email.get_email_message())
import os
if PORT < 1024 and os.name == ’posix’:
try:
os.system(’chown -R %s %s’ % (USER, path))
os.system(’chgrp -R %s %s’ % (GROUP, path))
except:
pass
except mailbox.NoSuchMailboxError:
logger.error(’Unkown mailbox %s’ % (mailbox_name))
except Exception as e:
logger.error(’There was problem %s with inserting on: %s’ % (e, path))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class SmtpRequestHandler(SocketServer.BaseRequestHandler):
’’’Handler for SMTP-requests’’’
def setup(self):
self.handler = ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler((self.server,
self.request, self.client_address))
def handle(self):
self.handler.handle()
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler(object):
id = 0
def __init__(self, params, connected=False):
self.id = ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler.id = \
ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler.id + 1
logger.debug(’%d ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler: initialized’ % (self.id))
server, self.request, self.peer_name = (params)
self.smtp_extensions = server.get_smtp_extensions()
self.fqdn = FQDN
# fqdn of the server
self.smtp_listeners = set()
# set of listeners that get notified
self.smtp_listeners.add(SmtpEvents(self))
self.state = COMMAND
# internal state-machine
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self.data_buffer = list()
# stores incoming data ’til \r\n
self.greeting = ’retrieving’
# args of ehlo-string
self.__custom_vars = {}
# custom variables (optional)
if not connected:
self.push(WELCOME_STRING) # say hello
logger.debug(’New incoming connection from %s:%s’ \
% (self.peer_name))
self.greeting = ’’
self.relay_queue = server.relay_queue # message-queue for threads
self.start = time.time()
self.mode = server.mode
if self.mode == GDEL:
self.smtp_listeners.add(GdelEvents(self))
self.smtp_listeners.add(RetrEvents(self))
self.gdel_queue = server.gdel_queue
self.retr_queue = server.retr_queue
logger.debug(’%d CSRH: # Smtp-listeners %d’ \
% (self.id, len(self.smtp_listeners)))
def finish(self):
’’’Called when connection closes.’’’
del (self.data_buffer)
def handle(self):
’’’Handle all incoming requests from one connection’’’
logger.debug(’Handler called’)
#scheduler = self.__scheduler #copying reference for better performance
time.sleep(0.01)
try:
while True:
next(self.receive_incoming_data())
next(self.process_incoming_data())
except SMTPConnectionClosed:
logger.debug(’%d Connection closed’ % (self.id))
except Exception as e:
logger.error(’ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler: %d %s’ % (self.id, e))
def receive_incoming_data(self):
’’’Looks for data available at the socket.
If data is available, the handle-event is notified.
’’’
from select import select
while True:
if CHECK_TIMEOUT:
r, _, _ = select([self.request], [], [], 0.01)
if time.time() - self.start > TIMEOUT:
raise TimeoutError, ’Timed out after %d seconds’ % (TIMEOUT)
else: r = True
if r:
data_string = self.request.recv(1024)
if len(data_string) == 0:
raise RemoteSocketClosed, \
’remote socket unexpectedly closed’
else:
self.data_buffer.append(data_string)
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yield
def process_incoming_data(self):
’’’Process the data in the internal databuffer
Checks the internal databuffer if there is an terminator found and
calls the found_terminator() function.
’’’
while True:
pos = len(self.data_buffer)-1
if TERMINATOR in self.data_buffer[pos]:
logger.debug(’%d Terminator found’ % (self.id))
if self.state == COMMAND: # delete terminator only for commands
i = self.data_buffer[pos].find(TERMINATOR)
self.data_buffer[pos] = self.data_buffer[pos][:i]
self.found_terminator()
self.flush_buffer()
yield
def push(self, msg):
’’’sends a message to the socket’’’
logger.debug(’%d push>> %s’ % (self.id, msg))
self.request.send((’%s %s’) % (msg, CRNL))
def flush_buffer(self):
’’’well, flushes the buffer...’’’
logger.debug(’%d flush!’ % (self.id))
#del(self.data_buffer)
self.data_buffer = list()
def found_terminator(self):
’’’Parses the data-buffer for commands’’’
line = EMPTYSTRING.join(self.data_buffer)
logger.debug(’%d internal state is %s’ % (self.id, self.state))
self.start = time.time()
if self.state == COMMAND:
if not line: # just received a \r\n
self.push(RC500) # send errormessage
return
i = line.find(SPACE)
if i < 0: # no arguments found
command = line.lower()
arguments = None
else:
command = line[:i].lower()
arguments = line[i+1:].strip()
for listener in self.smtp_listeners:
success = listener.notify(command, arguments)
if not success:
self.push(RC500)
elif self.state == DATA: # incoming data should be message-content
for listener in self.smtp_listeners:
listener.notify(’data’, line)
else:
# internal server confusion
logger.warning(’Internal Server confusion!’)
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self.state = COMMAND # put the state back to COMMAND
self.push(RC451)
def process_email(self, email):
"""Gets called when an email transmition has been finished.
The function decides what to do next. Depending on the mode in which
the server is running it notifies the dispatching thread.
"""
if VERBOSE:
logger.debug(’%d ehlo: %s’ % (self.id, email.ehlo))
logger.debug(’peer_name: %s %s’ % (email.peer_name))
logger.debug(’%d mail_from: %s’ % (self.id, email.mail_from))
logger.debug(’%d, rcpt_to: %s’ % (self.id, ’,’.join(email.rcpt_to)))
logger.debug(email.as_string())
try:
if self.mode == GDEL:
self.gdel_queue.put(email, True, 10)
elif self.mode == RELAY:
self.relay_queue.put(email, True, 10)
else:
#insert_mail(email)
return True
return True
except Exception as e:
logger.error(’process_email: %d %s’ % (self.id, e))
return False
def close(self):
’’’Closes the current connection’’’
logger.debug(’%d Closing connection...’ % (self.id))
self.request.close()
raise SMTPConnectionClosed, ’closing connection...’
def set_var(self, key, val):
’’’Allows a custom value to be stored in a dictionary’’’
self.__custom_vars[key] = val
def get_var(self, key):
’’’Allows a stored custom value to be retrieved’’’
try:
return self.__custom_vars[key]
except KeyError:
return None
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class EmailMessage(object):
def __init__(self):
self.mail_from = ’’ # return-path/sender’s address
self.rcpt_to = set() # set of all recipients
self.mail_data = list() # the actual maildata (in list form)
self.ehlo = ’’ # the ehlo-string of the sending mailserver
self.peer_name = ’’ # the ip-address of the sending mailserver
self.message_id = self._create_id()
self.attempt = 0
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def _create_id(self):
from hashlib import sha1
from time import time
from random import randint
id = sha1()
id.update(str(time()))
id.update(str(randint(1, 1000)))
return id.hexdigest()
def get_email_message(self):
from email import message_from_string
email_message = message_from_string(EMPTYSTRING.join(self.mail_data))
email_message = self.add_headers(email_message)
return email_message
def as_string(self):
return self.get_email_message().as_string()
def add_headers(self, msg):
’’’Adds header-strings to an Email-message
The msg has to be an email.message.Message as described in the Python
Standard Library 19.1.1
’’’
from time import strftime, localtime
received = \
(’from %s (ehlo: %s [%s]) by Envelope [%s] with msg-id %s@%s, %s’ \
% (self.mail_from, self.ehlo, self.peer_name, HOST, self.message_id, \
FQDN, strftime("%a, %d %b %Y %H:%M:%S", localtime()) ))
msg[’Message-ID’] = ’<%s@%s>’ % (self.message_id, FQDN)
msg[’Received’] = received
return msg
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class NotificationStub(object):
def __init__(self, uid, peer_info):
self.uid = uid
self.peer_info = peer_info
self.retry = -1
self.retry_date = None
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class SmtpDispatcher(threading.Thread):
def __init__(self, queue):
threading.Thread.__init__(self)
self.queue = queue
def run(self):
from time import sleep
while True:
sleep(0.2)
try:
item = self.queue.get()
if item == ’shutdown’: break
logger.debug(’processing something’)
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self.process(item)
except: pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class Relayer(SmtpDispatcher):
def __init__(self, queue):
SmtpDispatcher.__init__(self, queue)
logger.debug(’Relayer: initialized’)
def process(self, item):
logger.debug(’Relayer: processing....’)
from smtplib import SMTP
rcpt = item.rcpt_to
for recipient in rcpt:
dns_sema.acquire()
addr = get_mx(recipient)
dns_sema.release()
try:
conn = SMTP(addr)
conn.ehlo(FQDN)
conn.sendmail(item.mail_from, recipient, item.as_string())
except Exception as e:
#todo handling
logger.error(’Relayer: %s’ % (e))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class Notifier(SmtpDispatcher):
def __init__(self, queue):
SmtpDispatcher.__init__(self, queue)
logger.debug(’Notifier: initialized’)
def process(self, item):
logger.debug(’Notifier: processing....’)
rcpt = item.rcpt_to
from smtplib import SMTP
for recipient in rcpt:
dns_sema.acquire()
addr = get_mx(recipient)
dns_sema.release()
try:
conn = SMTP(addr, PORT)
conn.set_debuglevel(1)
conn.ehlo(FQDN)
if conn.has_extn(’gdel’):
serialize_email(item)
rc, _ = conn.docmd(’GDEL %s@%s’ % (item.message_id, FQDN))
# TODO
if rc == 250:
# everything is ok
logger.debug(’Notifier: %s notified’ % (addr))
elif rc == 500: # the receiver does not recognize GDEL
logger.error(
’Notifier: %s does not recognize GDEL’ % (addr))
elif rc == 502: # the receiver does not support GDEL
logger.error(
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’Notifier: %s does not support GDEL’ % (addr))
else:
logger.warning(
’Notifier: %s does not support GDEL’ % (addr))
conn.quit()
# implement fallback?
except Exception as e: #something went wrong... but what?
logger.error(’Notifier: %s %s’ % (e.__class__, e))
pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class _DummyServerMixin():
mode = RETR
relay_queue = None
gdel_queue = None
def get_smtp_extensions(self):
return set()
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class ConcreteRetriever(threading.Thread, _DummyServerMixin):
def __init__(self, item):
threading.Thread.__init__(self)
self.item = item
logger.debug(’ConcreteRetriever initialized’)
def run(self):
from time import sleep
from random import randint
from datetime import datetime, timedelta
item = self.item #copying item
sleep(DELAY * randint(1, RAND))
uid = item.uid
logger.debug(’Retrieving %s’ % (uid))
ip, _ = (item.peer_info)
_, uid_fqdn = uid.split(’@’)
try:
if check_spf(uid_fqdn, ip[0]):
from smtplib import SMTP
conn = SMTP(ip[0], PORT)
if not conn: raise NoSmtpServiceAvailable(’No SMTP Service’)
conn.set_debuglevel(1)
conn.ehlo(FQDN)
if conn.has_extn(’retr’):
logger.debug(’Retriever: Remote host supports RETR.’)
rc, _ = conn.docmd(’RETR’, uid)
if rc == 250:
logger.debug(’Retriever: Remote host found %s’ % (uid))
handler = ConcreteSmtpRequestHandler(
(self, conn.sock, ip), True)
handler.handle()
else:
logger.error(’Retriever: Could not retrieve message’)
else:
logger.error(’Retriever: Remote host has no valid SPF1’)
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except NoSmtpServiceAvailable as e:
logger.warning(’Retriever: %s’ % (e))
#put it back into the queue
item.retry_date = datetime.utcnow()
item.retry += 1
self.queue.put(item)
except Exception as e:
logger.error(’Retriever: %s %s’ % (e.__class__, e))
logger.error(’Retriever: something went horribly wrong’)
if conn:
conn.docmd(’500’, ’Error’)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class Retriever(SmtpDispatcher):
def __init__(self, queue):
SmtpDispatcher.__init__(self, queue)
logger.debug(’Retriever: initialized’)
self.retr_queue = queue
def process(self, item):
retriever = ConcreteRetriever(item)
retriever.start()
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class SmtpServer(SocketServer.ThreadingMixIn, SocketServer.TCPServer):
smtp_extensions = set()
mode = ’’
def _register_smtp_extensions(self):
if self.mode == GDEL:
self.smtp_extensions.add(’GDEL’)
self.smtp_extensions.add(’RETR’)
def get_smtp_extensions(self):
return self.smtp_extensions
def set_mode(self, mode):
self.mode = mode
def init(self, mode):
self.set_mode(mode)
self._init_queues()
self._register_smtp_extensions()
self._spawn_dispatcher()
def _init_queues(self):
from Queue import Queue
logger.debug(’Initializing Queues’)
self.relay_queue = Queue(10)
if self.mode == GDEL:
self.gdel_queue = Queue(10)
self.retr_queue = Queue(10)
def _spawn_dispatcher(self):
if self.mode == RELAY:
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logger.debug(’Spawning relayer’)
relayer = Relayer(self.relay_queue)
relayer.start()
elif self.mode == GDEL:
logger.debug(’Spawning notifier and retriever’)
notifier = Notifier(self.gdel_queue)
retriever = Retriever(self.retr_queue)
notifier.start()
retriever.start()
else:
logger.error(’Could not spawn dispatcher. No/Unknown mode %s’ %
(self.mode))
def shutdown(self):
logger.debug(’Shutting down the SMTP-server’)
if self.mode == RELAY:
self.relay_queue.put(’shutdown’)
if self.mode == GDEL:
self.retr_queue.put(’shutdown’)
self.gdel_queue.put(’shutdown’)
SocketServer.TCPServer.shutdown(self)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class Events(object):
def __init__(self, handler):
self.handler = handler
self.email = EmailMessage()
def reset(self):
logger.debug(’%d Reset’ % (self.handler.id))
self.handler.state = COMMAND
self.email = ’’
self.email = EmailMessage()

# issue 1, nat@11.1.2010

def notify(self, cmd, arg):
logger.debug(’Command: "%s" Arguments: "%s"’ % (cmd, arg))
event = getattr(self, ’on_’+cmd, None)
if event:
event(arg)
return True
else:
#logger.debug(’bad request: %s’ % (cmd))
return False
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def
def

on_ehlo(self,
on_helo(self,
on_noop(self,
on_rset(self,
on_mail(self,
on_rcpt(self,
on_data(self,
on_gdel(self,
on_retr(self,
on_quit(self,
on_help(self,

arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):
arg):

pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
pass
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def on_vrfy(self, arg): pass
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class SmtpEvents(Events):
def __init__(self, handler):
Events.__init__(self, handler)
def on_helo(self, arg):
if not arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’HELO hostname!’))
#envLog.info(’Wrong HELO-syntax’)
return
else:
self.handler.greeting = arg
self.handler.push(’250 %s’ % (self.handler.fqdn))
self.handler.legacy = True
def on_ehlo(self, arg):
if not arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’EHLO hostname!’))
return
else:
if self.handler.greeting:
# according to RFC5321 section 4.1.4 an EHLO-command issued
# later in a session has the same effect as the RSET command.
# This means that all information stored so far has to be
# cleared and set back.
self.handler.reset()
self.handler.greeting = arg
extensions = self.handler.smtp_extensions
reply = (’250-%s whazzup?’ % (self.handler.fqdn))
if len(extensions) > 0:
# according to RFC5321 section 4.2.1 a multiline reply requires
# every line exept the last one to begin with a hyphen after
# the reply-code
for extension in extensions:
reply = reply + CRNL + (’250-%s’ % (extension))
reply = reply + CRNL + (’250 HELP’)
self.handler.push(reply)
def on_noop(self, arg):
self.handler.push(RC250)
def on_quit(self, arg):
self.handler.push(RC221) # say goodbye
self.handler.close()
def on_rset(self, arg):
if arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’RSET <CRLF>’))
else:
del(self.email)
self.email = EmailMessage()
self.reset()
self.handler.push(RC250)
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def on_mail(self, arg):
if self.handler.mode == GDEL and STRICT:
self.handler.push(RC553)
if self.handler.greeting == ’’:
self.handler.push(RC503)
logger.debug(’bad sequence of commands’)
return # exit this
if arg[:5].lower() == ’from:’:
arg = arg[5:].strip()
else:
self.handler.push(RC504)
logger.debug(’got a crappy command’)
return # exit this
if self.handler.state == COMMAND:
if self.email.mail_from == ’’:
import string
argList = string.split(arg, ’ ’)
# check if this is a correct email-address
# and then check if the domain of the reply-path is valid
if check_mailaddress(argList[0]):
domainName = string.split(argList[0], ’@’)[1]
if domainName[len(domainName)-1:] == ’>’:
domainName = domainName[:len(domainName)-1]
if check_fqdn(domainName):
self.email.mail_from = argList[0]
self.email.peer_name = self.handler.peer_name
self.email.ehlo = self.handler.greeting
self.handler.from_param = argList[1:]
self.handler.push(RC250)
else:
self.handler.push(RC553)
else:
self.handler.push(RC503)
else:
logger.debug(’Bad sequence - multiple mail from’)
self.handler.push(RC503)
else:
self.handler.push(RC503)
def on_rcpt(self, arg):
if self.handler.greeting == ’’:
self.handler.push(RC503)
return # exit this
if arg[:3].lower() == ’to:’:
arg = arg[3:].strip()
else:
self.handler.push(RC504)
return # exit this
if self.handler.state == COMMAND:
if not self.email.mail_from == ’’:
if len(self.email.rcpt_to) >= RECIPIENT_BUFFER:
self.handler.push(RC452)
else:
self.email.rcpt_to.add(arg)
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self.handler.push(RC250)
logger.debug(’Number of recipients: %s’
% (len(self.email.rcpt_to)))
else:
self.handler.push(RC503)
else:
self.handler.push(RC503)
def on_data(self, arg):
if self.handler.state == COMMAND:
if self.email.mail_from == ’’:
self.handler.push(RC503)
else:
self.handler.state = DATA
self.handler.push(RC354)
logger.debug(’switched to DATA-state, ready for input’)
elif self.handler.state == DATA:
logger.debug(’DATA %s’ % (arg))
if (arg and arg[0] == ’.’) or arg[len(arg)-5:] == ’\r\n.\r\n’:
self.email.mail_data.append(arg)
if self.handler.process_email(self.email) == True:
self.handler.push(RC250)
else:
self.handler.push(RC554)
self.reset()
# issue 1, nat@11.1.2010
else:
self.email.mail_data.append(arg)
def on_help(self, arg):
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’This is envelope-mail v 0.1’))
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’Supported commands:’))
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’
HELO
EHLO
NOOP
MAIL’))
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’
RCPT
RSET
DATA
VRFY’))
if self.handler.mode == GDEL:
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’HELP
GDEL
RETR’))
else:
self.handler.push(RC214 % (’
HELP’))
self.handler.push(’214 End of HELP info’)
def on_vrfy(self, arg):
self.handler.push(RC252)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class GdelEvents(Events):
def __init__(self, handler):
Events.__init__(self, handler)
def on_gdel(self, arg):
logger.debug(’gdel fired’)
if not arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’GDEL <uid>@<FQDN><CRLF>’))
else:
# put it into the retrievequeue
if not ’@’ in arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’GDEL <uid>@<FQDN><CRLF>’))
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else:
stub = NotificationStub(arg,
(self.handler.peer_name, self.handler.greeting))
self.handler.retr_queue.put(stub)
self.handler.push(RC250)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------class RetrEvents(Events):
def __init__(self, handler):
Events.__init__(self, handler)
def on_retr(self, arg):
if not arg:
self.handler.push(RC501 % (’RETR <uid><CFLF>’))
else:
# forward the mail
logger.debug(’RetrEvents: got %s to retrieve’ % (arg))
email = deserialize_email(arg.split(’@’)[0])
if email == None:
logger.debug(’RetrEvents: could not find %s’ % (arg))
self.handler.push(RC490)
else:
logger.debug(’RetrEvents: %s found’ % (arg))
self.handler.push(RC250)
from smtplib import SMTP
class RetrSmtp(SMTP):
def __init__(self, socket):
SMTP.__init__(self)
self.sock = socket
self.ehlo_resp = ’retrieve’
rcpt = email.rcpt_to
for recipient in rcpt:
try:
conn = RetrSmtp(self.handler.request)
conn.set_debuglevel(1)
conn.sendmail(email.mail_from,
recipient, email.as_string())
conn.quit()
except Exception as e:
# todo: serialize it here
logger.error(e)
logger.error(’RetrEvents: Something went ’ /
’wrong when retrieving a message’)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------def smtp(mode=RELAY,fqdn=FQDN, host=HOST, port=PORT):
from os import path
if not path.exists(GDEL_STORAGE_PATH):
logger.error(’Path not found "%s"’ % (GDEL_STORAGE_PATH))
return None
if not path.exists(MAILBOX_PATH):
logger.error(’Path not found "%s"’ % (MAILBOX_PATH))
return None
server = SmtpServer((host, port), SmtpRequestHandler)
server.init(mode)
server_thread = threading.Thread(target=server.serve_forever)
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server_thread.setDaemon(True)
server_thread.start()
print (’Serving at %s:%d’ % (host, port))
print (’To stop the server, press ctrl-C.’)
logger.info(’Serving at %s:%d’ % (host, port))
return server
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------if __name__ == "__main__":
from optparse import OptionParser
import socket
dns_sema = threading.BoundedSemaphore(5)
host = socket.gethostbyname(socket.gethostname())
mode = MODE
port = PORT
parser = OptionParser()
parser.add_option(’-m’, ’--mode’, action=’store’, type=’string’,
dest=’mode’, help=’The mode in which the server is started. Possible ’ \
+ ’options are relay, gdel and receiver’)
parser.add_option( ’--host’, action=’store’, type=’string’,
dest=’host’, help=’ip-address on which the smtp-server listens’)
parser.add_option(’-p’, ’--port’, action=’store’, type=’int’,
dest=’port’, help=’port on which the server listens. Defaults to 25’)
parser.add_option(’-e’,’--ehlo’, action=’store’, type=’string’,
dest=’ehlo’, help=’This is how the server indentifies itself with ehlo’)
parser.add_option(’-d’, action=’store_true’, dest=’debug’)
parser.add_option(’-v’, ’--verbose’, action=’store_true’, dest=’verbose’)
parser.add_option(’-s’, ’--strict’, action=’store_true’, dest=’strict’,
help=’If true, server only accepts GDEL-communication’)
parser.add_option(’--log-level’, action=’store’, type=’string’,
dest=’log_level’, help=’Defines the level of the logging. Possible ’ \
+ ’levels are DEBUG, INFO, WARNING, ERROR, CRITICAL. Default level ’ \
+ ’ERROR.’)
(options, _) =parser.parse_args()
if options.mode != None:
option = options.mode.strip().upper()
if option not in [’GDEL’, ’RELAY’, ’RECEIVER’]:
print (’Error: unkown mode %s’ % (options.mode))
parser.print_help()
exit()
else:
if option == ’GDEL’:
mode = GDEL
elif option == ’RELAY’:
mode = RELAY
elif option == ’RECEIVER’:
mode = RECEIVER
else:
print (’Error: unkown mode %s’ % (options.mode))
parser.print_help()
exit()
log_level = logging.ERROR
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if options.log_level:
lvl = options.log_level.strip().upper() #copying for speed purposes
if lvl == ’DEBUG’:
log_level = logging.DEBUG
elif lvl == ’INFO’:
log_level = logging.INFO
elif lvl == ’WARNING’:
log_level = logging.WARNING
elif lvl == ’ERROR’:
log_level = logging.ERROR
elif lvl == ’CRITICAL’:
log_level = logging.CRITICAL
logger = logger_factory(log_level)
if options.host:
host = options.host
if options.port:
port = options.port
PORT = options.port
if options.ehlo:
FQDN = options.ehlo
WELCOME_STRING = (’220 %s’ % (FQDN))
if options.debug:
DEBUG = True
if options.verbose:
VERBOSE = True
if options.strict:
STRICT = True
serv = smtp(mode=mode, host=host, port=port)
if serv is not None:
while True:
try:
time.sleep(10)
except KeyboardInterrupt:
break
print ’\nInterrupt’
serv.shutdown()

D.2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Spambot

#! /usr/bin/env python
# spambot vs. 0.1
from multiprocessing import Process, Queue
from threading import Thread
import random
msg = list()
msg.append("Always look on
msg.append("Your highness,
I only mean that you shine
msg.append("My philosophy,

the bright side of life.")
when I said that you are like a stream of bat’s piss,\
out like a shaft of gold when all around it is dark")
like color television, is all there in black \
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and white")
msg.append("It’s funny, isn’t it? How your best friend can just blow up \
like that?")
msg.append("Nudge, nudge, wink, wink. Know what I mean?")
msg.append("Spam, spam, spam wonderful spam!")
msg.append("Tis but a scratch’!")
msg.append("There’s nothing an agnostic can’t do if he doesn’t know whether he \
believes in anything or not")
msg.append("I don’t think there’s a punch-line scheduled, is there?")
msg.append("You’re using coconuts!")
msg.append("Oh! Come and see the violence inherent in the system! Help, help! \
I’m being repressed!")
msg.append("We are the Knights Who Say... ’Ni’! ")
msg.append("Stop! Who would cross the Bridge of Death must answer me these \
questions three, ere the other side he see. ")
msg.append("Spare a talent for an old ex-leper, sir.")
msg.append("Yeah. Oh, yeah. Splitters. Splitters...")
msg.append("All right ... all right ... but apart from better sanitation and \
medicine and education and irrigation and public health and roads and a \
freshwater system and baths and public order ... what HAVE the Romans ever \
done for US?")
msg.append("You lucky, lucky bastard.")
msg.append("Hello, I wish to register a complaint...Hello? Miss?")
msg.append("I wish to complain about this parrot what I purchased not half an \
hour ago from this very boutique.")
msg.append("I didn’t expect a kind of Spanish Inquisition.")
msg.append("And now for something completely different.")
msg.append("Rule One: No Poofters!")
msg.append("Rule Six: There is NO Rule Six.")
msg.append("I... I wanted to be... A LUMBERJACbot = Process!")
msg.append("Now.....I eat the banana.")
msg.append("Can Karl Marx bring something new into this game?")
msg.append("My hats, Sir Horace!")
msg.append("Spot the Looney!")
msg.append("We dine well here in Camelot, we eat ham and jam and spamalot.")
msg.append("I want to buy some cheese.")
msg.append("He’s not the Messiah - he’s a very naughty boy.")
rcpts = list()
rcpts.append(’eric@idle.com’)
rcpts.append(’graham@chapman.com’)
rcpts.append(’john@cleese.co.uk’)
rcpts.append(’kewl@bogus.co.nz’)
rcpts.append(’nat@bogus.co.nz’)
rcpts.append(’nat@envelope.co.nz’)
rcpts.append(’spamalot@bogus.co.nz’)
rcpts.append(’michael@palin.net’)
rcpts.append(’terry@gilliam.net’)
rcpts.append(’terry@jones.org’)
ehlo = list()
ehlo.append(’spam.net’)
ehlo.append(’gmail.com’)
ehlo.append(’guckuck.co.nz’)
ehlo.append(’msn.com’)
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def get_rand_ehlo():
return rcpts[random.randint(0,3)]
def get_rand_email():
return rcpts[random.randint(0,9)]
def get_rand_msg():
return msg[random.randint(0,30)]
def get_mx(name):
’’’
Get the MX-record for a given domain-name or an email-address.
Returns the address of the mail-server with the highest priority. If no
MX entry could be found it returns None
’’’
import dns.resolver
try:
answer = dns.resolver.query(name, ’MX’)
preference = 99999
for record in answer:
if record.preference < preference:
preference = record.preference
prefered_mx = record.exchange.to_text()
return prefered_mx[:len(prefered_mx)-1]
except Exception as e:
print e
return None
def send_mail(n, v, t):
import smtplib
from time import time
sender_refused = rcpt_refused = data_error = conn_error = helo_error = \
disc_error = un_error = 0
start = time()
for i in range (1, n):
x = get_rand_msg
to_addr = get_rand_email()
from_addr = get_rand_email()
msg = "From: <%s>\r\nTo: <%s>\r\nSubject: %s\r\n%s\r\n%s %s %s" \
% (from_addr, to_addr, x(),x(),x(),x(),x())
import string
mx = get_mx(string.split(to_addr, ’@’)[1])
if mx != None:
try:
conn = smtplib.SMTP(mx, timeout=t)
conn.ehlo(get_rand_ehlo())
if v == True: conn.set_debuglevel(1)
conn.sendmail(from_addr, to_addr, msg)
conn.quit()
except smtplib.SMTPSenderRefused as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
sender_refused+=1
except smtplib.SMTPRecipientsRefused as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
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rcpt_refused+=1
except smtplib.SMTPDataError as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
data_error+=1
except smtplib.SMTPConnectError as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
conn_error+=1
except smtplib.SMTPHeloError as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
helo_error+=1
except smtplib.SMTPServerDisconnected as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
disc_error+=1
except Exception as e:
print (’%s %s’ % (mx, e))
un_error+=1
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

’time to send %d mails was %.4f minutes’ % (n, (time() - start)/60)
’Senders refused: %d’ % (sender_refused)
’Recipiens refused: %d’ % (rcpt_refused)
’Data errors: %d’ % (data_error)
’Connection Errors: %d’ % (conn_error)
’Helo Errors: %d’ % (helo_error)
’Server disconnects: %d’ % (disc_error)
’Undefined errors: %d’ % (un_error)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
from optparse import OptionParser
parser = OptionParser()
parser.add_option(’-n’, ’--number’, action=’store’, type=’int’, dest=’n’,
help=’number of mails to send (min=1, max=10000000’)
parser.add_option(’-p’, ’--processes’, action=’store’, type=’int’, dest=’p’,
help=’number of processes to send the mails (between 2 and 100)’)
parser.add_option(’-v’, action=’store_true’, dest=’v’, help=’verbose’)
parser.add_option(’-t’, ’--timeout’, action=’store’, type=’int’, dest=’t’,
help=’timeout of a connection’)
parser.add_option(’--phreads’, action=’store_true’, dest=’ph’,
help=’threads instad of processes’)
(options, _) = parser.parse_args()
if not options.n or options.n < 1 or options.n > 10000000:
parser.print_help()
exit()
if options.v == True:
verbose = True
else: verbose = False
if options.t:
if options.t < 1 or options.t > 120:
parser.print_help()
exit()
timeout = options.t
else: timeout = 1
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if options.p or (options.ph and not options.p):
if options.p < 2 or options.p > 100:
parser.print_help()
exit()
else:
bots = list()
n_per_bot = int(options.n/options.p)
remainder = options.n%options.p
for i in range(0,options.p):
if remainder > 0 and i == options.p-1:
n_per_bot = n_per_bot + remainder
if options.ph:
bot = Thread(target=send_mail, args=(n_per_bot,
verbose, timeout))
else:
bot = Process(target=send_mail, args=(n_per_bot,
verbose, timeout))
else:
if options.ph:
bot = Thread(target=send_mail, args=(n_per_bot,
verbose, timeout))
else:
bot = Process(target=send_mail, args=(n_per_bot,
verbose, timeout))
bots.append(bot)
for bot in bots:
bot.start()
else:
send_mail(options.n, verbose, timeout)
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Appendix E
SMTP servers supporting ETRN
This list provides an overview of well known SMTP servers of ISPs and freemail providers and their
support for ETRN.
mail.191.biz, yes
mail.191.it, yes
smtp.access4less.net, no
smtp.activenetwork.it, no
mail.actrix.co.nz, yes
mail.adelphia.net, no
relay.albacom.net, no
smtp.albacom.net, no
smtp.alcotek.it, no
out.aliceposta.it, yes
mail.tin.it, no
outmail.f2s.com, no
smtp.aol.com, yes
smtp.aruba.it, no
smtp.weblinea.it, no
smtp.atlavia.it, no
smtp.auna.com, no
batelco.com.bh, yes
mail.barak.net.il, yes
%mail.bezeqint.net, yes
mail.bezeqint.net, yes
pangasinan.com, no
smtp.blu.it, no
mail.bluebottle.com, yes
smtp.mybluelight.com, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
smtp.bol.com.br, yes
smtp.brturbo.com.br, no
mail.btinternet.com, no
mail.btopenworld.com, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
smtp2.callsouth.net.nz, yes
smtp.callsouth.net.nz, yes
smtp.cheapnet.it, no
smtp.mymmode.com, no
relay.clara.net, no
smtp.clear.net.nz, yes
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www.dinajpur.biz, no
smtpauth.earthlink.net, no
smtp.easynet.co.uk, no
mail2.eircom.net, yes
smtp.email.it, yes
smtp.euronet.nl, yes
smtp.ezysurf.co.nz, yes
mail.messagingengine.com, yes
smtp.fastweb.it, no
mailbus.fastweb.it, no
smtp.fastwebnet.it, no
outmail.f2s.com, no
%mx.freenet.de, yes
mx.freenet.de, yes
smtp.giga.net.tw, yes
smtp.globe.net.nz, yes
smtp.gmail.com, no
mail.gmx.net, no
smtpout.secureserver.net, no
%mx2.hotmail.com, no
mx2.hotmail.com, no
%mx1.hotmail.com, no
mx1.hotmail.com, no
mail.i4u.net.nz, no
smtp.ic24.net, no
smtp.ig.com.br, no
smtp.ihug.co.nz, no
mail.infinito.it, yes
sout.zahav.net.il, yes
smtp.internetlibero.it, no
smtp.iprimus.com.au, no
smtp.ixpres.com, yes
smtp.juno.com, no
%smtp.katamail.com, no
smtp.katamail.com, no
smtp.weblinea.it, no
smtp.mac.com, yes
smtp.madasafish.com, no
smtp.mail.ru, no
mail.mclink.it, no
smtp.weblinea.it, no
mail.mtel.net, no
mail.netexplora.com, yes
smtp.isp.netscape.com, no
mail.netvigator.com, yes
smtp.netzero.com, no
smtp.ngi.it, yes
smtp.nildram.co.uk, no
smtp.noos.fr, yes
mail.novis.pt, no
smtp.ono.com, no
mail.orcon.net.nz, no
ns.pcts.sk, no
smtp.paradise.net.nz, yes
smtpauth.peoplepc.com, no
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smtp.dsl.pipex.com, no
smtp.dial.pipex.com, no
mail.postman.net, yes
relay.poste.it, no
kiwi.previdencia.gov.br, yes
xasa.com, yes
smtp.promo.it, no
quipo.it, yes
smtp.mundo-r.com, no
smtp.deejaymail.it, no
smtp.reteitaly.com, no
smtp.broadband.rogers.com, no
smtp.runbox.com, no
mx.sapo.pt, no
smtp.flash.yahoo.com, no
smtp.nvbell.yahoo.com, no
smtp.pacbell.yahoo.com, no
smtp.sbcglobal.yahoo.com, no
smtp.prodigy.yahoo.com, no
smtp.wans.yahoo.com, no
smtp.snet.yahoo.com, no
smtp.swbell.yahoo.com, no
smtp.ameritech.yahoo.com, no
%smtp.sbcglobal.yahoo.com, no
smtp.sbcglobal.yahoo.com, no
smtp.scarlet.be, no
smtp.shylex.net, yes
smtp.simail.it, no
mail.satyam.net.in, yes
smtp.slingshot.co.nz, no
mail.softhome.net, no
smtp.southnet.co.nz, yes
smtp.sprintpcs.com, no
mail1.stofanet.dk, no
smtp.sunrise.ch, yes
mail.supereva.it, yes
smtp.tariffenet.it, no
backup-mx.post.tele.dk, yes
smtp.tele2.it, no
virtual.everyday.com, yes
mail.tin.it, no
smtp.191.it, yes
mail.191.it, yes
mail.tuttopmi.it, yes
smtp.xtra.co.nz, yes
mail.191.it, yes
smtp.telefonica.net, no
smtp.telepac.pt, no
smtp.telepac.pt, no
%smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
smtp.telus.net, yes
mail.telus.net, yes
smtp.telvia.it, yes
smtp.terra.es, no
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smtp.sao.terra.com.br, no
smtp.rec.terra.com.br, no
mail.posta.tim.it, yes
smtp2.xdslnet.it, no
out.virgilio.it, no
mail.clubnet.tin.it, no
mail.tnet.it, yes
mail.totalise.co.uk, no
mail.tugamail.com, no
tvtel.pt, yes
smtp.warpdriveonline.com, yes
smtp.postoffice.net, no
smtp.utopiasystems.net, yes
smtp.utu.fi, no
smtp.v21.co.uk, yes
outgoing.verizon.net, yes
out.virgilio.it, no
smtp.virgin.net, no
mail.vispa.com, no
smtpmail.waitrose.com, no
smtp.wanadooadsl.net, no
smtp.wanadoo.fr, yes
smtp.wanadoo.es, no
smtp.wanadoo.nl, no
smtp.web.de, no
smtp.emailsrvr.com, yes
smtp.live.com, yes
mail.world-net.co.nz, no
smtp.gmail.com, no
mail.qos.net.il, yes
smtp.tol.it, no
smtp.xs4all.nl, no
mail.xs4all.nl, no
smtp.xtra.co.nz, yes
smtp.ya.com, no
smtp2.adsl.ya.com, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com.cn, no
%smtp.mail.yahoo.com, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com.ar, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.co.uk, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com.tw, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.de, no
smtp.correo.yahoo.es, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.it, no
mail.zeelandnet.nl, yes
mail.amaze.net.au, yes
mailhost.col.ameritech.net, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
mail1.oznet.net.au, yes
mailhost.breathemail.net, no
mail.bright.net, yes
mail.btclick.com, yes
smtp.btconnect.com, yes
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mail.btinternet.com, no
mail.btopenworld.com, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
relay.clara.net, no
smtp.cs.com, yes
postoffice.dca.net, yes
smtp.earthlink.net, no
smtp.easynet.co.uk, no
mail.ee.net, yes
relay.free-online.co.uk, no
mail.greenbank.net.au, no
mail.hotkey.net.au, no
smtp.ic24.net, no
mailout.icdc.com, yes
mail.nfolink.com, yes
mail.your-net.com, yes
post.inweb.co.uk, yes
mail.iron.net, no
mail.jadeinc.com, yes
mail.logicworld.com.au, no
smtp.madasafish.com, no
mail.midohio.net, yes
smtp.mindspring.com, no
mail.mindspring.com, no
smtp.ix.netcom.com, no
smtp.netreach.net, no
smtp.netzero.net, no
mail.nextek.net, no
smtp.nildram.co.uk, no
smtp.ozemail.com.au, no
mail.peoplepc.com, no
smtp-1.opaltelecom.net, no
smtp.dial.pipex.com, no
relay.plus.net, no
smtp.prodigy.net, no
smtp-server.insight.rr.com, no
smtp-server.columbus.rr.com, no
smtp-server.nc.rr.com, no
smtp.blueyonder.co.uk, no
mail.totalise.co.uk, no
mail.ttlc.net, yes
smtp.v21.co.uk, yes
smtp.virgin.net, no
mail.vispa.com, no
mail.voicenet.com, no
smtpmail.waitrose.com, no
smtp.wanadoo.fr, yes
smtp.mail.wowway.com, no
smtp.mail.wideopenwest.com, no
smtp.mail.yahoo.com, no
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